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CHAPTER I

PROPAGANDA

WE have witnessed one of the most amazing episodes of

modern times*

Almost overnight we have seen arise to undisputed power
in Germany a political party which was virtually unknown
to the outside world a short half-dozen years ago. We have

seen a movement, started by a little group of conspirators in

a Munich beer-cellar and accelerated by an astonishingly

brilliant propaganda campaign, become the most formi-

dable political force in European history- We have seen the

greatest national uprising since Yorck, Stein and Scharn-

horst called the German nation to arms against Napoleon
in 1813. We have seen an obscure Austrian artisan, for

eighteen years a man without a country and persistently

ridiculed in the foreign press as a visionary and a mounte-

bank, make himself dictator of the empire founded by Bis-

marck and ruled by the Hohcn^ollerns. We have seen him

do what the Iron Chancellor never dared to do. We have

seen him ruthlessly crush every vestige of opposition, recon-

struct the whole framework of government, deprive the

German states of the autonomy they had enjoyed for more

than sixty years, suppress free speech, muzzle the press,
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dictate to Big Business, defy the aristocracy, bully the

Church. We have seen the promulgation of a law which

will deprive 400,000 of the physically and mentally unfit of

their reproductive powers. We have seen a persecution of

the Jews for the like of which we must go back to the Spain

of the Inquisition. We have seen every phase of German life

religious, educational, medical, legal, financial, industrial,

scientific, literary, artistic brought under the control of the

State. We have seen the German people, delirious with

enthusiasm, substitute the greeting "Htf/7 Hitler!" for

"Gutcn Tag!" We have seen the creation of an army of a

million irregulars in n country which was professedly help-

less and disarmed. We have seen the Allies repaid with a

vengeance for the harshness and humiliations of Versailles.

We have seen the Disarmament Conference disrupted, the

League of Nations rebuffed and the calculations of Europe's

shrewdest diplomats upset. We have seen the second most

populous country in Eurojx*, and potentially the most for-

midable one, awake and burst its chains* We have seen this

vanquished* impoverished and distracted nation recrudesce

with a suddenness and vigor which has terrified its former

enemies and set the war-drums beating the long roll from

the Vistula to the Seine* In short, within the space of a

single twelvemonth, we have .seen everything happen that

we had been assured, over and over again, could not pos-

sibly happen.

In the following pages it is neither as a champion nor as

an adversary, but as a disinterested observer, of the National
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Socialist revolution that I submit my views. It seems to me

very important that the American public should be given

an unprejudiced and fairly detailed account of this great

and novel and highly disturbing factor in world affairs. In

view of the passion that has been aroused in this country

by events in Germany, I realize the difficulty o obtaining

an impartial hearing, but I am convinced that there is never-

theless a very large body of intelligent, well-balanced and

justice-loving people who admit that there are two sides to

every question, even to the German one, and who wish to

familiarize themselves with both sides before forming their

opinions.

Let me make my own attitude unmistakably clear at the

very outset by declaring that many of the policies pursued

by the Nazis have been incredibly stupid and short-sighted,

many of their methods abominably cruel. I have nothing

but condemnation for their treatment of the Jews, whose

lot is indeed a tragic one. For the numerous authenticated

excesses of which Hitler's followers have been guilty no

right-thinking man could find a shadow of excuse. But

that is no reason why the German people should be con-

demned en masse, why their very real grievances should not

be given sympathetic consideration, or why the extraordi-

nary nature of Hitler's achievement should not be recog-

nized- If the professional Germanophobes can twist that

into an admission of pro-Hitlcrism or anti-Semitism they

arc welcome to make the most of it.

Geographically in the center of the Continent, Germany
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is the political and economic hub of Europe. What happens

in the Reich in the immediate future will decide the course

of European history, yes, of world history, for years to come*

Moreover, Germany is a very great country, and it is not

safe to ignore its resentments and demands arid aspirations.

If fear and hatred are permitted to fan the fires of German

nationalism into fiercer flame there may ensue a conflagra-

tion which will sweep the Continent and utterly consume

the fabric of European civilization.

No one who has not traveled extensively in Germany of

late can visualize the fire and passion which inspire the

Nazis, or their almost idolatrous devotion to their leader,

or the torrential fashion in which the movement has swept

the country off its feet In the shops and the offices, the

fields and the factories, the schools and the universities the

Nazi creed has become a religion and Adolf Hitler is its

prophet It is young Germany a generation which has

come of age since 1918 in revolt against internal weakness

and foreign domination. To find a parallel to the existing

situation you must turn back the pages of history for six*

score years, to the days of the Tagcndbund, when the writ-

ings o men like Pichte and Arndt, the military genius of

Scharnhorst and Gnciscnau, the leadership of the great

soldier Yorck and the great minister Stein, effected the

moral regeneration of Prussia and ended the tyranny of

Napoleon*

Today Europe stands at the crossroads* She has to choose

between the way to war and the path to peace. For in the
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near future one of two things must happen. Either France

and her satellites will find an excuse for declaring a war

of prevention though they would, of course, call it by

another name thereby precipitating a world conflict whose

outcome no man can foresee; or Hitler will build up a coun-

try more economically and militarily powerful than the

empire of the Hohenzollerns,

I myself believe that from the struggle now in progress

will emerge a new Germany, animated by a spirit far differ-

ent from that of the past fifteen years. But, provided Ger-

many is given the Square Deal to which every nation is

entitled, provided her former enemies consent to redress

her grievances and assent to her legitimate aspirations, I

do not believe that this new spirit will necessarily prove a

bellicose one. For and let there be no mistake about this

there is no desire for war on the part of the great mass of

the German people. % $
However much we may decry certain o their methods,

however deep our sense of insecurity and alarm, it must

be admitted that the Nazis have worked a political miracle.

They have yanked a beaten, discouraged and hopeless peo-

ple out of the slough of despond; they have instilled the

elixirs of hope, courage and ambition into the drooping

spirit of the Fatherland. Fanatics, hot-heads, ruffians, mili-

tary madmen, victims of demagoguery, fools who rock the

boat, call them what you will, they nevertheless have the

support of the German people, for you can not laugh off

the forty million votes of confidence cast in the election of
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November, 1933. The inescapable fact remains that the

Nazis must be reckoned with whether the rest of the world

likes it or not, that the future of Europe largely rests in

the hands of the ridiculed and reviled Adolf Hitler.

I maintain that we arc not going to improve conditions

in Germany for the Jews or any one else by our constant

theming on German insincerity and crookedness, nor our

morose interpretations of every move of the Nazi Govern-

ment as fraught with the dishonorable and the sinister*

That it is hypocritical for us to excoriate the Reich for ten-

dering its resignation to the League of Nations, which we

have persistently refused to join. That it is insincere to ridi-

cule the menace of Communism in Germany while we are

secretly apprehensive of Communist designs in this coun-

try. That it is manifestly unfair to single out the Nazis for

condemnation for muzzling the Press, bringing the trades

unions under the control of the State, and suppressing all

political opposition, while at the same time offering the

hand of friendship to Fascist Italy and Communist Russia,

which for years have been doing precisely the same thing,

We have made the mistake of viewing events in Germany

through spectacles clouded with animosity and suspicion.

We have attached too much importance to flamboyant

speeches intended for home consumption; we have failed to

distinguish between those which were propagandist and

those which stated Germany's fundamental and legitimate

aims. We have subordinated realism to idealism. It doubt-

less sounds callow and heartless, but, viewed realistically, in
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the cold light of practical politics, the misfortunes of six

hundred thousand Jews, however deplorable, are relatively

unimportant when compared with the fortunes of sixty-five

million Germans.

The truth is that, as regards the trend of events in Ger-

many, the American Government and the American people

have been persistently misinformed. Not for one moment

am I questioning the honesty of our diplomats and news-

paper correspondents when I assert that they failed abys-

mally to recognize Rider's genius for leadership or the

immense significance of the National Socialist movement

until it was too late. Time after time it was stated, both in

despatches from Germany and editorially, that Hitler was a

fantastic opportunist who need not be taken seriously and

that he and the Nazis had reached their high-water mark.

I have before me a collection of Press clippings to this effect,

and I happen to know that the Department of State, equally

misinformed by its representatives abroad, shared this opin-

ion. Consequently, the American public was taken com-

pletely by surprise and thrown into a state of alarm when

it was confronted, without warning, by a very ugly situation.

When it comes to predicting the course of world affairs,

American diplomats and newspaper correspondents seem to

have a positive genius for picking the wrong horse. They

prophesied that neither Mustapha Kemal, Stalin nor Musso-

lini would last long yet all three are still going strong.

Turkish Nationalism, Russian Communism and Italian

Fascism, all derided and discounted by the American Press
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when they began, are as firmly established as any systems of

government in the world* And the same may be said of

German Naziism.

The American public had been led to believe that Hitler

could be discounted politically, that he was a mediocrity,

"the apotheosis of the little man," Writing for the Saturday

Evening Post, Dorothy Thompson (Mrs. Sinclair Lewis)

said:

"When I walked into Adolf Hitler's room I was convinced

that I was meeting the future dictator of Germany. In something
less than fifty seconds I was quite sure that I was not. It took

me just about that time to measure the startling insignificance

of the man who has set the world agog,"
*

Now, Miss Thompson's fifty-second opinion was of

importance only because it led American readers to form

a totally false estimate of the ability of the man. Within a

few months after those lines were written Adolf Hitler was

not only dictator of Germany but perhaps the most power-

ful figure in the Old World.

"In nearly every capital/' as that highly qualified Eng-

lish observer, Mr* Sisley Huddicston, points out,t "there arc

highly paid correspondent$, and large diplomatic corps,

representing the peoples and the Governments, And yet

we are nearly always wrong in our estimates of persons and

events* Why? , - , The day-by-day facts are given, but the

essential meaning of them is rarely explained. News, in

*l Saw HMert by Dorothy Thompson,
t War Vfilest . . . by Si*ky Huddkiton,
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my view, is not something which occurs on a given day in

a given place, but is a tendency, a movement, which re-

quires expert attention, and which needs vital interpreta-

tion. It seldom receives it. Some other fact has cropped

up, and must be recorded. Thus the public is not permitted

to see the wood which is hidden by the trees. . . . With

more facilities than ever before for speedy and complete

information, we are constantly misinformed/'

In writing this book I have leaned over backward to be

fair. For my refusal utterly to damn Hitler and the Nazis

and all their works I know that I shall be denounced by

the Jews. For my outspoken condemnation of many of the

things that Hitler and the Nazis have done I am aware that

I shall be assailed by the Germans* But my duty, as I see

it, is neither to the Jews nor to the Germans, but to those

readers who have faith in my opinions. I am just as fallible

as any one else, and my opinions may appear ridiculous in

the light of future events, but at least they are not snap-

judgments, they are not the fruit of partiality or resent-

ment, and they are based oa a third of a century of first-

hand observation.

The time has gone by for indulging in prejudice and

passion. We may hate Hitler, we may detest the Nazis, we

may distrust the Germans, but that is no reason why we
should not look the facts in the face. Let it be clear that

we are powerless to bring about the overthrow of the gov-

ernment of the Reich* Propaganda and boycotts, whether

engineered by Jews or labor unions, can only serve to
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aggravate an already perilous situation. Of course, if we
want another world war we can help to bring it on by lend-

ing encouragement, open or covert, to the enemies of Ger-

many,

Though I believe that another war is entirely possible,

perhaps probable, I have too much faith in the basic good
sense of those who wield great power in Europe to assert

that it is inevitable. To believe otherwise would be to admit

the bankruptcy of statesmanship, of common sense, of civ-

ilization. On the contrary, I am convinced that, by the

exercise of tolerance and restraint, war can be staved off for

a good many years to come. But it would not take much
to bring it on. The situation in Europe is fully as danger-

ous as it was in the early summer of 1914.



CHAPTER II

BLUNDERING STATESMEN

IT would be folly to minimize the gravity of the situation

with which Europe is confronted as a result of the German

Revolution and the establishment of what amounts to a

Nazi dictatorship in the Reich. It would be even greater

folly, however, to ignore the fact that for the alarming

situation thus precipitated the victors in the Great War are

themselves in no small measure to blame.

At Versailles the victors imposed upon the vanquished

the sort of peace that the Romans imposed upon the Cartha-

ginians. But in so doing they disregarded the tremendously

significant fact that two thousand years had passed since

Marcus Cato uttered his impassioned declaration, "Delenda

est Carthagol" "Carthage must be wiped out!" It has

taken only a decade and a half to prove that the crushing

terms imposed in the second century B.C. upon less than a

million Carthaginians could not successfully be imposed
in the twentieth century A.D. on sixty-five million Ger-

mans.

When the Peace Conference opened in 1919 the Allies

had two paths before them. One, the path of forbearance,

moderation and conciliation, would have led a war-weary
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and distracted mankind into a new and happier world.

The other, the path they elected to follow, has led into a

world dominated by the spirits of fear, suspicion, vindictive-

ness and greed. Instead of recognizing the greatness of the

opportunity and rising to it, the Allies thought to continue

and maintain an outworn system. Stubbornly they clung to

", . . the good old rule . . . the simple plan,

That they should take who have the power
And they should keep who can."

The Treaty appears, when its various items are assem-

bled, to have been not merely harsh but crushing. This was

partly due to the fact that the separate parts of the pact were

worked out by the different committees and its cumulative

effect was not realized until it was viewed as a whole, when

it was too late for modification. Its harshness is due more'

particularly, however, to the almost irresistible popular*

pressure brought to bear on President Wilson, Mr. Lloyd

George and M. Clemenceau not to make a lenient peace.

The defects of the Treaty must be considered, then, as con-

cessions to popular passion rather than due to the delib-,

crate judgment of the peace negotiators. The obstinate and

egotistical American, the English opportunist, the vindic-

tive Frenchman have much to answer for, but it is only fair

to point out that many of their decisions were determined

by conditions over which they had little control. As Gen-

eral Smuts, the most moderate and far-sighted of the Allied

representatives, has so succinctly stated, this was not the
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fault of any one man, or of any group of men, for it was

the spirit of man himself which failed at Versailles.

Thus the peace of Versailles failed to institute any new

system for securing the stability of the European polity, nor

did it recognize those new forces of liberalism which had

jreally caused the collapse of the Hohenzollern empire. Fol-

lowing the hidebound traditions of all preceding European

peace conferences, Versailles was mainly an admission of

fear, a striving for revenge, a scramble for territory and

power.

It is frequently asserted that the Treaty was never in-

tended to be altruistic, that the Germans were only getting

what they deserved, that to the victors belong the spoils- But

the final test of any such document is whether it achieves

the purpose for which it was framed. And the Treaty of

Versailles was written with one object always in view: to

crush Germany beyond hope of recovery, to keep her per-

manently enfeebled and enchained. Yet even its staunchest

defenders would hardly claim that it has attained its ends,

for, despite all the penalties, all the mutilations, all the care-

fully devised restrictions, all the studied humiliations in-

flicted upon the vanquished, Germany has recovered with

a rapidity which is as astonishing as it is alarming, and

Europe finds herself back where she was in the early sum-

mer of 1914.

The Third Reich, with its attendant evils, is the result not

only of this singularly stupid and short-sighted treaty, but

of fifteen years of subsequent blundering on the part of
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Allied statesmen. Had a different treaty been framed at

Versailles, it is safe to say that today Europe would not be

kept in a state of perpetual alarm by the tramp of Brown

Shirt legions and the roll of Nazi drums, and that Adolf

Hitler would still be an obscure artisan. For it was the

Treaty of Versailles that gave Hitler his start. And it was

the long succession of Allied statesmen who, by blocking

every attempt to revise that Treaty, kept him going.

When the Germans threw out the Hohenzollerns and

established a republic they were doing precisely what the

Allies had demanded. Yet, once the demand had been com-

plied with, there was no change in the attitude of the victors,

no encouragement, no gesture of conciliation. They treated

the struggling and distracted young Republic with no more

consideration than they would have treated a Germany ruled

by the Hohenzollerns. Nothing was left undone to bully,

weaken, harass and humiliate the new government of the

Reich. The surprising thing is that it lasted as long as it did.

As I see it, the Allies have been guilty of six cardinal

blunders in their treatment of Germany.

The first blunder was in subordinating justice and com-

mon sense to greed when it came to fixing reparations. The

total amount originally fixed, in January, 1921, by the Su-

preme Council was 225 billions of gold marks, or the equiva-

lent of 56 billions of dollars when the dollar was backed

by gold. How preposterous, how fantastic, was this figure

is shown by the fact that only about 20 billion dollars' worth

of gold has been produced since the rise of the Spanish
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Empire in the New World. In vain did such famous econ-

omists as Maynard Keynes protest that a fifth of the

sum demanded was the utmost that could be got out

of Germany. The Allies were too drunk with greed to

listen.

The protests of the Allied experts eventually had some

effect, however, for on April 28 the Reparation Commis-

sion announced that the total German indemnity should be

132 billion gold marks, or about 32 billion dollars. Germany
was not required to remit the whole sum at once, but in

annual installments of $500,000,000 plus variable annuities

corresponding to a tax of twenty-six per cent on her exports.

The plan was accepted by the German Government under

threat of an Allied occupation of the Ruhr. If there now

became evident in Germany a definite lack of will to pay, it

may be attributed to a feeling of discouragement and hope-

lessness on the part of the German people. For, as Dr.

Walter C. Langsam has pointed out, the stipulated annuities

did not even cover the annual interest charges on the total

reparation debt. In other words, the indebtedness would

increase every year no matter how faithfully the payments

were made* Nor did the Allies make the slightest attempt

to help Germany's foreign trade or to improve her interna-

tional credit standing.

When reparations were virtually extinguished in 1932 at

Lausanne it was not due to any burst of generosity on the

part of the victors, but to a belated and grudging recogni-

tion that something must be done to dispel the thunder
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clouds of uncertainty and insecurity which were enveloping

Europe in a pall o gloom. The gravity of the situation was

at last brought home to the Allied statesmen. Even the

French were forced to admit that it was not good business

to ruin Europe for the sake of effecting Germany's ruin.

But the Allies were too late in making their reluctant ges-

ture of renunciation. The short-sighted policy they had so

stubbornly pursued for thirteen years had been in large

measure responsible for bringing on a world crisis of appall-

ing dimensions.

The second blunder was in depriving Germany of her

colonies, which were parceled out among the victors under

the guise of mandates. The mandate scheme was a novel

and ingenious subterfuge which enabled the Allies to evade

their solemn and repeated declarations more particularly

in the pre-Armistice statement of November 5, 1918 that

annexation of territory was not their aim in the war, and to

avoid having to credit the enormous value of the German

colonies against the sum-total of reparations*

In view of these pious disavowals, the Allies found them-

selves iix a most embarrassing position when Germany's

far-flung colonial empire fell into their hands. They could

not apportion it among themselves, like a gang of hungry

boys dividing a stolen pie, as they would have liked to do*

But there is more than one way to skin a cat, if I may
be permitted to employ an old-fashioned expression. And it

did not take the nimble brains of certain gentlemen at the

Peace Conference long to devise a method whereby the
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Allies could obtain possession of the German colonies with-

out stultifying themselves by outright annexation.

The scheme evolved by the Allies was as simple as it was

hypocritical. Instead of themselves dividing the pie, they

took it to a complaisant old lady who kept a notions shop

around the corner in Geneva Street and politely requested

her to divide it according to their directions. In other words,

Germany was required to cede her colonies not to the victors

but to the League of Nations. Then, the Allied Supreme
Council having decided how the colonies were to be divided

and distributed, the League issued mandates to Britain,

France and Japan to occupy and administer them.

No fair-minded person can contemplate this scheme for

territorial acquisition without recognizing its obvious hypoc-

risy. It enabled the Allies to say that they had not annexed

the ex-German colonies but had merely become trustees for

them under the League of Nations. (This contention must

be regarded with considerable skepticism, however, in view

of Japan's determination to retain the Marianne, Ladrone

and Marshall Islands, of which she was made the manda-

tory, in spite of her withdrawal from the League.) The

same sophism likewise provided the Allies with a pretext

for refusing to credit the value of the sequestrated colonies

to Germany's reparation account though they are enjoying

revenues from them and, in the case of the French man-

dates at least, are using them as recruiting grounds for

native armies.

It has been said, by way of excuse for depriving Germany
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of her colonies,, that they were misruled, that the native

populations were harshly treated. Such was not the case, and

I speak from first-hand knowledge, for I was familiar with

every German colony in Africa. German colonial rule was

stern, it is true, but, generally speaking, it was just. If the

German colonies were not as sympathetically governed as

the British colonies, they certainly enjoyed better adminis-

trations than the French possessions in Equatorial Africa.

For obvious reasons the Allies did not dwell on the mag-
nitude of their territorial acquisitions under the mandate

scheme. The American public has been led to believe that

Germany's colonial empire consisted of scattered bits of

more or less worthless territory. As a matter of fact, the

German colonies had a total area of more than a million

square miles and a population of more than six millions. To

put it more graphically, the British Empire, France and

Japan acquired under the mandate scheme territories having

an aggregate area greater than that of all the states east of the

Mississippi and Missouri rivers, with California thrown in.

The Allies blundered when they deprived Germany of

her colonies because they thereby deprived her of a safety-

valve* Germany is already over-populated and her popula-

tion is increasing so rapidly that it may be questioned how

long her present frontiers, greatly restricted in the cast by

the peace treaty, will be able to withstand the strain* It

would have been the part of wisdom and true statesman-

ship, as most thoughtful men will agree, to allow the Ger-

mans to expand and employ their energies in Equatorial
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Africa and the islands of the Western Pacific rather than to

keep them penned in a house that is much too small for

them, with all exits closed. The day may well come when

the Allies will recognize that a little generosity in Africa

would have averted an explosion in Europe.

The third blunder was the creation of the Polish Corridor.

This was the expression of a sincere and laudable desire on

the part of the Allies to provide an outlet to the sea for the

new Polish state. But the arrangement necessitated the

severing of East Prussia from the Reich by handing over to

Poland a large section of West Prussia, whose mixed popu-

lation at that time was predominantly German, thereby

clearly violating the principle of self-determination. But it

fitted in admirably with France's double-barreled scheme

to weaken Germany and to create for herself a strong ally

in the east. Though President Wilson, with singular incon-

sistency, lent his support to the partition, it was stoutly

opposed by Lloyd George, who recognized the dangers

inherent in such a solution of the problem. It may perti-

nently be asked, en passant, how the Allies could reconcile

their insistence on the necessity of giving Poland an outlet

to the sea with their action at Trianon in depriving Hungary
of her entire seaboard.

Better to visualize the situation picture the British

Empire, after a victorious war with the United States, in-

sisting that Vermont and Massachusetts be ceded to Canada

on the ground that the Canadians needed an outlet to the

ice-free water and that those states were British anyway until
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the latter part of the eighteenth century, which was about

the time Frederick the Great took the territory comprised in

the Corridor from Poland. Many Americans resent Ger-

many's refusal to subscribe to this partition, but if Maine

and New Hampshire were cut off by a Canadian corridor

from the rest of the Union would we meekly acquiesce in

such a national mutilation and humiliation?

This is not questioning the abstract justice of the theory

on which the Corridor arrangement is based. It is, how-

ever, questioning the wisdom of deliberately creating in

Eastern Europe a second Alsace-Lorraine. It is hard to find

anything reprehensible in Germany's resolve never to aban-

don her claims to West Prussia when one remembers that

France mourned her lost provinces for nearly fifty years and

never abandoned her determination eventually to regain

them. The truth is that the Germans will never become

reconciled to the Corridor. It must remain if it does re-

main a standing threat to the security of Poland and the

peace of Europe, a festering and rankling sore. Marshal

Pilsudski once said to me, in discussing the Corridor, that

it was a question of the convenience of two and a half

million East Prussians or the necessities of twenty-seven

million Poles* True. But are the necessities of twenty-seven

million Poles worth another World War?

The fourth blunder was the decision in regard to Upper
Silesia. At the very outset of the Peace Conference the

treaty-makers had adopted the axiom that Germany must

be rendered permanently helpless by having her industrial
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teeth drawn. At this period, indeed, the French believed that

when the proposed amputations of territory were effected

post-war Germany would extend on the east only to the

Oder and on the west only to the Rhine. The Saar formed

her left molars and Upper Silesia her right, and these, ac-

cording to French plans, must be extracted. But, owing to

British and American opposition, the French dream of a

Rhine frontier had to be abandoned and the Saar was merely

anesthetized for a period of fifteen years by placing it under

the control of the League of Nations. Frustrated in their

designs on the west, the French dental surgeons turned their

attention to the east and announced that Upper Silesia must

be yanked out completely. Moreover, as the French and

Polish representatives pointed out, this enormously rich,

highly mineralized and highly industrialized area was just

what Poland needed.

But the British representative, Lloyd George, tossed a

monkey-wrench into the machine by insisting on a plebi-

scite, a proposal which, strangely enough, was vigorously

opposed by President Wilson. Indeed, it was not until the

fiery little Welshman threatened to withdraw the British

army from the Continent that the American president re-

luctantly agreed to the application of his own formula.

The plebiscite was accordingly held in 1921 under the

supervision of an Allied commission and a military force

composed of French, British and Italian troops. Though
the Poles, under the leadership of a filibuster named Kor-

fanty, had inaugurated a campaign of terrorizatioa, during
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which, hundreds of the German inhabitants were mistreated,

kidnapped or murdered, the returns showed over 700,000

votes for Germany and less than 480,000 for Poland. One

could not ask for a more clear-cut or convincing expression

of the sentiments of a population. Did the Allies abide by

the result of the plebiscite ? They did not. On the contrary,

an area containing at least three-fourths of the mineral and

industrial wealth of Upper Silesia was handed over to

Poland. Thus Poland, a State which had not existed during

the war, acquired 53 of the 67 coal mines, 9 of the 14 steel

mills, ii of the 16 zinc and lead mines, all of the zinc and

lead foundries, and about three-fourths of the coal fields.

It is impossible to escape the conclusion that the Allies did

not intend to abide by the plebiscite if it went against them.

They were playing^a game of "heads we win, tails you lose."

This indefensible transaction, a shameless violation of the

much-stressed principle of self-determination, did more than

almost anything else to convince the Germans, as well as a

great number of honest and impartial men in other coun-

tries, that the professions of good faith and fair play made

by the Allies were not to be depended on.

The fifth blunder was the invasion of the Ruhr. This was

precipitated by Germany's request for a two-year mora-

torium in order to obtain an economic breathing-space, for

the mark had already fallen to less than, one-hundredth of

its par value and the finances of the Reich were in a chaotic

condition. The British, having gradually come to realize

that the ruination of the Reich could only serve to increase
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economic distress in Britain, were ready to grant the mora-

torium. But the French were furious at being asked to wait

two years before receiving another sou.

Under the terms of the Versailles Treaty the Allies might

undertake reprisals "sanctions" as they were euphemisti-

cally called when Germany voluntarily defaulted in her

obligations. Premier Poincare scrutinized the record of pay-

ments in order to find a pretext for the drastic step of resort

to sanctions. It did not take him long to find one. Germany
had defaulted on the delivery of 140,000 telegraph poles. In

vain the German Government asserted that the default was

temporary and involuntary, being due to the necessity of

drawing up new contracts with the timber companies be-

cause of the decline of the mark. The excuse was brushed

aside by Poincare and in January, 1923, French, Belgian and

Italian troops occupied the Ruhr district as far east as Dort-

mund. England refused to participate in the adventure^ the

law officers of the Crown having given it as their opinion

that the occupation constituted a violation of the Treaty.

The occupation lasted nearly three hundred days. During

it, owing to the passive resistance offered by the Germans,

France obtained only one-fourth as much coal as she had

received during equal periods of time before the occupation.

In anger and desperation the invaders declared a state of

siege, prohibited the export of Ruhr products to other parts

of the Reich, deported a great number of the inhabitants,

imprisoned many others, seized private as well as public

funds, and engaged in wholesale looting and plundering.
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Nothing was left undone to humiliate the population. As a

result of clashes between the military and civilians about one

hundred persons were killed and half again as many seri-

ously wounded. When the occupation ended the richest

industrial region in Germany, producing eighty per cent of

the country's coal, iron and steel and responsible for seventy

per cent of its commercial railway traffic, was financially

and economically devastated. The adventure, far from

proving profitable to the Allies, caused Germany's already

depreciated currency to become worthless for anything save

wallpaper (in August, 1923, the mark was quoted at

5,000,000 to the dollar), and was directly responsible for the

collapse of Germany's whole economic system, thereby ruin-

ing millions of Germans and eventually bringing all repara-

tions to an end. France had "cut off her nose to spite her

face.'* Nor was the psychological effect of the Ruhr occu-

pation any more successful than the economic one, for, far

from intimidating the Germans, it served only to unite them

and to intensify their hatred of France. There might fit-

tingly be applied to Poincar6's disastrous adventure the

cynical words of Talleyrand: "It was worse than a crime;

it was a mistake."

A regrettable phase of the occupation was France's em-

ployment of colored soldiery, which she defended with the

naive excuse that her African troops were not "black" but

"brown." I wonder if the people of our New England in-

dustrial towns would show any resentment if, the United

States having been defeated in a war with some colonial
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power, several thousands of troops recruited from the wild

tribes of West Africa were billeted upon them. Is it con-

ducive to good feeling that the inhabitants of that portion

of the Reich nearest to France should be constantly reminded

of French vindictiveness by the sight of numbers of mulatto

children?

The sixth and greatest blunder made by the Allies was in

their handling of the disarmament question. By the Treaty

of Versailles Germany was required to disarm. But the fact

should never be lost sight of that the Allies likewise solemnly

pledged themselves to disarm. Article 8 of the Covenant

is an explicit undertaking by the members of the League of

Nations to prepare a plan of disarmament and to make a

treaty bringing that plan into effect.

Let us see how that undertaking has been kept. Just what

has a decade and a half of wrangling accomplished in the

way of reducing armaments? Out of forty-eight nations,

thirty-two have actually increased their standing armies

instead of reducing them.* Today there are 1,348,000 more

men under arms than before the war that was to end war

began, and this in spite of the fact that the military estab-

lishments of the defeated powers have been reduced to

skeletons. Can any one honestly maintain, then, that the

pledge made at Versailles in 1919 has been kept?

When Hitler came into power early in 1933 the new gov-

ernment at Berlin took a far stronger tone than the old one.

*The annual statement of Schneider & Cie., the great French armament

manufacturers, showed a profit for the year ending in April, 1933, of 25,390,000

francs, thus again permitting a dividend of 100 francs a share.
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It insisted either that the Allies keep their pledges to disarm

or that Germany be permitted to rearm in order to be able

to defend herself. This was promptly seized upon as proof

of the belligerent nature o Germany's intentions. On the

contrary, it was an expression of German apprehension.

Consider the facts. Here were sixty-five millions of Ger-

mans, with an army of only 100,000 men and that small

army forbidden heavy artillery, tanks, aircraft, and anti-air-

craft guns encircled by a chain of jealous, vindictive and

unfriendly nations, all armed to the teeth. Rumors were rife

that France and Poland were preparing to launch a "pre-

ventive war" in order to smash Germany before it was too

late. Officials in Warsaw had announced that a Polish army
could march to Berlin in three weeks. Indeed, it was com-

mon knowledge in the European chancelleries that the

French and Polish general staffs had perfected plans for

"military intervention" during the first week of March, 1933,

and had abandoned them at the eleventh hour only under

pressure from. London and Rome. The truth is that Ger-

many was frightened. And she had good cause to be.

So strong was the general feeling of insecurity in Europe
that the Allies consented to discuss disarmament with Ger-

many at Geneva in October, 1933. They did so, however,

only because they recognized that the issue could no longer

be evaded or postponed. They were forced to a realization

of the fact that the days of procrastination and subterfuge

were at an end. Not Germany alone, but world opinion,

demanded that something be done.
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As originally drafted by the Allied delegates, the agree-

ment which Germany was to be asked to sign upon the

dotted line provided for a four-year standstill for Germany's

already over-armed neighbors but no rearmament for Ger-

many until 1937. That this stipulation was known to the

Berlin Government may be assumed. But, during a series

of secret conversations in Paris, the French persuaded the

British delegate, Sir John Simon, that four years was too

short a period of probation for the Germans. Consequently,

when the delegates were gathered about the conference table

in Geneva, Sir John announced that Germany would not be

permitted to reach armed equality with France until 1942,

and that any degree of German rearmament was to be barred

absolutely in the meantime. In other words, the fulfillment

of the pledge made by the Allies a decade and a half before

at Versailles was to be postponed not merely for another

four years, but for another nine.

Chancellor Hitler replied to this ultimatum by recalling

the German delegation from the Disarmament Conference

and announcing Germany's withdrawal from the League

of Nations, A few days later he explained his action to the

German people in an address from which I venture to quote

one paragraph because it is a concise statement of the Ger-

man Government's position on the question of disarma-

ment and because it rings sincere:

"The German nation and the German Government have not

asked for arms at all, but for equality of rights. I the world

decides that all weapons down to the last machine-gun are to be
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abolished, we are ready to join such a convention at once. I the

world decides that certain weapons are to be destroyed, we are

prepared to renounce them from the start. But i the world sanc-

tions certain weapons for all nations, then, on principle, we are

not prepared to allow ourselves to be excluded from this as an

inferior nation."

There now became apparent in England, at least, a feeling

that Sir John Simon had made a grave error in his handling

of the disarmament question^ that perhaps there was some-

thing to be said on the German side after all. This change

of sentiment was voiced in an editorial in the London Times,

which generally supports the government and which cer-

tainly can not be charged with being pro-German. Said

The Times:

"There is an uneasy feeling that at the last moment the British

delegation slipped and that just when consummation seemed

within reach an untimely British concession in Paris gave Ger-

many an excuse to reject a substantially fair offer. The loophole
was made available when at the last critical conversations in

Geneva the German delegate found the British had agreed in

advance with the French to postpone effective introduction of

the draft convention and to retard fulfillment five to eight years.

Hitler was provided with at least a plausible excuse for discon-

tinuing the discussions.

"In these circumstances what is needed is another, more inde-

pendent, British initiative. What is the best offer the British

Government are prepared to make to Germany now? . . .

Any new proposals would naturally conform to the lines of the

British draft convention, but there would have to be a keener,
not more blurred, recollection of the fact that equality already
has been promised Germany and, in British opinion, is due and
even overdue to her fifteen years after the war."
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Germany's critics have asserted that she does not require

arms for self-defence because she can rely on the League of

Nations to protect her from invasion. Let us, in the words

of Mr. Alfred E. Smith, glance at the record. Did the League

protect Lithuania from a Polish invasion or has it restored

to the Lithuanians the Vilna territory filched from them by

the Poles? Did the League prevent the inauguration of a

reign of terror in Upper Silesia by bands of Polish filibusters

under Adalbert Korfanty or did it obtain for Germany in-

demnification for the loss- to that industrial region, estimated

at three billions of marks? Did the League prevent the

bombardment of Corfu by the Italians or did it obtain any

redress for the Greeks? Did the League prevent the

Japanese invasion of China or has it restored Manchuria to

the Chinese? If you were a German would you entrust

your^country's security to the League of Nations, which is

iittedly controlled by Germany's former enemies?

I have now given you tabloid accounts of the six outstand-

ing blunders made by Allied statesmen during the fifteen

years following the signing of the Treaty of Versailles: the

unbridled greed which was responsible for the excessive

demands for reparations; the hypocritical mandate system

which enabled the victors to obtain possession of the German

colonies without actual annexation; the reckless disregard

of future dangers by the creation of the Polish Corridor,

which has produced in eastern Europe another Alsace-Lor-

raine; the refusal to abide by the results of the plebiscite in

Upper Silesia; the short-sighted invasion of the Ruhr, which
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precipitated the collapse of Germany's whole economic sys-

tem; and the interminable series of delays and evasions

anent the disarmament question, culminating in the secret

agreement between England and France which was re-

sponsible for the break-down of the Geneva Conference.

Plausible excuses can doubtless be advanced for all these pol-

icies, but the fact remains that in no single case have they

proved successful in the long run. More, their cumulative

effect has been to crystallize German suspicions of the Allies'

sincerity and good faith, thereby paving the way for the

Nazi juggernaut.



CHAPTER III

THE RED PERIL

THERE were, of course, internal as well as external causes

for the downfall of the Second Reich.

The republican government overthrown by Hitler was

not only a weak, timid, vacillating government; it was a

corrupt government. Revelations made since its fall prove

that it was no more than a screen behind which gangs of

unscrupulous politicians professing republican principles

were able to plunder the public systematically. For the first

time in the whole history of Germany fraud and corrup-

tion had begun to spread on a large scale throughout the

services of the State.

During the first few years of its existence the fledgling

Republic could only avert foreign intervention and national

distintegration by meekly submitting to the demands and

bullyings of the victorious powers. As soon as some degree

of national stability had been restored it became apparent

that the Weimar Constitution, a product of abnormal con-

ditions, though satisfactory enough to the Communists and

Socialists, failed to provide the average German with the

sort of government to which he was accustomed and which

3*
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he preferred. The Germans are accustomed to regimenta-

tion, and the average man missed the sense of security

enjoyed by a people under a strong government. The policy

o the new regime^ however, was characterized by drift and

indecision; there was a noticeable weakening of political

leadership. The establishment of a united nation was made

still more difficult, moreover, by factional jealousies and

partisan strife.

An illuminating picture of the political situation at this

critical period in the history of the Reich was painted by the

late Walther Rathenau, German Minister of Foreign Affairs

in 1922 and perhaps the ablest foreign minister of that time.

An impartially minded man of the highest patriotism, the

authority of his opinion is scarcely open to question.

"Deputies who know nothing about politics, economics, ad-

ministration, or their interrelations, cast their votes and elect

ministers: one for me, one for you. Elected ministers who were

never destined for this job set to work drafting laws for the

land. The National Assembly passes them, public opinion nods

its assent, and the country goes to the dogs. Upshot of all this

humbug: business is not helped. It is all to no purpose. Inequal-

ity in ownership is in no way mitigated, rather it is aggravated.
The intellectuals face impoverishment and drift down into the

working classes. Big owners are able to increase their possessions
to a senseless extent. The best elements emigrate. The agile

ones flee abroad with their capital. Decent and good-natured

people have to pay for the deeds of the unscrupulous. The

authority of the dilettante State vanishes when it comes to tax-*

paying, just as it does in the matter of food distribution* Frauds
are treated as a joke. Corruption is flourishing. The art of gov-

erning and law-making is no longer taken seriously/*
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Dr. Rathenau's scathing denunciation shows how strongly

entrenched in the new government were the forces of self-

interest and corruption. The history of post-war Germany

is, indeed, an appalling series of scandals and embezzle-

ments in which numerous public officials were involved.

Americans take graft and corruption in high places lightly

because they have come to expect them, but in the old Ger-

many that sort of thing was virtually unknown and revela-

tions of its existence came as a distinct shock to the decent

elements in the nation.

A swarm of profiteers had burrowed their way into the

governmental organism, utilizing the connections thus estab-

lished for sinister speculations. And all this at a time when

the country had been brought to the verge of ruin by infla-

tion, unemployment and deflation, factors which were driv-

ing the destitute masses toward Bolshevism. Under few

governments of modern times has corruption so flourished

at the cost of human misery. The fashionable hotels, restau-

rants and night clubs were filled with richly dressed, bedia-

monded profiteers who ostentatiously ordered caviare and

champagne, while on the sidewalks without starving men,

women and children, shivering in their rags, begged the

passersby for alms. Is it any wonder, then, that the National

Socialists were able to muster enough strength to overthrow

a government which knowingly permitted such appalling

conditions, or that they brand as traitors to the Fatherland

those who advocate its restoration?

The German nation, moreover, was rapidly falling under
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the control of its alien elements. The English publisher,

Lord Rothermere, is authority for the statement that in the

last days of the pre-Hitler regime there were twenty times

as many Jewish government officials in Germany as had

existed before the war. Israelites of international attach-

ments were insinuating themselves into> key positions in the

German administrative machine. Three German ministries

only had direct relations with the Press, but in each case the

official responsible for conveying news and interpreting pol-

icy to the public was a Jew,*

The paramount cause of the overthrow of the Second

Reich, however, was its failure to put an end to the threat

offered by Communism. Opponents of the Nazis have at-

tempted to prove that the Communists were at no time a

serious menace to the Reich. This attempt to exonerate the

Reds has met with extraordinary success in the United

States, as shown by the enthusiastic reception accorded to

Commissar Litvinoff upon his visit to this country to nego-

tiate the recognition of Soviet Russia. In their attitude

toward the Soviet Government the American people have

executed a complete volte-joce* They have been persuaded,

against their better judgment perhaps, that the Communists

are a misunderstood, maligned, persecuted, harmless folk,

guilty of a few trifling excesses, such as the murder of the

imperial family, the execution or exiling of tens of thou-

sands of innocent \ulafy, the employment of forced labor,

* See article by Viscount Rothermcro in the London Daily Mail, July 10,

1933-
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the desecration of churches, and the wholesale confiscation

of private property, but harboring no sinister designs against

any other nation.

But the more or less academic Communism found in the

United States and the active Communism which flourished

in Germany until Hitler took up the whip and reins are two

entirely different things. That the cunning and able men
who direct world Communism from Moscow had perfected

plans for a Red uprising in the Reich and the establishment

of a German Soviet Republic there can be little doubt.

Communism had become far stronger in Germany under

the Republic than the Berlin Government had permitted the

outside world to suppose. By the end of 1932, as a result of

widespread unemployment and misery and a long series of

political and economic crises, the country had reached a

stage of impoverishment, discouragement and desperation

ideally suited to further the seditious plans of the Reds. By

January, 1933, the Communist leaders were convinced that

the time was at hand for an armed revolt. Only those who
were conversant with what was happening behind the scenes

during those trying days realize by what a perilously narrow

margin a Red Terror was averted.

There is ample proof that the Reds did not intend to

achieve their ends by votes, as their American champions

contend, but by violence. Their actions permit of no other

conclusion. The latter months of 1932 were devoted to carry-

ing out a carefully planned scheme of agitation for the

purpose of convincing the proletariat that the social and
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political conditions could only be improved by civil war. The

country was flooded with seditious propaganda. Commu-
nist orators openly incited the masses to overthrow the exist-

ing Government and establish a Soviet Germany by force.

Processions and demonstrations were staged almost daily to

impress the workers with the strength of the movement and

to train them in street fighting and in organized resistance

to the police.

The principal Communist fighting organization was the

Rotfront (Red Front), which, though suppressed by the

Government in 1929, was promptly reconstituted under the

euphemistic title of Wehrsport (Defence Sport), and, with

the aid of a junior organization known as the Juvenile Red

Front, continued secretly to prepare for civil war by giving

its members intensive training in the use of rifles, machine-

guns, hand-grenades, bombs, poison gas, and the construc-

tion of street barricades. It is estimated that by 1930 the

Wehrsport "storm troops" numbered upward of 120,000

well drilled and well armed men, a man-strength consider-

ably exceeding that of the German army* These secret bat-

talions were the nuclei around which the masses of the pro-

letariat were to rally when Moscow deemed the time ripe

for revolution. To them was assigned the duty of paralyz-

ing the national defense by seizing the arsenals, munitions

depots, power plants, railways, electric lighting, water, tele-

graph, telephone and radio systems. They were designed to

form the spearhead of a sudden Communist thrust*

These nation-wide preparations for armed revolt further
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included the organization of Communist courier, commu-

nication and intelligence services, the latter being known as

"the eye of the German GPU." Its task was to collect any

and all information, military, political and economic, that

might be of use to the Communist high command, to keep

a watch on the doings of government officials and the move-

ments of troops and police, to make sketches of localities

which promised to be the scenes of street battles, with spe-

cial reference to the best means of capturing police stations

and barracks, and to designate points suitable for the erec-

tion of barricades and the posting of machine-guns and

snipers. To a special branch of the Communist Intelligence

Service was delegated the task of drawing up lists of officials

and employers who were to be captured and held as hos-

tages, though it was openly stated by certain of the Commu-

nist leaders that some at least of the hostages were to be

"liquidated" i.c. killed. The bloody nature of the Commu-

nist designs was revealed when a number of these "death

lists" were discovered in certain of the Communist head-

quarters raided by the police.

The Communist fighting organization comprised, in addi-

tion to the storm troops, smaller units known as T- (Terror)

Groups, which were scattered all over the Reich. To them

was assigned the mission of collecting stores of rifles, ma-

chine-guns, ammunition, bombs, hand-grenades and poison

gas for the use of the Red Front battalions, and this led to an

interminable series of thefts of weapons and explosives.

Upon the signal for revolt being given, the T-Groups were
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to inaugurate a reign of terror by means of assassinations,

bombings, arson and sabotage.

There is good reason for believing that plans had been

completed to the final detail for a Red rising on a grand

scale, and that the leaders were only awaiting word from

Moscow to launch the revolution, when, at the eleventh

hour and fifty-ninth minute, Hitler and his Brown Shirts

suddenly intervened. The revolt was to have been pre-

cipitated by labor troubles, fomented by agents provocateurs

in the pay o the Third International, culminating in riots

and clashes with the police. Then, at the psychological mo-

ment, the Red Front storm troops, held in readiness for just

such an opportunity, were to go into action. Armed, drilled

and ably led, they were to hold the fort, as it were, until the

masses of Communist sympathizers could be armed, organ-

ized and rushed to their aid. Operating with military pre-

cision, in accordance with plans which had been worked out

in minutest detail by the Communist high command, the

Red battalions would overcome the resistance of the police

and the local military garrisons, occupy all positions of stra-

tegic importance, and, by seizing the communications,

hamper the movements of government forces. The red flag

would be hoisted, a dictator appointed, and the country

organized on Soviet lines. Whether such a state could main-

tain itself would depend, of course, on the support given it

by the German masses and on the strength and determina-

tion of the government in Berlin. It was common knowl-

edge, however, that the Berlin Government would have
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offered only feeble resistance, for it lacked both strength, and

determination. And nothing is more certain than that the

Communists would have shrunk from no means, however

criminal, to achieve their ends.

The Reds began their preliminary operations early in

January, 1933, when brawls, shootings, riots, assaults on po-

litical opponents, incendiarism, sabotage, and other acts of

terrorism became of almost daily occurrence, the steadily

increasing economic distress being of material aid to the

Communist program. By the last week of January, in fact,

Germany was in what amounted to a state of civil war.

There were murders on both sides, for the crimes of the

Communists provoked bloody reprisals by the Nazis, and

vice versa. The Red tide was rising rapidly throughout the

Reich, yet the Allies, apparently insensible to the danger

that threatened not Germany alone but Europe, looked on

complacently. At length, the feeble and terrified govern-

ment in Berlin remaining supine, the Republic was over-

thrown and Adolf Hitler assumed the powers of a dictator.

Whether the Reichstag building was burned by the Reds

or the Nazis, the fact remains that from the standpoint of

the new regime it was singularly opportune, for it provided

Hitler with an excuse for ordering his Brown Shirts to sup-

press the Communist movement with an iron hand. Though
some hundreds of persons were killed, including a number

of Jews (who may or may not have been Communists),

there can be no denying that the Nazi revolution was, as

revolutions go, a singularly bloodless one. Probably ten
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times as many persons were killed during the suppression of

the Communist rising of 1932 in the tiny Republic of El

Salvador.

Like most foreigners, I failed to realize how grave was the

situation in the Reich just before Hitler came to power until

I went to Germany shortly after the Nazi revolution and

talked with numerous Germans, many of whom belonged

to that substantial, conservative, self-respecting middle class

which the Communists contemptuously refer to as the

bourgeoisie.

One, at whose home in Schleswig-Holstein I spent a

week-end, is the owner of an enamel-ware factory. Educated

at an English public school and at Oxford, widely traveled,

a man with an open mind and of broad sympathies, popular

with his employees and his fellow-townsmen, he represents

the very best class of German. In the autumn of 1932 he

was informed by loyal employees that his name appeared

upon the "death list" drawn up by the branch of the Com-

munist organization in Altona and that, when the rising

came, he was to be executed, his wife and children held as

hostages, his factory burned- In order that his family might
effect their escape across the Danish frontier, he hired a car

and chauffeur he had been compelled to give up his own
car after the warand for months kept it waiting, night

and day, before his door, ready for instant flight when the

Red Terror began. Vivid was the picture he drew of those

days and nights of anxious waiting.

"Mind you, I am not a Nazi,*' he concluded, "nor am I in
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sympathy with many of the Nazis* methods and aims. But

do you wonder that I am grateful to Hitler and his Brown

Shirts for having saved me from death, my family from

imprisonment or exile, my business from destruction ? And
millions of moderate-minded, patriotic Germans feel the

same."

The anti-German agitation in the United States is di-

rected, as I interpret it, toward the overthrow of the Hitler

Government. But, it may be asked, just what is proposed as

a substitute? The only men in sight who might conceivably

replace Hitler are General Hermann Wilhelm Goring, the

Minister of Aviation, a hard-boiled, dyed-in-the-wool, fire-

breathing, saber-rattling Nazi; and Doctor Paul Joseph Goeb-

bels, Minister of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda, a

demagogue, a Jew-baiter, a brilliant and dangerous man*

Compared to either of these Hitler is as mild as a lamb. Do
the anti-Hitlerites want them? Or would they welcome a

restoration of the Hohenzollerns, whom, only a short fifteen

years ago, we wanted to hang? Well, the German people

do not want them, or any other dynasts, and will not have

them. Or is it hoped to bring about the reestablishment of

the discredited Weimar Republic, feeble, vacillating, honey-

combed with corruption? It would not last overnight. It is

also rumored that certain foreign Jews, financially and po-

litically influential and eager to avenge the persecutions of

their co-religionists, have sought to persuade France and

Poland to intervene. Though it is quite conceivable that a

preventive war might bring about the downfall of the Nazi
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Government, it would also throw Germany into chaos,

bringing ruin and misery to Jews and Germans alike. The
truth is, and nothing is to be gained by trying to ignore it,

that the only alternative to the Nazi Government of Ger-

many is a Communist one. And I assume that even the

bitterest enemies of the Hitler regime would not view with

complacency the prospect of the Red tide of Bolshevism

sweeping westward to the Rhine.



CHAPTER IV

HEIL HITLER!

FEW men of modern times, not even excepting "The Beast

of Berlin," as the former Kaiser was characterized during

the period of our war hysteria,, have been so' scathingly de-

nounced, so grossly misrepresented, so systematically slan-

dered as Adolf Hitler, leader of the National Socialist Party

and Chancellor of the German Reich. An example of the

depths to which the American Press has descended in its

campaign of vilification is found in one of our most widely

read magazines under the title of "The Hitler Buffoon." *

Here the head of a friendly government is described as a

combination "of all the most detestable people in history/'

being compared to the "bloody Judge Jeffreys*' . . . "the

poisonous Borgias" . . . Judas . . . "Rasputin, who traded

in lechery" . . . Ivan the Terrible . . , Nero . . * Genghis
Khan. This masterpiece of vituperation presumably voices

the sentiments of those who control the periodical in ques-

tion, but it bears not the slightest resemblance to the truth.

Aside from its bad taste, that sort of thing is deplorable and

dangerous because it gives the American people a totally

false conception of the man who, as the leader of sixty-five

millions of Germans, holds the fate of Europe, and to some
New Yorfar, October 21, 1933.

43
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extent that of die world, in his hands. Detest and distrust

him if you will, but there is nothing to be gained by malign-

ing him.

Hitler is that most baffling, unpredictable and potentially

dangerous of all types a sincere fanatic. For he is and

always has been passionately sincere. His character is a sin-

gular compound of conflicting traits and qualities. In him

you find the flaming if impractical patriotism of a Robert

Emmet, the mysticism and puritanism of a Cotton Mather,

the iron determination of a Cromwell, the eloquence and

personal magnetism of a Mirabeau, the crusading zeal and

popular appeal of a William Jennings Bryan, the bigotry of

a Torquemada. But on one point let there be no miscon-

ception: he is not a wicked or a malevolent person.

Though frequently denounced as a megalomaniac, there

is nothing to suggest that Hitler is subject to delusions of

grandeur. Preternaturally serious in his outlook on life,

puritanically austere, he is, as might be expected, totally

lacking in a sense of humor. It is asserted that he has a

Messianic complex. Quite possibly. Certainly he regards

himself as one with a mission to perform and he is perform-

ing it, according to his lights, with the fiery zeal of a

crusader.

His public appearances are stage-managed with consum-

mate showmanship, but he has none of the innate theatrical-

ism of Mussolini* Even at political gatherings he is self-

ejffacing save when he speaks. Perhaps the greatest popular

orator alive, he appeals to the emotions of the masses rather
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than the intelligence of the classes. He does not bellow like

II Duce nor declaim in the hyperbolic style of d'Annunzio.

He neither rants nor indulges in violent gestures. He speaks

with great emphasis but rarely shouts. But that he casts a

spell over his hearers is attested even by hard-boiled news-

paper correspondents. He hypnotizes people en masse not

so much by what he says as by his extraordinary intensity.

His speeches are delivered with a conviction that is all-

compelling. He plays on the emotions of an audience as

Paderewski plays on a piano, Kreisler on a violin. He can

unloose the strings of hysteria and fan the smouldering

embers of patriotism into fierce, consuming flame. It is not

necessary to understand a word of German in order to grasp

the purport of the fervid sentences which pour in a torrent

from the lips of this dapper, pink-cheeked little man with

the toothbrush moustache. One can follow his arguments,

even if his voice does not reach one's ears, solely by watch-

ing the effect on his hearers, who weep and cheer and rave

and glower in turn. He leaves his auditors either awed and

silent or on their feet in a delirium of enthusiasm.

He is an ascetic, a teetotaler, a non-smoker and a vege-

tarian. His private life is beyond reproach. His personal

tastes are of the simplest. He is courteous and considerate

of those around him. Everyone who has met him testifies

to his extraordinary magnetism and charm. Mr. Stanley

High quotes a bitter anti-Hitlerite as remarking: "The only

way to avoid going Hitler is to avoid Hitler." I know an

eminent English financier who was violently prejudiced
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against him, but who came away, after a half-hour's conver-

sation, completely captivated by him.

When the duties of state permit him to escape from his

imposing official residence in Berlin's Friedrichstrasse, he

betakes himself to a modest six-room chalet in the Bavarian

Alps, above Berchtesgaden, where his sister keeps house for

him. Here he obtains exercise and relaxation by long walks

in the mountains with a magnificent police dog for com-

panion. In the evenings he likes to stretch out on a sofa

while one of his trusted lieutenants, the Harvard-educated

Dr. Ernst Hanfstaengel, a brilliant pianist, soothes his

troubled spirit with Wagner's sonorous strains.

Hitler has no hobbies, unless you count as such his passion

for Wagnerian music and his affection for small children,

with whom he gets along famously and who adore him.

He is almost constantly on the move, one day in Silesia, the

next in the Rhineland, usually traveling by motor car or air-

plane, and neither can go fast enough to suit him. His per-

sonal courage is attested by the Iron Cross of the First Class,

awarded only for exceptional bravery in battle.

He has been pictured as a poseur, vain, pompous, avid for

applause and always seeking the limelight. Nothing could

be further from the truth. When he goes to the opera and

he rarely wears evening dress he invariably sits in the rear

of the box, turning the front seats over to those who accom-

pany him. When he attended the Wagnerian Festival at

Bayreuth he forbade any demonstrations for himself, main-

taining that the plaudits should be for the great musician
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alone. He refused to permit the German Lufthansa to

name its super-airplane, the largest in the world, after him,

saying that it would be more fitting to christen it the "Feld-

marschall von Hindenburg," which was done.

Born an Austrian, he is, of course, a Roman Catholic and

until two or three years ago went regularly to mass and

confession. Upon his rise to power he let it be understood

that, though he did not consider it becoming, as the leader

of a national movement, publicly to identify himself with

any denomination,, he was none the less a professing Catholic

and intended to remain one.

Owing to the reduced circumstances of his widowed

mother, his schooling ended while he was in his middle

'teens, but he is extraordinarily well read along historical,

political, sociological and economic lines. He has, I should

judge, a highly receptive rather than a creative mind. He
absorbs ideas as a sponge absorbs water, dresses them up and

passes them on as his own. But, though willing enough to

listen to suggestions and profit by advice, he makes his own
decisions and accepts full responsibility for them. Like

Theodore Roosevelt a realist and an exceedingly astute poli-

tician, he can compromise when compromise is required.

But and make no mistake about this Adolf Hitler is the

Big Boss of the Nazi show.

Picture Der Fiihrer, as he is universally referred to by

his followers, as slightly under medium height, of robust

physique, very alert and energetic, with the erect bearing

and trim appearance of a soldier. He generally carries a
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riding-whip and walks with a peculiar bouncing step, as

though he were on springs. His skin, which glows with

health, is as pink and clear as an athlete's. His thick dark

hair is worn very long in front and very short behind* The

dank lock that he has trained to fall diagonally across his

forehead, giving him a somewhat demagogic appearance, is

no doubt an affectation. So, it may be assumed, is the tuft

of moustache, the subject of so much ridicule in the foreign

Press, which, though undeniably short, is by no means as

grotesque as it appears in his pictures. Like Roosevelt's teeth,

Poincare's goatee and Mussolini's scowl, it is the cartoonist's

delight and it would be a pity to alter it.

Hitler's most arresting feature is his eyes, bright blue

and, like those of all fighting men and fanatics, widely

opened and unblinking. The extraordinary intensity of the

gaze which he concentrates on the person with whom he is

talking so nearly approaches the hypnotic as to be at times

distinctly disconcerting. He employs few gestures in ordinary

conversation and speaks with the low, well modulated,

pleasing intonation of an Austrian rather than the harsh,

guttural accent of a German.

His dress is characterized by extreme simplicity and neat-

ness. He customarily wears the brown shirt, riding breeches

and boots of a Nazi storm trooper, unadorned with any

badges of rank, and by preference goes bareheaded, though
since he became Chancellor he has so far conformed to con-

vention as to don morning coat and top hat when occasion

demands.
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Hitler has never married and those who are in a position

to know insist that he never will, asserting that he has dedi-

cated his life to the nation. While he could not truthfully be

described as a misogamist, the Nazi chieftain, so far as is

known, has never taken a sentimental interest in any

woman. So great is his antipathy for rouge, powder and

lip-stick that German women have largely ceased to use

them. Though he is credited with having adopted the

Kaiser's dictum that woman's place is in the home, that she

should confine her activities to "Kirche, Kiiche und Kin-

der" the church, the kitchen and children much of his

support comes from the women of Germany, who have

admiringly dubbed him "Handsome Adolf" and are almost

solidly for him.

He is finical in his aversion to the scents of liquor and

tobacco. On one occasion, according to Dr. Hanfstaengel,

an American woman journalist whose breath was redolent

of both succeeded in obtaining an interview with him.

When she left Hitler threw open the window to air the

room with the petulant remark that he would never receive

an American woman again.

In order to understand Hitler's ideology, which is reflected

in the political, social and economic dogmas of the National

Socialist Party, it is necessary to have an understanding of

his background and of the long and painful process of

development which produced the puzzling mentality of the

man.

Adolf Hitler was born at Braunau, an obscure Tyrolean vil-
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lage on the Austrian bank of the frontier river Inn, on April

20, 1889. His father was a minor official in the Austrian

customs service. Though Austrians by force of circumstance,

the Hitlers had always considered themselves Germans, and

to the young Hitler it seemed a terrible misfortune to have

been born on the wrong side of the Inn instead of just across

the river in that mighty empire, reared by Bismarck and

ruled by the Hohenzollerns, which was already the domi-

nant state of continental Europe. It was as though a boy of

American descent and traditions, inculcated since earliest

youth with the belief that the United States was "God's own

country," were to have been born on the Canadian side of

the St. Lawrence,

At the family table he heard his elders deploring the dis-

integration which the numerous minority groups were pro-

ducing in the Habsburg realm and comparing it to the

racial and political solidarity of the empire to the north, all

of whose inhabitants were Germans. Thus young Adolf ob-

tained the strong boyish impression that the highest privi-

lege to which one could aspire was to be a citizen of the

German Reich, with the corollary that sooner or later its

frontiers must be expanded to bring all who spoke German

as their native tongue into an all-embracing German Father-

land. He was taught to consider the Austrians as denation-

alized Germans, and Austria, German Austria at least, as a

terra irredenta an unredeemed land. On the plastic mind

of the boy these ideas made an indelible impression and gen-

erated in the man that fiery nationalism call it, if you will,
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pan-Germanism which has always been one of his obses-

sions and which he has made an article of the Nazi creed.

Against the wishes of his father, who wanted him to enter

the civil service, Adolf devoted such moments as he could

steal from his studies and the household chores to indulging

his talent for drawing and painting. At fifteen, his father's

death having left the family in extremely straitened circum-

stances, young Hitler made over his share of a small parental

legacy to his sister Paula and set out for Vienna to earn his

living.

Soon compelled by lack of means to abandon his ambi-

tion to become an artist and architect, he eked out a pre-

carious existence by doing any work that offered. He beat

carpets for tired housewives, carried luggage to and from

the railway stations, and occasionally obtained temporary

employment as a draftsman and builder's assistant. One

who knew him at this time testifies that he was in great

need, that he possessed no overcoat, that his clothes were

ragged and thin, and that he frequently lacked the price of

a bed and had to sleep in the open. Ill-nourished and ill-

clad, the future Chancellor of the German Reich would have

perished from exposure and starvation had he been unable

to obtain food and warmth at a free soup-kitchen* When
Hitler appeals for the destitute and the downtrodden he

speaks from bitter personal experience. Certainly no other

European statesman is so well qualified to sympathize with

the poor and diagnose their problems.

The first snowfall was a blessing in disguise, for it enabled
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young Hitler to get a job sweeping snow from the tram

lines. This work brought him enough money to pay for

lodging in the Viennese equivalent of a New York Mills

hotel. Even this hard and uncertain mode of life ended

with the winter, however, whereupon he determined to turn

his artistic talent to account by painting picture postcards,

though he could not have embarked on even this modest

enterprise had not his sister loaned him the few schillings

necessary to purchase brushes and water-colors. It might be

remarked, in this connection, that Hitler was never a house-

painter, as his detractors frequently assert. But, it may be

asked, what if he had been ? Four-score years before young
Hitler went to Vienna another youth, who had enjoyed even

scantier educational advantages, was working on a Missis-

sippi flat-boat as a hired hand. His name was Abraham

Lincoln.

In pre-war Vienna the most appalling misery rubbed

shoulders with the most ostentatious luxury, so it is not sur-

prising that the passionate, serious, deeply thoughtful youth

should have bitterly resented the contrasts between poverty

and wealth which he saw on every hand, or that he should

have been attracted to the gatherings where the disciples of

Karl Marx inveighed against such conditions. At these

meetings, where he frequently became involved in heated

arguments, he found, however, that his theory of German

racial superiority was not taken very seriously, conflicting as

it did with the Marxian doctrine which admitted of no

racial or national distinctions but demanded equality for all.
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The truth was that Hitler was a Socialist, whereas his fel-

lows were preaching what later became known as Commu-

nism. He did not believe in the abolition of the capitalistic

system; rather, he favored revamping it and remedying its

abuses by the imposition of rigid governmental control and

discipline. Upon discovering,, moreover, that the most vio-

lent of the Marxians were Jews, a tenth of the population of

the Austrian capital being of that race, he then and there

made up his mind that Marxism was nothing but an inter-

national Jewish conspiracy to gain control of the masses.

The impression thus formed during Hitler's youth accounts,

beyond a doubt, for his bitter hatred of Communism and his

deep-seated distrust of the Jews.

In 1912, hoping to better his fortunes, Hitler went to

Munich. Upon the outbreak of the Great War, because he

objected to serving in the forces of the Dual Monarchy,

which he considered a state composed of various national-

ities rather than a national state, he obtained permission to

enlist in one of the Bavarian regiments of the German army.

He acquitted himself well in action on the western front,

was wounded and gassed, and received the highest decora-

tion save one that can be given to a German soldier.

After the war he settled in Munich, where he resided

quietly in the home of a small shop-keeper, wrote occasional

articles for an obscure newspaper called Volfyscher Beo-

bachUr (its successor of the same name is now the official

organ of the Nazis), and helped to found an organization

known as the National Socialist German Workers' Party.
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Despite his grueling war experiences he was as fiery and

intense as ever, delivering impassioned speeches on social and

political conditions whenever he could drum up a crowd.

He had already acquired the little tuft of hair on the upper

lip which has become his trademark, one who knew him at

the time describing him as "a militant Charlie Chaplin."

In 1923 he made the acquaintance of General Erich von

Ludendorff, the former quartermaster-general and chief of

stafE of the German army, a fervid patriot but an "impossi-

bilist in politics," whose ideas made a deep impression on

Hider's highly receptive mind. Ludendorff, whom history

will probably rate as one of the greatest strategists of all

time, was a prey to the deepest bitterness and chagrin. He

always maintained that the German army was not beaten

in the field, but that its collapse was brought about by in-

trigue and treachery at home, and that it could have fought

on indefinitely long enough, certainly, to have obtained an

honorable peace if the Jewish-led Marxian Socialists had

not undermined the nation's will to win. He declared that

the defeat of Germany was part and parcel of a vast conspir-

acy to bring the whole of Europe under Jewish-Communist

domination. So rabid was this obsession that many believed

it had affected his mind.

In attributing the blame for Germany's defeat to the

Marxians and the Jews., Ludendorff found a ready sym-

pathizer in the embittered young Austrian, who had been

shocked and alarmed by the excesses of the Communists in

Russia and Hungary and who had not failed to note that
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leading parts in the Bolshevik revolutions in both countries

were played by men of Jewish birth, such as Trotsky and

Bela Kun.

It is not surprising, then, that this strangely assorted pair,

with Mussolini's march on Rome fresh in their minds, should

have conspired to engineer a similar march on Berlin and

the taking over by force of the German Government. Ac-

cordingly, in November, 1923, Hitler embarked on this half-

baked adventure with a handful of followers and the bless-

ing of General von Ludendorff. But the German people,

who the conspirators had confidently expected would rise

en masse, refused to take the grandiose plan seriously and it

degenerated into a most inglorious "beer-hall Putsch"

quickly suppressed by the police, whose only result was to

increase the anxieties of the harassed authorities.

For his part in the conspiracy Hitler was sentenced to five

years' imprisonment, but he was released after having served

only nine months. During his imprisonment the National

Socialist German Workers' Party languished, but not Hitler.

He put in his time writing his autobiography really an

exposition of his social and political philosophy which was

published under the tide of "Mein Kampf" On his release

from prison in December, 1924, he rallied a handful of his

supporters, reorganized the party, and once more set about

the task of overthrowing the Government this time by
more legitimate means.

When Hitler emerged from prison his personal political

status was a most singular and perplexing one. He had lost
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his Austrian citizenship by enlisting in the German army,

but the part he had played in the abortive Munich Putsch,

with his subsequent imprisonment, made it difficult for him

to acquire that German citizenship to which he had so long

aspired. The coveted status was granted him, however, in

1932, by special government decree. A strange irony, is it

not, that the leader of the most nationalistic movement in

the world, the Chancellor of the German Reich, should have

been for eighteen years a man without a country ?

If Rider's chauvinism, pan-Germanism, extra-nationalism,

call it what you like, is to be accounted for by his boyhood

environment; if his detestation of Communism is explained

by his reaction to the preachings of the Marxian Socialists

in Vienna and to the Bolshevik revolutions in Russia and

Hungary; if his anti-Semitism is traceable partly to the

unfavorable impression made on his youthful mind by the

Jewish Marxists in Vienna and partly to the sinister influence

of von Ludendorff ; he is indebted for his social and eco-

nomic ideas to the teachings of one of his half-dozen original

colleagues, Gottfried Feder, an engineer who later became

the economic adviser of the National Socialist Party. For it

was Feder who expounded to Hitler the theory, now an

article of the Nazi creed,, that class warfare, even class con-

sciousness, could be done away with by means of a govern-

ment-supervised partnership between capital and labor, pro-

vided both partners would unselfishly and wholeheartedly

devote themselves to the service of the State.

The fundamental thought underlying Feder's theory, as
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I understand it, is that the nation owes its existence to pro-

ductive effort and that all productive effort must therefore

be "disciplined" for the benefit of the whole, that is, of the

State. He maintains that the interests of employers and em-

ployed are not antipodal but identical, that strikes and lock-

outs should be made illegal because both are prejudicial to

the common good, and that, when the disputants are unable

to settle a difference between themselves, the State should

step in and compulsorily settle it for them. The applica-

bility of Feder's theories to a demoralized Germany was

confirmed, in Hitler's mind, by the spectacle of Mussolini

successfully imposing much the same brand of social philos-

ophy upon a demoralized Italy* This example of how an

unruly nation could be disciplined and strengthened by a

single iron will tremendously impressed the Nazi leader

and increased his belief in the inefficiency of democratic

institutions.

It is claimed that the best index to Hitler's character is to

be found in his autobiography, "Mein Kampf; that it

reveals the ill-balanced mentality and sinister ambitions of

the man. In my opinion this book is taken far more seriously

than it deserves. It should be remembered that it was written

more than a decade ago, in prison, by a disillusioned, embit-

tered, highly emotional man whose self-education had been

along extremely narrow lines. The ideas which he so naively

expounds in "Mein Kampf were formulated from stove-

side discussions in Vienna lodging-houses, arguments in

Munich beer-halls and from the half-baked reasonings heard
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at radical gatherings. The book doubtless presents the

ideology of the man at that time and certain of his com-

plexes persist, notably the Communist and Jewish ones

but he has gone a long way since then. Like Mussolini, he

has been broadened by experience and sobered by responsi-

bility. Though at heart unquestionably as ultra-nationalistic

as ever, he disappointed his enemies, after the overwhelming

vote of confidence he received upon Germany's withdrawal

from the Disarmament Conference and the League of

Nations, by his conciliatory tone toward France and Poland

and his totally unexpected display of restraint and modera-

tion.

Will Hitler last ? Some of our editors and correspondents

would not care to be reminded, I imagine, of the prophecies

they so glibly penned when the Turkish, Italian and Rus-

sian dictatorships were first established. I have some of those

prophecies before me. In the light of what has happened

since they were written they make amusing reading. And
I am willing to predict that the same will be said of much

that is being written today about Hitler before another five

years have passed.

I should sum up the situation in the Reich something after

this fashion: About seventy-five per cent of the German

people are for Hitler, heart, body and soul, until hell freezes

over. They look on him as the restorer of the nation's self-

respect, its champion against Allied oppression, its liberator

from the shackles of Versailles, its savior from Bolshevism,

its hope for the future. Another ten per cent, comprising
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the great industrialists, the financiers, the ultra-conservatives

generally, are perched on the fence, waiting to see what hap-

pens. The remaining fifteen per cent, composed of Jews,

Communists, Junker landowners and adherents of the

Hohenzollerns, fears and hates him but dares not say so,

My own opinion is that, barring assassination, armed inter-

vention by France and her Eastern allies, or a decline in

employment which might be brought about by Big Business

should the Nazis become too meddlesome, Hitler will

remain in power indefinitely and that the German people

will go wherever he chooses to lead them.

Not until time has granted him the justice of perspective

can it be decided whether Adolf Hitler is a great man, but

it must be admitted, whether we relish it or not, that he is

one of the most extraordinary figures of our time. To ridi-

cule him is cheap and tawdry; to vilify him is unjustified

and unintelligent; to ignore his passionate sincerity is folly;

to discount his importance or his power for good or evil is

insane.

By way of conclusion, let me give you a close-up of the

man as I saw him in his home.

Awaiting me before my hotel in Berchtesgaden was a

blue Mercedes touring car, as long as a Pullman. At the

wheel was a young man in the brown shirt and black

breeches of the corps d'tlite known as the Schutzstauffel

and beside the car-door stood another, similarly clad. Both

greeted me with the Nazi salute and the ejaculation, "Heil

Hitlerl"
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It is some four or five miles from Berchtesgaden to Ober-

Salzburg, where Hitler has his summer home, and the steep

and winding road is not much more than a narrow shelf

blasted from the rock, with countless hairpin turns. Yet we

took it like a frightened cat on the top of a backyard fence.

By leaning from my seat when rounding the turns I could

look down into a thousand feet of emptiness.

"Aren't we going a trifle too fast?" I ventured to remark,

for my hair was as erect as the bristles of a toothbrush.

"What if we should meet another car on one of these

curves ?"

"We won't meet one," the youth at the wheel assured me

jauntily. "When Der fuhrer is in residence this road is

barred to all but official cars."

The Hitler villa, a modest, six-room house built in the

chalet style, clings precariously to the bright green shoulder

of a mile-high mountain. It forms a pleasing spot of color

with its snowy walls, red roof and blue blinds. The wooden

balcony at the second floor was lined with flower-boxes gay

with red and pink geraniums. Immediately adjoining the

villa was a long wooden barracks of stained boards in which

were housed the guards and the secretarial staff. Surround-

ing the property was a high fence of wire-mesh, constantly

patrolled by troopers of the Sturmabteilung and at the gates

were more sentinels in mustard-colored uniforms. Congre-

gated without the gate, a couple of hundred yards from the

villa, were perhaps a thousand men, women and children

who, on the slim chance of catching a distant glimpse of
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Der Fiihrer, had made the arduous pilgrimage up the moun-

tain to wait patiently for hours on end.

Instead of entering the house, where Hitler was holding

a conference, I was shown through a narrow passage at the

back into the garden a long rectangle of greensward, bor-

dered with flowers. From the back of the garden the moun-

tain rose precipitously; on the other side was a walled

promenade commanding a superb view of the Bavarian

and Austrian Alps, with the roofs and spires of Salzburg

plainly discernible in the distance. High above the villa

circled an airplane, black swastikas painted on its silver

wings.

Roaming about the garden were some half-a-hundred

fresh-faced lads of from ten to fifteen, dressed in a uniform

resembling that of the Boy Scouts. They were, I found, a

troop of Hitler Jugend on a hike through the mountains.

Learning of their presence in Berchtesgaden, Hitler had

invited them to the villa for ice cream and cakes, of which

they were consuming enormous quantities. Strolling along

the terrace, chatting and laughing, was a little group of

people whose faces had been made familiar to me by their

photographs. I recognized the strutting, handsome, immac-

ulately uniformed Goring, the keen-faced, tousle-headed

Rudolph Hess, the crippled, studious-looking Goebbels, and

the latter's beautiful blonde wife.

I was interrupted in my close-range observation of the

Nazi chieftains by the abrupt notes of a bugle and the long

roll of a drum. From all directions bare-headed, bare-kneed
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youngsters in brown shirts and shorts came running to form

up across the lawn with military precision.

"Achtungl" The line stiffened to attention. From the

chalet, heralded by flourishes on the bugle, ruffles on the

drum, emerged a slenderly built, rather dapper looking

man. His cheeks had the pinkness of perfect health; his

dank, dark hair was plastered diagonally across his fore-

head; on his upper lip, as though affixed with glue, was the

famous moustache.

"Hctt Hitler!" shouted the lads, arms thrust forward,

palms outspread, in the Nazi salute.

Hitler acknowledged the salute. Then, at his order, the

boys broke ranks and flocked about him, apparently not the

least in awe of the great man. For upward of half an hour

he chatted with them, singly and in groups, asking their

names, their ages, where they lived, what subjects they

were studying in school. For the time being the Nazi leader

doffed his official mask and I liked what I saw. He struck

me as being, with these boys at least, a very human and

friendly person, not laughing very much but smiling and

jesting. His manner was as easy as an old shoe. And there

was no question that the boys liked him. At length one

small lad produced a tattered notebook and begged for Der

Fiihrer's autograph. That was a signal for the other boys to

produce autograph-albums, copy-books, postcards, bits of

paper, and clamor for the Chancellor to write his name for

them. Leaning against a tree, using his knee for a desk, the

busiest man in Germany good-naturedly complied. When
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the last autograph had been written the bugle again sounded

the assembly, the boys re-formed, Hitler spoke a few words

of farewell, and, headed by a great flag bearing the swastika

emblem, the little column went swinging down the road to

Berchtesgaden.

"Come into the house, Herr Oberst," said Hitler, catching

sight of me. "It is too wet to talk out of doors." For a driz-

zling rain had set in.

He led the way into a glassed-in sun-porch, very cheerful

and comfortable with its painted wicker furniture and

cretonne hangings.

"I have come four thousand miles to meet you, sir," I

began, "but I should be wasting your time unless I may

speak frankly."

"I should not have asked you here if I did not expect you

to speak frankly!" he replied, "You may be as candid as

you please."

"Very well, then," I said boldly. "What excuse have you

to offer for the treatment of the Jews ? Foreign public opin-

ion has been immeasurably shocked by the brutalities and

persecutions to which they have been subjected. Germany's

anti-Jewish campaign has cost her millions of friends."

"I do not deny," he replied slowly, "that there have been

excesses. But they were not ordered by me, as has been

asserted, nor by any responsible official of the National So-

cialist Party. They were committed by irresponsible bands

of hoodlums. I deplore them and have taken vigorous steps

to bring them to an end.
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"Foreigners apparently fail to understand/' he continued,

"that I came to power as the result of a revolution. It was

a singularly bloodless revolution, everything considered,

but in the turmoil and excitement incidents occurred

which I profoundly regret, I freely admit that I do not

approve of some of the things done by certain of my sup-

porters."

"What about the systematic persecution of Jewish profes-

sional men which still continues? Thousands of them are

being ousted from their positions and left destitute."

Hitler replied bitterly: "The world showed no concern

when millions of Germans were out of employment and

starving. Now the situation is reversed. The Jews form one

per cent of Germany's population. Why, then, should they

hold a wholly disproportionate number of positions at the

expense of Germans?"

"But," I persisted, "what is to be the future of the German

Jews?"

"A large number of Jews from Eastern Europe have

entered Germany since 1914, They form an undesirable

element. They would not be admitted to the United States*

Neither are they wanted here nor will we have them. The

others will be permitted to remain. More, I am prepared to

go to Geneva [this was before Germany's withdrawal from

the League of Nations] and sign a minority treaty guar-

anteeing the Jews in Germany the same rights that they

enjoy under similar treaties in other countries, Poland for

example,"
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"Speaking o Poland," I remarked, "what is your solution

for the question of the Polish Corridor?"

"It will eventually be settled amicably," said the Chan-

cellor. "Certainly not by war. Both sides must show a

willingness to compromise."

"What of Germany's attitude toward France?"

"France has nothing to fear from Germany," he asserted

emphatically. "We have unqualifiedly renounced all claims

to Alsace-Lorraine. The Saar will be restored to us by

plebiscite in 1935 if not before then by agreement. No Ger-

man is so insane as to contemplate a war of revenge. France

demands security. Germany demands equality with the

other Great Powers. There is nothing incompatible in those

demands."

I have, of course, given only the barest outline of my con-

versation with the Nazi leader. As I rose to take my depar-

ture he said, speaking with great earnestness:

"Your people, it would seem, are convinced that I am a

menace to the peace of the world, that I am secretly prepar-

ing to plunge Europe into another war. Here is my answer

to that accusation. For four and a half years I was a common

soldier, most of that time in the trenches, and, unlike the

pious politicians at Geneva, I know from personal experi-

ence what war means. No victory that Germany could hope
to gain by force of arms, no territory that she might recover,

would be worth a fraction of what it would cost in human
lives and human suffering. As long as I am Chancellor of

the German Reich, as long as I am the leader of the National
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Socialist Party, Germany will never resort to arms save to

resist invasion."

It is easy enough to assert that in saying that Hitler was

insincere, that he was trying to bamboozle me. Perhaps.

How can one ever know what is at the back of the other

fellow's mind? All I can say is that his frankness was con-

vincing, that his words rang genuine.

Night was at hand when the big blue car swept through
the villa's guarded gates and swung into the road that leads

to Berchtesgaden. But the watchers were still waiting

patiently in the gathering darkness and the rain. On the

chance that The Leader might be in the car they roared

"Heil Hitler! Heil Hitler!"

At the foot of the mountain a flagman was on duty at a

railway crossing. "Heil Hitler!" he cried, waving us on.

"Heil Hitler!" shouted the countryfolk trudging into town

as the car tore past with its swastika pennants fluttering.

"Heil Hitler!" said the braided concierge who greeted me
at the door of my hotel.

I paused to thank the chauffeur and his companion, who
had scrambled out and were standing beside the car at

attention.

They responded as one: "Heil Hitler!"



CHAPTER V

SINISTER SATELLITES

IN one of the great country houses of Sweden is a book in

which each guest is requested to record not only his name

but his besetting sin. Slanting across a page of that book is

the bold signature of Hermann Wilhelm Goring, famous

German ace, holder of the Order of Pour le Merite, formerly

Minister-President of Prussia, German Minister for Avia-

tion, President of the Reichstag, General in the Nazi Sturm-

abteilung, and Chancellor Adolf Hitler's right-hand man.

In confessing his pet failing, General Goring indulged in a

subtle play on words, for instead of "Trunfyucht" a passion

for drink, he wrote "PrunJ($ucht" which may be translated

as a mania for splendor.

It is as accurate as it is frank, this self-characterization, for

one of Goring's outstanding traits is a love of pomp and cir-

cumstance. It is apparent in the reception room of his official

residence in Berlin, with its wealth of massive, ornately

carved furniture, its magnificent rugs and sumptuous hang-

ings, its pictures and bronzes of Frederick the Great, Napo-

leon, Mussolini, William II and Baron von Richthofen; in

his huge wardrobe of splendiferous uniforms, most of which

he is said to have designed himself; but primarily in the

6?
'
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showy, arrogant, histrionic demeanor of the man, who seems

to strut even when he is sitting down.

Because Goring is generally regarded as the logical suc-

cessor to Hitler in the event of the latter's demise or down-

fall, and because an enormous number of rumors, innuen-

does, half-truths and untruths have been circulated about

him, his character deserves examination. But it is impossible

to appraise his character without a knowledge of his back-

ground.

Goring is the only one of the Nazi overlords whose family

is of the aristocracy. His father was a Prussian officer who

served in the war against Austria in 1866 and in the war

against France in 1870-71; later he became the first gover-

nor-general of German Southwest Africa. Though by blood

a Prussian of the Prussians, young Goring was born, in 1893,

at Rosenheim, in Bavaria, where his family had a country

place.

Those who knew him in his youth describe him as a

sturdy, active, stubborn-willed, unruly lad, insolent and self-

satisfied, insistent on having his own way, not particularly

popular with his fellows but apparently indifferent as to

whether they liked him or not. He was a brilliant student

but not an industrious one, for he learned with little effort

and neglected his studies in order to indulge in his favorite

recreation of mountain climbing. Nevertheless, he had no

difficulty in passing the examinations for entrance to the

military academy, his papers being marked "Excellent."

He chose the army as a profession and was a second lieu-
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tenant in a line regiment when the war broke out, where-

upon he applied for a transfer to the Air Service. When it

was slow in coming, owing to red tape, he expedited matters

by stepping into a plane and taking off. Quickly developing

into one of the most skillful and daring of German pursuit

pilots, ere long he was assigned to the famous "flying circus"

commanded by Baron Manfred von Richthofen. When that

ace of aces was killed in aerial combat, young Goring was

given a captaincy and the command of the Richthofen

Squadron. His exploits in the air brought him the most

coveted distinction given to a German soldier, the Order of

Pour le Merite, which corresponds to our Congressional

Medal of Honor and to the Victoria Cross.

When Germany's military machine collapsed, Goring

demonstrated once more his audacity and unconquerable

determination. Ignoring the orders of the German High
Command to turn his dozen battered machines all that

were left of the half-a-hundred planes commanded by von

Richthofen over to the Inter-Allied Military Commission,

he led the remnant of the famous squadron deeper and

deeper into Germany until, at Aschaffenburg, he finally ran

out of gasoline. That night, at a dinner in the local Rathaus,

he formally dissolved the "flying circus" he never sur-

rendered it and said farewell to his command. "We must

be proud of what we have done!" he declared on that occa-

sion. "We must wish that another such struggle shall arise.

And that wish must never be forgotten."

His nerves shattered by four years of air-fighting, Goring
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is reputed to have become addicted to the use of narcotics,

as did so many demobilized flying men* His unconquerable

spirit and magnificent physique enabled him to shake off

the habit, however, and he eventually obtained a position

as a flying instructor in Sweden. He chose to live in exile

rather than swear allegiance to the republican government

in Berlin, for which he felt the utmost contempt.

One day he had to make a forced landing on the estate

of a great Swedish nobleman, Count Rosen, who invited the

young airman to spend the night at his chateau* Here he

met a relative of his host, the beautiful Baroness Karin von

Fock. It was a case of love at first sight for both of them.

The story of the German flyer's devotion to the gentle, frail

Swedish girl who became his bride a devotion that has

lasted beyond the grave reads like a mediaeval romance

and shows the noblest side of Goring's character.

Eventually, unable to overcome his homesickness for the

fatherland, Goring left Sweden and took his wife to the

Bavarian Highlands. For their home they chose a chalet,

high in the mountains, where they led the existence of her-

mits. They read books on politics, sociology and religion,

studied European history, and dreamed of restoring Ger-

many to her "place in the sun." They were spiritually very

close, those two, and very happy, for the burly, blustering

fighter adored his delicate blonde wife and she understood

as did no one else the impetuous, contradictory nature of

her husband.

While on one of his periodic visits to Munich, where he
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was attending lectures at the university, Goring met his

destiny in the person of Adolf Hitler. They had much in

common, this strangely assorted pair, for both were intensely

patriotic according to their lights, both detested the Com-

munists, distrusted the Jews, and held in contempt the

feeble, vacillating government at Berlin. Goring promptly

fell under the spell of the intense, magnetic young Austrian

and threw in his lot with him. Hitler, with von Luden-

dorff*s encouragement, was secretly perfecting plans for the

overthrow of the republican regime by a coup d'etat and

from the ranks of the National Socialists was recruiting a

force of "storm troops" for a march on Berlin. Goring,

brave, resourceful, audacious, accustomed to enforcing dis-

cipline, was an ideal lieutenant for such an enterprise and

Hitler made him his second in command.

On the evening of November 8, 1923, the Biirgerbraukeller

in Munich was packed to the doors. The crowd was nerv-

ous, restless, wondering what was going to happen. Outside

the silence of the crisp autumn night was broken by the

measured tramp of feet, the doors of the beer-cellar were

flung open, and a column of armed men in brown shirts and

peaked caps, headed by Hitler and Goring, stamped in. A
machine-gun was placed in position at the door so that it

could sweep the hall. That was the signal for a near-panic.

Pandemonium broke loose. Unable to make himself heard

above the din, Hitler sprang to the platform, mounted a

chair, and, in order to command attention, drew a revolver

and fired a shot into the ceiling.
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"The national revolution has begun!" he shouted. "The

police and the Reichswehr barracks are in our hands. The

Bavarian government has been overthrown. We are about

to march on Berlin. Rally round the Hafenfyeuz standard,

those of you who love the Fatherland!"

That was a hectic night in Munich. No one knew what

might happen. The next morning the leaders of the Putsch

decided to give a demonstration of their strength by staging

a peaceful parade through the city. As the brown-shirted

marchers, headed by the massive figure of von Ludendorfi

in full uniform and with all his decorations, Hitler and

Goring, approached the Odeonsplatz they found a strong

force of Reichswehr awaiting them. Hitler called upon the

troops to withdraw. He was answered by a blast of rifle-fire.

Eighteen of the Nazis fell dead and scores, including

Goring, were wounded. By a miracle Hitler escaped unin-

jured. His mentor, von Ludendorff, strode straight ahead,

right through the ranks of the astonished soldiery, who

quailed before the blazing eyes of the grim old warrior.

He and Hitler were arrested on a charge of treason three

days later.

Devoted friends assisted the badly wounded Goring to

escape. His wife, always in frail health, was ill, but she rose

from bed to accompany her husband. There ensued a wild

flight to the Austrian frontier by steep and little-used trails

across the snow-clad mountains. The wounded man, fever-

ish and in great pain, was borne upon a stretcher; his sick

wife stumbled along behind. It was strongly reminiscent of
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another flight, five-and-seventy years before, when a red-

shirted patriot named Garibaldi, likewise accompanied by

an invalid wife, fled across the breadth of Italy to find refuge

in the pine woods behind Ravenna. The fugitives succeeded

in reaching the frontier, but the Austrians refused to shelter

them, whereupon they turned toward Italy. His robust con-

stitution and the Italian sunshine soon put Goring on his

feet again. But the frail physique of his dauntless young
wife was unable to withstand the strain of illness, anxiety

and fatigue, of hunger and privation. Her cough became

chronic; tuberculosis set in.

Three years later, in 1926, the government having ex-

tended amnesty to those implicated in the rising, the exiles

returned* Goring was one of the first twelve National

Socialist deputies to be sent to the Reichstag, later being

elected its president. During the final phase of the political

maneuvering which ended in the triumph of Hitler, he and

Goring were summoned to Berlin for a conference with

President von Hindenburg. When the message reached

Goring he was in Sweden, at the bedside of his dying wife.

He refused to leave her. But she realized how critical was

the moment. "This may be the turning point in German

history," she pleaded. "Our sacrifices must not be in vain.

You must start for Berlin immediately."

The conference in the presidential palace had scarcely

been concluded when Goring was handed a telegram. It

announced the death of his wife. His grief was tragic. For

a time it looked as though his career was at an end. Plunged
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into the depths of despair, he again resorted to the use of

narcotics, which affected his mind, and for a time he was

confined in an asylum. That he succeeded in breaking him-

self of the habit testifies to the extraordinary will power of

the man.

Rarely, even in those journals which pa&der to readers

avid for sensation, is an attempt made to discredit a man by

dragging into the limelight the secret physical infirmities

of his dead wife. Yet an American "newsmagazine" of large

circulation so far ignored the canons of decency and good

taste as to print the following:

"On his recent visit to Sweden, strutting General Hermann
Wilhelm Goring, Premier of Prussia and Germany's No. 2

Nazi, laid an enormous, swastika-shaped contraption of laurel

branches on the tombstone o his epileptic wife." *

It is quite true, I believe, that Frau Goring was a victim

of epilepsy, but the fact has no conceivable bearing on her

husband's character or actions and gratuitously to allude to

her misfortune is the nadir of indelicacy and offensive-

ness.

Upon the formation of the Hitler cabinet, Goring became

first Minister without portfolio, then Minister of Aviation,

later Minister-President of Prussia, and finally President of

the Reichstag. In the autumn of 1933 he was given the rank

of honorary general in the Sturmabteilung, the Nazi militia

which he had been mainly instrumental in organizing; a

Berlin thoroughfare, Friedrich-Ebertstrasse, was renamed

*Time, November 20, 1933.
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for him; and the Bavarian government presented him with

a plot of state land on the Ober-Salzburg near the country

residence of his chief.

When Hitler selected Goring for his Minister of Aviation

he made an admirable choice, for he is admittedly a flyer of

the very first rank, with a sound technical knowledge and

an extraordinary grasp of the larger problems of aviation.

A steam engine in boots, with an enthusiasm that he is able

to transmit to those under him, he has made Germany's

commercial air service the best in Europe, if not in the

world. And you may be certain that he will use every iota

of his influence to bring about the creation of a formidable

military air force, for, as might be expected, he is convinced

that the wars of the future will be waged largely in the air.

Nor has he forgotten those mad, glad days when he scoured

the skies with the "flying circus" of the great von Rich-

thofen.

His enemies have so stressed the objectionable traits in

Goring's character his vanity, his arrogance, his brutality

and ruthlessness, his anti-Semitism that his other qualities

have been obscured. He may be, as is frequently asserted, a

hard-boiled, conceited, domineering swashbuckler, but let it

be clearly understood that he did not reach his present

eminence fortuitously. He is, as a matter of fact, not only a

born leader but an exceedingly able and astute politician

who knows when to speak softly and when to brandish the

big stick, when to draw a velvet glove over the mailed fist

Capable of being suave and conciliatory when suavity and
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conciliation are demanded, he is frequently referred to as

"the diplomat of the Nazi Party,"

Why, it may be asked, does a man of Goring's breeding

and education, a distinguished officer in the old army, con-

duct himself like a loud-mouthed bully instead of like a

gentleman? The answer is not hard to find. During the

early days of National Socialism he was a political organizer,

a sort of glorified ward-heeler how he would have glad-

dened the hearts of Tweed and Croker! whose business it

was to frequent the beer-cellars and other resorts of the

rougher classes and to make himself "solid" with them.

And he still retains the boisterous, blustering, braggadocian

manner which served his purpose at that time. But at bot-

tom he is not an evil person.

Yet, like so many men of his stamp, Goring has a softer

side to his character, as evidenced by his tenderness for his

invalid wife and his devotion to her memory. In one of the

rooms of his private residence in Berlin's fashionable West

End, a room entered by few save his intimates, is a stained-

glass window, suggestive of a shrine in a cathedral, in which

glows the figure of his beautiful young bride; the walls are

hung with her favorite water-colors; everywhere are the

flowers she loved.

Taken by and large, however, Goring is a man of

violence, ruthless, brutal, hard as nails, a marauding baron

of the Middle Ages brought up to date. He has the loyalty

of the hoodlum elements among the Nazis because he speaks

their language and because he has tacitly approved of some
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of their most outrageous excesses. Many Germans, among
them loyal members of the Nazi Party, believe that he was

responsible, directly or indirectly, for the fire which early in

1933 destroyed the Reichstag building.

Whoever set that much-discussed fire wittingly or unwit-

tingly played the Nazis' game, for it apparently substan-

tiated their claim that the Communists were conspiring to

inaugurate a reign of terror and to establish a Bolshevist

regime; and explained their demand of President von Hin-

denburg that he give the Nazis control of the government in

order to avert the Red peril, and the ruthless methods which

they employed upon coming into power to crush all opposi-

tion. There is a strong undercurrent of feeling in Germany,
as well as without, that it was the Nazis, not the Commu-

nists, who applied the torch to the Reichstag building. Few

people believe, however, that it was instigated by Hitler, or

even that he had any foreknowledge of it, for, whatever else

may be said of him, he is not the type who gains his ends by

such means.

The theory most frequently advanced by those whose

opinions count for anything is that the idea was conceived

in the fertile mind of Goebbels, who probably worked out

the details, but that he entrusted its execution to Goring. It

may be doubted if the latter's rather stolid, one-track brain

could have evolved so subtle a scheme, but he was certainly

the ideal person to carry it out, for it was just the audacious,

ruthless sort of act that would appeal to him. All this, of

course, is idle speculation. On the subject of where the guilt
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belongs I have formed no opinion. The evidence is too cir-

cumstantial, too conflicting. Conclusive proof of who set

the fire that precipitated the Nazi revolution may never be

forthcoming.

One of the numerous counter-revolutionary stories in cir-

culation in Germany relates to the alleged rivalry between

Hitler and Goring, it being whispered that the latter's co-

lossal vanity may lead him to attempt the overthrow of his

chief. It is pointed out that he has organized a secret police,

patterned on the Russian Chety, which obeys his orders

without question, and that he has built up a private and

powerful political machine, which, though ostensibly work-

ing for Hitler, might easily be used against him. That

Goring is possessed of overweening ambition is beyond ques-

tion. But he is no fooL He knows how strongly entrenched

is Hitler in the affections of the German people and how
slim would be his chances of overthrowing him. Nor can

he have failed to note the significance of the Chancellor's

recent action in transferring the command of the Nazi

storm troops to Captain Ernest Roehm, whose loyalty is

beyond question. Hitler has stood by his friends, but and

make no mistake about this he would not have the slight-

est hesitation in treating a disloyal one as Cromwell treated

Charles the First.

Though it is commonly taken for granted that in the

event of Hitler's demise or downfall he would be succeeded

by Goring, there are those who maintain that the mantle
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of the prophet would fall on the thin shoulders of his Minis-

ter for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda, Dr. Paul

Joseph Goebbels.

It is true that Goebbels exercises immense influence in the

councils of the National Socialist Party, that he is far better

educated than any of the other Nazi chieftains, and that

he has a large popular following. But he is not of dictator

caliber. He is an agitator rather than a leader. He burns

with ambition rather than patriotism. National Socialism is

for him a convenient step-ladder by which he hopes to

climb to power.

He is an organizing genius, a master of ballyhoo and a

first-class showman. He has a positive genius for keeping

in the limelight. An eloquent speaker and writer, from the

moment when he joined Hitler shortly after the abortive

Putsch of 1923 he has managed to attract attention to him-

self by means of his inflammatory speeches and his vitriol-

tipped pen. He has a mind of the very first order, but it is a

deformed mind. He is an adept at the fashioning of dark

and sinister plans. He combines the unscrupulous political

trickiness of a Machiavelli with the talent for showmanship
of a Barnum.

Goebbels is the youngest of the Nazi overlords, having

been born in 1897 in the little Rhineland town of Rheydt,

where he attended the Bikgerschule and the Gymnasium,
the latter corresponding to an American high school. Born

with a club-foot, he was unable to join in the sports of his

fellows, so it is not surprising that he should have developed
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a morose and embittered disposition. At a loose end, unable

to decide what he wanted to do, his activities limited by his

physical disability, he rapidly changed from one university

to another, trying Freiburg, Bonn, Wurzburg, Cologne,

Munich and Heidelberg in turn, receiving from the last-

named the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and being com-

monly referred to by his adherents as "Der Doktor." As a

result of these meanderings through the halls of learning he

possesses an exceptionally broad and diversified education.

Nor is there any doubt that he is gifted, particularly in the

field of literature. But he is incapable of any sustained

effort, for he is by nature a wanderer restless, discontented,

irritable, satirical, gnawed by ambition.

His friends say that Goebbels' embittered outlook on life

is largely due to sensitiveness about his bodily affliction,

which the foreign press, with a singular lack of good taste,

finds a malicious satisfaction in alluding to whenever his

name is mentioned. His greatest regret, I am told, is that

his infirmity prevented him from joining the army, as he

would have liked to do, though he was not yet seventeen

when the war began.

After taking his degree at Heidelberg, Goebbels tried his

hand at poetry and the drama. He wrote a play, "Der Wan-

derer" which proved a failure when produced in Berlin,

whereupon he turned to journalism, becoming editor of the

Volfysche Freiheit, published in Diisseldorf. While living

in the Ruhr he wrote two books, "Letters to Contempo-

raries" and "The Second Revolution," the political views
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expounded therein attracting Rider's favorable atten-

tion.

Hider needed lieutenants whom he could trust and who

had brains and in 1926 he appointed Goebbels section-leader

of the Berlin-Brandenburg branch of the Nazi organization.

As soon as he arrived in the capital things began to happen.

He obtained for the party the financial backing of a group

of wealthy men. He started an intensive political campaign.

He organized parades, demonstrations, mass-meetings. He

missed no opportunity to make a speech and the Berliners

turned out by the thousands to hear and cheer him, for he

delighted the masses with the sarcasms and insults which he

hurled at every one in the municipal government from the

Oberbiirgermeister down. "Der Kcrl ist richtig!" "The

fellow is O.KJ" was a commendation frequendy applied

by his hearers to the hot-eyed, sharp-tongued, emaciated

little man with the wry smile and the club-foot, who always

wore a trench-coat several sizes too large for him.

In 1928 Goebbels was elected to the Reichstag, where he

continued to make the front page with his demagogic

speeches and his violent denunciations of everyone who did

not agree with him. When Hider came into power in 1933

he did not forget Goebbels, to whom he gave the portfolio

of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda as an acknowl-

edgement of his undoubted talents in that direction. He
revels in the power and luxury which his positions in the

Government and in the Nazi Party have brought him. He
loves to go careering about in a huge car with official pen-
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nants fluttering from its fenders; he is invariably accom-

panied by a bodyguard of Nazi stalwarts; his offices are

among the most sumptuous in Berlin. He appears at his

best when with his wife, a slim, pretty, German girl with a

lovely complexion and hair the color of ripe corn.

It would be a mistake, however, to underrate the ability

of Goebbels, for he has a brain of the very first order and

in talking with those who are his intellectual equals makes

a very favorable impression, being entrusted, consequently,

with many important and delicate missions. There is a

dynamic quality about the man which makes him the center

of attention in any gathering. Said a distinguished Euro-

pean diplomat who met him at a dinner in Geneva: "If he

so much as raised his head every one else at the table ceased

talking in order to listen to him." Since becoming a member

of the Government, Goebbels has, like Hitler, adopted a

more moderate tone. Speaking before the Germania monu-

ment at Riidersheim he said:

"We are tired of telling the world that Germany wants peace.

No nation could emerge victorious from a new war, and it would

be sheer madness to plunge die world into another one when it

has not yet recovered from the last."

Goebbels has been a useful tool for Hitler, but it may be

doubted whether the Chancellor, who is a shrewd judge of

men, places entire confidence in his lame lieutenant with

the furtive mind and the caustic tongue. For Hitler realizes

that Goebbels' peculiar talents are no longer necessary to the

success of the Nazi Party. What the new government needs
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is not demagogues but statesmen. If rumors are to be

believed, Hitler has more than once been compelled to curb

Goebbels
5

extremism. Whereas Goring is brutal with the

thoughtless brutality of a hard-boiled soldier, Goebbels is

cruel with the refined cruelty of a Sadist who derives pleas-

ure from the infliction of pain on others. His physical

deformity seems to have deformed his mind. He is, as one

of the foremost authorities on German affairs remarked to

me not long ago, one of the most brilliant men in Europe
and perhaps the most dangerous one.

When, in December, 1933, a decree was issued naming

Rudolph Hess and Captain Ernest Roehm cabinet ministers

without portfolios, its significance apparently escaped the

notice of the press. The truth is, however, that it was Hit-

ler's answer to the current rumors of internal dissension in

the hierarchy of Nazidom. For the loyalty of these two men
is beyond question.

Roehm has an evil reputation. Sinister stories regarding

his moral character have long been in circulation and have

never been denied. He is of the gang-leader type, thick-set,

beefy, bull-necked, brutal and a bully. In short, he embodies

all the most objectionable traditions of pre-war Junkerdom.

But he is likewise chief of staff of the Nazi forces, being,

under Hitler, in supreme command of the Sturmabteilung,

the SchutzstawQcl and the Stahlhelm. In other words, he is

the trusted commander of the Praetorian Guards, ready with

a million men to do Der Fiihrer's bidding.
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The very antithesis of the storm troop generalissimo is

Rudolph Hess, who was for years Hitler's private secretary

and shared his imprisonment after the abortive Munich

Putsch, it being said that he is the only man in Germany
who addresses the Chancellor as "du" (the familiar form of

"you"). He is the vice-leader of the National Socialist Party,

is in charge of its political organization, frequently acts as

Hitler's deputy and mouthpiece on important occasions, and

has the reputation of being an able, moderate, humane and

honest man. If Hitler were to make a political testament,

those who should be in a position to know assert that he

would name as his successor neither Hermann Wilhelm

Goring nor Joseph Paul Goebbels, but Rudolph Hess.



CHAPTER VI

THE JEWS

IN order to understand the agitation against the German

Jews which is being carried on by the National Socialist

Party one must go back into German history for at least

half a century.*

The Jews contend that anti-Semitism is a mere atavistic

revival of the Jew-hatred of the Middle Ages. The Nazis,

on the other hand, declare that it is not a religious but a

racial struggle an incident of the eternal conflict between

Europe and Asia and that they are engaged in an effort

to prevent what is loosely called the Aryan race from being

subjugated by a Semitic invasion and to save Aryan ideals

from being modified by an alien and demoralizing Oriental

Anschauung.
There is no solid foundation for either of these conten-

tions. Religious prejudices dating from the dawn of his-

tory have been reawakened by the anti-Semitic agitation,

but they did not originate it nor do they control it. It is true

that the ethnographical histories of the Jews and the peoples

of Europe have proceeded on widely divergent lines, but

*This sketch of the origins and history o anti-Semitism is drawn wholly
from a Jewish source, being based on the article in the Encyclopaedia "Bntannica

by Lucien Wolf, joint editor of the Bibtiotheca Anglo-Judaica and formerly

president o the Jewish Historical Society of England.

85
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those lines have more than once crossed each other and

become interlaced, for the Jews have dwelt in Europe for

more than a thousand years, during which their character

has been modified and in some respects transformed by the

civil and ecclesiastical polities of the nations among whom

they have made their permanent home. Anti-Semitism is,

then, exclusively a question of European politics, and its

origin is to be found, not in the long struggle between

Europe and Asia, or between the Church and the Syna-

gogue, but in the social conditions arising from the emanci-

pation of the Jews in the middle of the nineteenth century*

If the emancipated Jews were Europeans by virtue of the

antiquity of their western settlements, and of the character

impressed upon them by the circumstances of their European

history-, they none the less presented the appearance of a

strange people to the Gentiles among whom they lived.

Cooped up for centuries in their ghettos, they had acquired

a physiognomy, mental and moral traits, peculiarly their

own. In the ghetto, the pastoral Semite, made a wanderer

by the destruction of his nationality, became in time,

through force of circumstances, an urban European, with all

the parasitic activities required by such a life and all the

democratic tendencies of western industrialism. Debarred

from the army, the land, the trade corporations and the

artisan guilds, this quondam Asiatic peasant was gradually

transformed into a commercial middleman, a trader, a

dealer in money. Oppressed by the Church and persecuted

by the State, he became passionately devoted to the ideals
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of democracy. Finally, this former bucolic victim of

Phoenician exploitation had his wits preternaturally sharp-

ened by his struggle for existence and in his enforced seclu-

sion turned to intellectual fields for recreation.

Unfortunately, these distinctive traits, though not partic-

ularly objectionable in themselves, became more pronounced

as the result of segregation. Had it been possible to dis-

tribute the emancipated Jews throughout Christian society,

as was the case with other emancipated religious denomina-

tions, there would have been no revival of the Jewish ques-

tion. The Jews, however, through no fault of their own,

became identified with only one class in European society

the industrial bourgeoisie. And in that class, owing to

their centuries of ghetto training, they rapidly took a lead-

ing place, politically and socially. Consequently, when the

bourgeoisie became the ruling class in Europe as a result of

the mid-century revolutions, there was presented the sem-

blance of a Hebrew domination. It was the exaggeration of

this apparent domination, not by the bourgeoisie itself, but

by its enemies among the vanquished reactionaries on the

one hand, and by the extreme radicals on the other, which

created and lent political force to modern anti-Semitism.

The movement took its rise in Germany and Austria.

Here the excessive numbers of the Jews aggravated the evils

incident to their concentration in one class of the popula-

tion. While in France, in the early 'yos, they comprised

only 0.14 per cent of the total population, and in Italy only

0.12 per cent, they formed 1.22 per cent in Germany and 3.85
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per cent in Austria. In Berlin 4.36 per cent of the popula-

tion was Jewish and in Vienna 6.62 per cent. The commer-

cial, social and political activities of the Jews consequently

manifested themselves in a far more intense form in those

countries than elsewhere.

The German and Austrian revolutions of 1848,, by bring-

ing about the collapse of the aristocracy and the institution

of popular government, opened the door of opportunity

to the Jews, who thenceforward began to play prominent

parts in the national life. But their activity was almost

exclusively intellectual. The bulk of them flocked to the

financial and distributive (as distinct from the productive)

fields of industry to which they had been confined in the

ghettos. The sharpened faculties of the younger generation

at the same time carried everything before them in the

schools and universities, with the result that the professions,

especially law, medicine and journalism, were soon crowded

with Jews. Thus the "Semitic domination," as it was called,

steadily became more accentuated. Yet the competition was

a fair one, as Mr. Wolf points out. If the Jews were more

successful than their Christian fellow-citizens it was by

virtue of their sharper wits, their greater intelligence, their

more intense application to their businesses and professions,

their peculiar faculty for adapting themselves to conditions.

They were patriotic and law-abiding. Among them crime

was far below the average. In short, they were respectable

and respected citizens.

Their extraordinary intellectual ability was illustrated by
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the achievements in German literature, art and science of

suck men as Heinrich Heine, the poet, Berthold Auerbach

the novelist, Felix Mendelssohn and Jacob Meyerbeer the

composers, Gabriel Gustav Valentin the physiologist, Moritz

Lazarus and Heymann Steinthal the psychologists, Karl

Gustav Jacobi the mathematician. In politics, too, Eduard

Lasker and Ludwig Bamberger had shown how Jews could

put patriotism before factionalism when they founded the

National Liberal Party, which enabled Bismarck to accom-

plish German unity. Even their financiers, despite their

international affiliations, were not behind their Christian

fellow-citizens in patriotism. Bismarck himself admitted

that the money for carrying on the campaign of 1866 was

obtained from the Jewish banker Bleichroder, in the face of

the refusal of the German money-lords to support the war.

Thus the voice of the old Jew-hatred fell silent, and it was

only in the European twilight lands in Russia and

Rumania and in regions where medievalism still lingered,

such as the Barbary States and Persia, that oppression and

persecution continued to dog the footsteps of the Children

of Israel.

Towards the end of 1879, however, anti-Semitism, which

theretofore had been more of an academic than a political

agitation, spread with a sudden fury over the whole of

Germany. This outburst has never been fully explained.

Some authorities, Wolf among them, maintain that it was

more or less directly instigated by Bismarck himself, who
saw in it a means of weakening the influence of the Jewish
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leaders of the National Liberal Party, whose ambition was

to obtain for Germany a constitution and economic regime

similar to that of Great Britain. Meanwhile racial anti-

Semitism with its wholesale radical proposals a petition to

exclude the Jews from the national schools and to disable

them from holding public office had been presented to Bis-

marck, who ignored it had been making considerable

progress among the ignorant lower classes. The Roman
Catholic clergy and press helped to inflame the popular pas-

sions. Anti-Jewish riots broke out, a Jewish synagogue was

burned, and a Jewish butcher was tried on the ancient

charge of murdering a Christian child for ritual purposes,

and, of course, acquitted. This was the high-water mark of

German anti-Semitism and from then on the tide began to

recede, for all that was best in German life was scandalized

by the conduct of the anti-Semites. Though anti-Semitism

remained a theory of the Nationalists and made consider-

able noise in the world from time to time, it did not exercise

much practical influence. Its moments of real importance

have not been due to any inherent strength in the move-

ment itself, for it has never been supported by the great mass

of the German people, but to the uses made of it by political

leaders for their own purposes.

By the beginning of the twentieth century the anti-Semitic

movement in Germany had all but disappeared. The Jews

had increasingly identified themselves with German civili-

zation and culture and had expressed their aspirations as

Germans. Jews were prominent in every walk of life and
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made distinguished contributions in the fields o govern-

ment and politics, philosophy, chemistry, music, literature,

the graphic arts, religion and the stage. Of the thirty Ger-

man winners of the Nobel Prize, eight have been Jews,

Upon the outbreak of the Great War the Jews gave as

unstinted loyalty to the German Fatherland as did the

Christians. It is a matter of record (and this is not

denied even by the most violent Nazis) that every able-

bodied Jew of military age served in the armed forces,

and that twelve thousand laid down their lives for the

nation.*

The close of the war found the Jews of Europe in an

unhappy position, both in the succession states, where an

intolerant nationalism was in the ascendant, and in what

was left of the dismembered empires, where scapegoats had

to be found for the humiliations of the peace settlements. In

Poland the Armistice was followed by a series of pogroms

during which 348 Jews are known to have been killed and

a much larger number wounded. In Hungary the collapse

of the Bolshevik rising under Bela Kun, himself a Jew, led

to a violent reaction which vented itself in attacks on Jewish

life and property. In Rumania the Jews lived and, for

that matter, are still living under the shadow of an anti-

Semitic agitation which, though held in check by the gov-

ernment, keeps them in constant dread. But the principal

storm-center was in southern Russia, where massacre was

succeeded by famine and pestilence, until, in 1923, there

* The Strange Case of Herr Hitler, by Everett R. Clinchy.
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were reported to be 100,000 homeless Jewish orphans in the

Ukraine alone.

As a result of the conditions thus created, 200,000 Jewish

refugees were set adrift in the eastern borderlands and a

considerable proportion of these eventually made their way
to Germany* Here they found an asylum if not a welcome,

for these long-haired Orientals with their Hittite features

and outlandish garments, most of them illiterate and filthy,

could by no stretch of the imagination be considered desir-

able additions to an already over-populated state faced by a

staggering unemployment problem. For the German Jews

this influx of their Eastern co-religionists was little short of

a calamity, because the German people were destitute and

desperate as a consequence of their post-war sufferings and

the arrival of these alien Semites in a country where millions

were on the verge of starvation helped fan into flame the

embers of anti-Semitism*

Praiseworthy as was the conduct of the vast majority of

German Jews during the trying war and post-war periods, the

same can not be said for all of them. There were many Jews

and likewise many Germans who indulged in shameless

profiteering. The more notorious of the German profiteers,

such as Hugo Stinnes, had the good sense not to parade their

ill-gotten wealth but to remain discreetly in the background.

But not so the Jew, whose besetting weakness is his lack of

moderation, his love of ostentation.

A number of the more radical Jews, on the other hand,

went to the opposite extreme by identifying themselves with
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Communism. Now, it should be clearly understood that

the overwhelming majority of the German Jews were anti-

Communist, not only on grounds of principle, but also

because the bulk of them were traders and belonged to the

very class which would have had the most to lose from a

Communist victory. It can not be denied, however, that

prominent- roles in the Communist movement, both in Ger-

many and elsewhere, were played by men who, though

they did not represent the sentiments of the Jewish commu-

nity as a whole, were nevertheless of Jewish birth. And

these, though perhaps not over-numerous, were obnoxiously

active and articulate. It was the seditious activities of this

relatively small Jewish minority which lent color to the

charges of the anti-Semites that all Jews were in sympathy
with Bolshevism, and the alarm which the Bolshevik move-

ment excited throughout Europe after the war gave impetus

to the reactionary forces which single out the Jews as their

targets.

The revolution of 1918 made it possible for Jews to obtain

the highest positions in the German Government. For

example, nine members of the first republican government

were Jews, one of them, the brilliant and patriotic Walther

Rathenau, being Minister of Foreign Affairs. Three Jews

sat on the special court that, at the demand of the Allies,

tried two of Germany's national heroes, Field Marshal von

Hindenburg and General von LudendorfF, as war criminals.

Nor is it surprising that this should have aroused the Ger-

man people to deep resentment and indignation.
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I have stated in another chapter, on the authority of Lord

Rothermere, that between 1913 and 1933 the number of

Jews holding positions in the German Government increased

twenty-fold. Now, I do not think that any fair-minded

German objected to a reasonable number of government

offices being held by Jews, but long before the Nazis came

into power there existed a strong feeling that Jewish influ-

ence was becoming altogether too predominant in national

affairs, that the number of Jewish officials was wholly out

of proportion to the size of Germany's Jewish population.

The same feeling would unquestionably manifest itself in

the United States if any one group, whether sectional, racial

or religious, were to obtain more than its share of govern-

ment positions.

The Jews were even more conspicuous in finance, big

business and the professions. The leading banks of the

country were almost wholly under Jewish control. Jewish

interests were heavily represented in
* some cases over-

represented on the directorates of many of the great mer-

cantile enterprises. As early as 1913, in fact, fifteen promi-

nent Jewish bankers held 211 directorships. By 1928 the

same fifteen Jewish bankers held 718 directorships, 108 of

these being held by a single individual, the banker Jacob

Goldschmidt. No one can deny the perniciousness of such a

system of interlocking directorates, which enabled a handful

of Jewish money-lords to exercise a dominant influence,

whether for good or ill, upon the economic life of the nation.

It may be recalled, in this connection, that a similar situa-
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tion in the United States precipitated a Congressional inves-

tigation.

In the educational field the Hebrews were equally to the

fore* At the University of Breslau, for example, 25 per cent

of the professors of the philosophical faculty, 30 per cent of

the law faculty, and 37 per cent of the medical faculty were

Jews. Similar conditions existed at the other German uni-

versities. An extraordinary proportion of the practising

physicians were likewise Jews: at least 20 per cent in the

larger cities and 52 per cent in Berlin. Statistics show that

the legal profession was actually dominated by members of

a race which forms a bare one per cent of Germany's pop-

ulation: in Berlin 56 per cent of the lawyers were Jews, in

Frankfort 65 per cent, and in Breslau 68 per cent. Equally

predominant were the Jews in the theater and the motion-

picture industry, in literature, publishing and journalism.

Figures for 1931 show that more than 50 per cent of all the

theatrical managers and more than 80 per cent of all the

theatrical directors in Berlin were Jews.

Now, I am not for one moment .suggesting that in this

there was anything legally or ethically wrong. If the Jews

were predominant, and frequently preeminent, in certain

fields of endeavor it was because they were more intelligent,

more industrious, better educated, shrewder, smarter, per-

haps more pushing than the Germans. The Jews further

maintain, at least in theory, that, being German citizens,

they are entitled to hold any and all positions in Germany
from the presidency down. The weak point of this argu-
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merit is that, though it has a solid legal foundation, it fails

to take human nature, with its rivalries, its jealousies and its

antipathies, into consideration.

Agreeing that the Jews are legally and ethically justified

in their contention, it can nevertheless do no harm to view

the question from the standpoint of the Gentiles, who form

99 per cent of Germany's population. Let me see if I can

draw an American parallelism. Suppose, for the sake of

argument, that we had here in the United States approx-

imately 1,200,000 citizens that is, about one per cent of our

total population who, though born in this country, were of

Japanese descent. (I employ the Japanese as a basis of com-

parison because, like the Jews, they are intelligent, indus-

trious, ambitious and Asiatics.) These 1,200,000 citizens of

Japanese descent, though of a different race, a different his-

tory, a different religion, and in many cases a different

physiognomy from their fellow-citizens, are just as American

in the eyes of the law, and just as entitled to hold any and

every position up to and including the presidency as though
their ancestors had come from the British Isles instead of

Nippon. Yet they have traditions, customs, fraternal organi-

zations and a society of their own and cling tenaciously to

their ancient religion, be it Shintoism or Buddhism.

Let us further suppose that a number of cabinet officers,

including the Secretary of State, are of Japanese stock; that

one out of every three chairs on the faculties of our univer-

sities is held by a Japanese professor; that our leading banks,

many of our largest mercantile concerns, our theaters, our
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motion-picture industry, and, to a certain extent, our press

are controlled by Japanese-Americans; and that from the

same group are drawn 56 per cent of all the lawyers in New
York City, 65 per cent of all the lawyers in Pittsburgh, and

68 per cent of all the lawyers in Boston. Mark you, I am not

for one moment suggesting that these citizens of Asiatic

extraction acquired their predominance in the government,

finance, business and the professions by dishonest, unfair or

even dubious means, nor that they are lacking in patriotism.

On the contrary. But do you honestly believe that, human
nature being as it is, the people of European stock and of

the Christian faith who comprise the remaining 119 millions

of our population would meekly acquiesce in such a state

of things ? Yet, if they ventured to protest, to insist on pro-

portional representation, their fellow-citizens of Japanese

blood could justly charge them with intolerance and dis-

crimination.

I have drawn this imaginary picture in order that my
readers may understand the conditions which existed in

Germany prior to the advent of the Nazi regime. I realize

that it is not an exact parallel, but I have tried to make it

a fair one. In any event, it will serve to explain why there

was an undercurrent of resentment against the Jews on the

part of their less successful fellow-citizens, even though for

that resentment there was no legal or ethical justification.

I might add that the great majority of Germans hold no ill-

will for the Jews. I should doubt, indeed, if the present

anti-Semitic agitation represents the real sentiments of more
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than a quarter of the total population, I suspect that the at-

titude of a good many Germans toward the Jews is summed

up in a story told me by a Jewish acquaintance in South

Carolina. An aged darkey, returning from a revival meeting,

was heard to mutter: "De Good Book says de Jews am
Gawd's chosen people. De Lawd sho am peculiar."

At the beginning of 1933 Germany was on the brink of

political and economic chaos. The unemployment situation

was extremely acute and showed no signs of improving.

Millions of Germans were out of work, destitute, dis-

couraged, desperate, ready for anything. The stage was set

for revolution. It was only a question of which would break

first, a Bolshevik or a National Socialist one.

For Hitler the situation might have been made to order.

But he had to devise some means of effecting national unity

if he was to achieve his ends. He had to bring together the

unemployed and socialistic workers, the impoverished and

democratic bourgeoisie, the nationalistic students, the mili-

taristic ex-army officers, the capitalistic rulers of Big Busi-

ness and the monarchistic aristocracy on some mutual

ground. For their various grievances, jealousies, prejudices,

hates and ambitions he found a common denominator in

the slogan: "Deutschland erwachel Judda verrec\el" "Ger-

many awake! Judea perish I"

Thus appealing to Germany's loftiest and lowest instincts

at one and the same time, he proceeded to make the Jews

scapegoats for all of the country's troubles. They are to

blame, he says, for all the defects in the national character
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of the Germans, for the nation's weakness, humiliation and

shame. Why was Germany defeated in the war? Because

the Jews, for selfish reasons, wanted the disastrous conflict

to come to an end. Why was Germany for fifteen years

oppressed and humiliated by the Allies ? Because the weak

and timid republican government was controlled by Jews.

Have profiteers made fortunes at the expense of the impov-

erished country? They were Jewish profiteers. Did the

Communists attempt to establish a Bolshevik regime? They
were Jewish Marxists. Have the German people been de-

based by obscene plays and motion-pictures, by immoral

night-resorts, by pornographic publications ? The Jews were

responsible for them. In short, Hitler blames the Jews for

everything.

And his arguments are plausible enough to convince the

mass of the Germans. There were Jews in the republican

government which abjectly yielded to the demands of the

Allies. There were Jewish profiteers. Some of the German

Communists were Jews. Vice was undoubtedly encouraged

by certain Jewish publishers, theatrical managers, picture

producers and night-club proprietors. The best class of Ger-

man Jews frankly admit this and deplore it. Long before

Hitler came into power,, certain prominent members of the

Jewish community, foreseeing the danger of antagonizing

public opinion, urged the more blatant, ostentatious and

obnoxious members of their race to "pipe down."

I do not think that Hitler can justly be accused of re-

ligious intolerance. In any event, he has studiously based
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his agitation against the Jews on racial rather than religious

grounds; and it may be said for the Nazis that they have not

indulged in religious persecution per se. Hitler maintains

that the Jews are a menace to Germany not because of their

religion, with which he has no concern, but because they

are an alien, an Asiatic race, wholly unassimilable, whose

presence in Germany is a standing threat to the country's

"Aryan" civilization. No matter how long they have lived

in Germany, he contends, no matter how great their con-

tributions to the cultural, economic and political life of

the nation, Jews are not Germans, and, generally speaking,

are not entitled to the privileges of German citizenship,

though to this rule he makes certain exceptions. In sup-

port of his argument that the Jews are a distinct race, with

their own history, traditions and political aspirations, in

short, a nation within a nation, he quotes from the writ-

ings of certain of the Zionist leaders and points to the estab-

lishment of a Jewish national home in Palestine.

Though there is no active animosity toward the Jews on

the part of the vast majority of the German people, there

can be no doubt that the increasing dominance of the Jews
in certain fields of the national life gave rise to discontent,

jealousy and bitterness. History has shown, over and over

again, that one section of a population can not achieve out-

standing success, no matter how much its success is

deserved, without incurring the resentment of the less for-

tunate elements. Mr. Roger Shaw, in The Review of Re-

views, quotes a Nazi as saying: "Under the Empire 100,000
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Junkers ruled our country. Under the Republic the masters

were 600,000 Jews. Adolf Hitler is trying to give the

64,000,000 Germans a chance."

Most people are familiar with the story of the young
medical student, Frankenstein, who, using materials col-

lected from graveyards and dissecting-rooms, fashioned a

monster that, infuriated by unappeased cravings, committed

a series of horrifying atrocities and finally turned upon its

maker and destroyed him. Now, Hitler had created such a

monster in the "S.A." the Sturmabteilung. It was this

semi-military, fighting organization which "put over" the

Nazi revolution and made Hitler dictator of the Reich.

Though since the revolution the complexion of the S.A.

has undergone a decided change for the better, though it

now includes large numbers of young men of irreproachable

character and of the best families, it was originally recruited

from the rougher elements of the population, from reckless

and irresponsible students, from the wild spirits to be found

in every community, from toughs, hoodlums, members of

gangs. While not of the criminal class, a considerable pro*

portion of these youthful storm-troopers were a turbulent,

hard-boiled lot, a source of constant anxiety to the author-

ities. Most of them were out of work, sullen, resentful,

ready for any devilry. It was an easy task for the evangels

of Naziism to whip up the passions of such elements as these

against the Communists and the Jews.

Brutal, even fiendishly cruel, though many of the Brown
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Shirts unquestionably were, there is no justification for

charging them en masse with the lowest forms of vice. I

strongly deprecate the statement made by Mr. Ludwig
Lewisohn that "the entire neo-nationalist movement has

been from the start both deeply and broadly tainted by

sexual perversity and its accompanying sadism.
55 *

It is

easy enough to make such sweeping and damning accusa-

tions, but it is not so easy to substantiate them.

Prior to the revolution the storm troops had been held

in check by the police, but, once the Nazis were in power,

this restraining influence was relaxed. What might have

been expected happened. Irresponsible, reckless, poorly dis-

ciplined, drunk with power and passion, they quickly got

out of hand. Accepting the impassioned declarations of the

Nazi leaders that the Communists and the Jews were ene-

mies of the nation, the Brown Shirts proceeded to vent their

spite and hatred on them. It may be doubted if Hitler, or

even his chief lieutenants, actually ordered the reign of

terror that ensued, but they can never absolve themselves

from responsibility for it, for that they inspired and con-

doned it is beyond question.

The National Socialists took up the reins of government

on January 30, 1933. That was the signal for SA. groups

throughout the country to "put the fear of God" into the

Communists and the Jews, between whom they apparently

drew little distinction. It may be assumed that, at the out-

set, the Brown Shirts planned only to haze, harass, humili-

*
'Harper's Magazine, August, 1933.
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ate, or "beat up" those who were the objects of their ani-

mosity. I have no doubt, however, that certain of the Nazis

took advantage of the turmoil which ensued to settle private

grudges and quarrels. But many of their victims had the

courage to defend themselves. In the resulting affrays storm

troopers were killed or wounded. That was all that was

needed to arouse in the Nazis a thirst for blood. Thousands

of Communists and Jews were dragged from their homes to

be kicked,, pummeled, flogged, tortured, and in some cases

murdered.

It would be a mistake to assume, however, that all the

victims were lily-white innocents. Some of them, not neces-

sarily Jews, were avowed Reds, admittedly dangerous char-

acters, whoj given the upper hand, would have been equally

ruthless and cruel. For many months prior to the revolu-

tion the Reds themselves had carried on a reign of terror,

marked by a long series of shootings, bombings and assas-

sinations which closely approximated civil war. For years

the German Communists had been organized in armed

bands which had paraded the streets of German cities be-

hind their red banners, making no secret of their intention

to overthrow the Government. But, when the storm broke,

the infuriated Nazis did not discriminate between the guilty

and the innocent, between dangerous Bolsheviks and inof-

fensive Semites.

Let me admit, at this point, that when I went to Germany
I was frankly skeptical of the "atrocities" stories published

in the foreign press. And I still maintain that, though some
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of the acts committed by the Brown Shirts were atrocious

enough. Heaven knows, they can not truthfully be described

as "atrocities" in the war-time meaning of that term. In

order to obtain an unbiased picture of what had happened I

went neither to Germans nor to Jews. Instead, I sought

information from impartial sources from foreign diplo-

matic and consular officers, military attaches, bankers and

business men, and, in a few cases, from newspaper corre-

spondents. Those with whom I talked were in most cases

friendly to Germany; many of them believed that the Nazi

revolution was, in itself, a good thing. None of them had

a shadow of sympathy with Communism. I was horrified

by what they told me. And I do not for one moment

doubt that their stories would equally have horrified the

vast majority of Germans, who little dreamed what was

going on.

The Nazi excesses lasted approximately sixty days that

is, during the months of February and March- I do not

know how many persons were killed by the Brown Shirts

during that period, or what proportion of those killed were

Jews, nor have I been able to obtain even approximate

figures from the Jewish leaders in the United States to

whom I have addressed inquiries on the subject.

The Brott/n Boo^ of the Hitler Terror, an extremely pro-

Communist compilation whose fairness is open to question,

asserts: "The list of Jews shot or beaten to death by the

storm troops has been checked by us, and it shows a total

of 43. These 43 are cases in which the victims were mur-
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dered primarily because they were Jews, not because they

were 'Marxists.'"

It further says: "We have definite information relating to

over 500 murders carried out by the Nazis since March 3rd

[1933], and below we give the detailed particulars of 250.

Our sources of information are official German announce-

ments, press reports which have not been denied, and au-

thenticated reports of witnesses."

I am seeking neither to minimize nor to palliate the

crimes committed by the Nazis when I assert that the "List

of Murders" in the Brown BooJ^ must be heavily discounted

by thoughtful and fair-minded persons. In nearly one-fourth

of the 250 cases listed the victims are described as "un-

named" or "unknown," and a very considerable number of

those who the editors of the Brown Boo\ claim were

murdered met their ends, according to police reports, by

suicide or heart-failure, were killed by stray bullets during

street battles, were shot by detectives while resisting arrest,

or were "found dead" from unknown causes. Even in the

United States a certain number of people do take their own

lives, suffer fatal strokes, get in the way of gangsters* bul-

lets, are shot by the police, or are found dead from "causes

unknown."

There were murders committed by the Nazis many of

them. A foreign diplomat of high rank, unquestionable

integrity, frankly sympathetic to Germany, and in a posi-

tion to know whereof he spoke, told me that he estimated

the total number killed at not less than two thousand, which
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far exceeds the highest figure set by the "Brown Eoo\. It may
be doubted, however, if anywhere near as many Jews were

killed by the Nazis as lost their lives during the anti-Semitic

outbreaks in Poland in 1919, when, according to the report

made by the British commission of inquiry, 348 were mur-

dered. Nor will any one attempt to deny that the number

of Communists killed by the Nazis in Germany was insig-

nificant compared with the number of bourgeoisie killed

by the Communists in Russia.

In all probability the full details of what happened during

the dark and bloody days of the Nazi revolution will never

be known. It is enough to say that the excesses committed

by the Brown Shirts have indelibly stained the Nazi uni-

form, and that millions of decent Germans, including

staunch supporters of the Nazi Party, were they permitted

to learn the truth would hang their heads in shame*

During the first weeks of the terror, Hitler apparently did

not take the outrages committed by the Brown Shirts very

seriously. He has never made any secret of his detestation

for Communists and Jews, 50 it may be presumed that he

did not object to their receiving what, in his opinion, was a

needed lesson* A more charitable assumption, however, is

that he could not control the storm troops, for Hitler, though

a fanatic, is not by nature a cruel man.

But the day carne when he could no longer ignore what

was happening. German diplomatic and consular repre-

sentatives throughout Europe and America warned the Ber-

lin Foreign Office that public sentiment abroad had been
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inexpressibly shocked by the excesses of the Nazis, which

were causing irreparable harm to Germany's reputation and

losing her millions of friends. These reports, supplemented

by storms of denunciation on the floors of foreign parlia-

ments, from foreign pulpits, and in the foreign press, made

Hitler realize that things had gone too far, that it was time

to call a halt. He issued orders accordingly, though Goring

and Goebbels, I am told, privately ridiculed him for what

they considered his squeamishness.

But it is one thing to arouse the passions of the mob and

quite another to allay them. Though the reign of terror

abated, it did not cease. Whereupon Hitler, who is accus-

tomed to having his orders obeyed' instantly, without ques-

tion, and who never hesitates to enforce them ruthlessly if

need be, used the iron fist. By his order and this was never

reported in either the German or the foreign press scores

of disobedient Brown Shirts, including a number of group

and section leaders, were placed against barrack-walls and

summarily executed by firing-squads. That drastic action

brought to an abrupt end the bloody phase of the Nazi revo-

lution.

The version given in this chapter of what happened in

Germany during the period immediately following Hitler's

rise to power is, I believe, a fairly accurate one. It is the

result of a first-hand investigation which was as disinterested

as it was painstaking. It is based on evidence obtained, in

the main, from non-German, non-Jewish observers who at

the outset were favorably inclined toward the National
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Socialists, who are in the confidence of their own govern-

ments, and whose veracity is beyond question.

For the maltreatment or murder of Jews because they

were Jews there can be no shadow of extenuation. There is

a short and ugly word for that sort of thing pogrom. The

killing of armed Communists in street fighting stands, how-

ever, upon a somewhat different plane. They can not truth-

fully be said to have been "murdered." They were killed

in the course of what amounted to. a revolution, just as

thousands of men were killed in revolutions in France,

Portugal,, Russia, Turkey, China, the Latin-American coun-

tries, Spain. To the sympathizers with Communism they

are, of course, "martyrs," "victims of assassins."

It would be as unfair to condemn the German people as

a whole for the excesses committed by a comparatively small

number of Nazis as it would be to condemn the American

people as a whole for our race riots, gang wars and lynch-

ings. As has truly been said, you can not indict an entire

nation. Owing to the rigid censorship imposed on the

press, the vast majority of the German people were kept in

complete ignorance of what was happening, and, when
rumors of dark deeds began to reach them, an intensive

propaganda campaign succeeded in convincing them that

the Nazis had been shamefully maligned.



CHAPTER VII

ANTI-GERMANS

THOUGH no one can accuse me of palliating or condoning
the anti-Jewish excesses committed by the Nazis, candor

compels me to point out that the Jews living outside of Ger-

many, particularly those in the United States, have not

strengthened their case against the Nazis by resorting to

misstatements and exaggerations. The incidents that can be

substantiated are bad enough; why magnify, multiply or

distort them? For example, there is no proof at least, I

have discovered none that Jewish synagogues were

wrecked, Jewish cemeteries desecrated and Jewish girls

raped by the Nazis. Such charges are doubtless due in part

to ungovernable if righteous indignation, in part to the

acceptance of rumors as facts, and in part to that lack of

moderation and restraint which is a Jewish characteristic.

The truth is that the "atrocity campaign" in the United

States was engineered, to some extent at least, by certain

sincere but over-zealous gentlemen who apparently failed

to realize that they were themselves adopting Nazi methods

when they tried to stop Nazi meetings, to suppress Nazi

publications and to muzzle Nazi spokesmen. Those who
would suppress free speech or a free press in order to main-

109
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tain free institutions are justifying the logic of Fascism.

Yet there are fanatics in America who would gladly bar the

newspapers, the radio and the platform to those who do

not see eye to eye with them. Thus, when I ventured to

defend the Nazis' right to employ these media, on the

ground that there are two sides to every question and that

the public is entitled to hear both of them, these fanatics

insisted that I was defending the Nazis' treatment of the

Jews, When, in an interview given to the press upon my
return from Germany, I remarked that Hitler himself was

not as black as he had been painted and that certain of his

policies had much to recommend them, I was violently de-

nounced as an anti-Semite and a number of Jewish business

firms threatened to withdraw their advertisements from the

newspapers which printed my interview. With such an atti-

tude I have not an atom of sympathy, for it shows a deter-

mination to influence public opinion by the suppression of

free speech; it is opposed to American ideals of justice and

fair play.

On the other hand, consider the attitude of the New Yor%

Times, which is owned by Jews. True, it was the only

New York newspaper which declined to accept the Hough-
ton Mifflin Company's advertisement of Hitler's autobiog-

raphy, "Mem Kampf" But it was also the only New York

newspaper to give really favorable notice to the book, which

was reviewed by the former American Ambassador to Ger-

many, James W, Gerard. I understand that the publisher

of the Times, Mr. Adolph Ochs, returned the advertise-
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ment to the Houghton Mifflin Company with a message to

this effect: "I can not run the advertisement because my con-

science does not permit me to accept pay for advertising a

book written by the man who is persecuting my people.

But, if you will send me a copy of the book when it is pub-

lished, I will see that it receives an unprejudiced review in

the Times!' And he more than kept his word. I can recall

few finer instances of journalistic ethics.

This lofty-minded action by a great Jewish publisher was

in striking contrast to the conduct of certain American city

officials, who refused to permit meetings of perfectly rep-

utable German-American organizations; to the hostile

demonstration which greeted the German Ambassador, Dr.

Hans Luther, one of the most liberal of men, when he ac-

cepted an invitation to speak at Columbia University; and

to the cheap politics played by Representative Dickstein of

New York, who staged a "congressional" investigation on

his own initiative in an attempt to convince the public that

the German Embassy was engaged in disseminating sedi-

tious propaganda.

The "atrocity campaign" inaugurated by the Jews of the

United States had a disastrous repercussion in Germany,

but not the sort of repercussion that those who engineered

it expected, for it only hardened the hearts of the Nazis,

who unjustly suspected the German Jews of having insti-

gated it. By way of retaliation, the National Socialist Party

ordered a one-day boycott of all the Jewish mercantile estab-

lishments in Germany for April i, 1933. A grim joke on
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its Jewish victims! It was carried out without any unto-

ward incident, however, and with absolute insistence on

order and discipline. Though the public was urged to trade

elsewhere than in the Jewish establishments, which were

picketed by Brown Shirts, it was not prohibited from buying

in them. I understand that the boycott did not meet with

Hitler's approval, but it had been so widely advertised and

preparations were so far advanced that he did not deem it

politic to forbid it.

It may be doubted if the anti-German boycott instituted

by Jews in the United States caused the Nazi Government

nearly as much concern as its leaders anticipated. For the

boycott is a double-edged weapon. Jews were urged not to

patronize the German trans-Atlantic steamship lines, but, as

prominent Jewish bankers in Bremen and Hamburg pointed

out to me, large blocks of stock in these lines are held by

German Jews, who, as a consequence of the over-zealousness

of their friends in America, might have suffered heavily.

As things turned out, however, they did not suffer, for,

though Jewish travelers gave their patronage to other lines,

the Bremen and Europa, I understand, have had far

heavier bookings than any other vessels of their class. The

boycott of German goods by numerous American depart-

ment stores undoubtedly had an unfavorable effect on the

German export trade, but here again the German Jews,

being interested in almost every branch of German industry,

suffered almost as heavily as the German Gentiles.

As a matter of fact, the American "atrocity campaign,"
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plus the American boycott of German goods, did more to

arouse resentment among the mass of the German people

against their Jewish fellow-citizens than all the propaganda
of the Nazis. This was emphasized over and over again by

the leading Jews and Jewish organizations in Germany, who

pleaded with their American co-religionists to cease an agi-

tation that was doing far more harm than good, but the

latter persisted in their provocative policy on the excuse that

the protests of the German Jews were due to Nazi intimida-

tion. One of the most prominent Jews in Germany, a man
whose courage and loyalty to his race are beyond question,

said to me: "Though we German Jews appreciate the fact

that the Jews in America are striving to assist us^ they should

be made to realize that they are doing us untold harm. We
have lived in Germany for generations, we understand the

German temperament and character, we are far more con-

versant with the situation than outsiders could possibly be,

and we would prefer to handle it in our own way. After

all, we German Jews have successfully emerged from many
other anti-Semitic agitations."

A "scapegoat," in Jewish antiquity, was a goat upon

which the sins of the people were symbolically laid and

which was then sent away into the wilderness. That is pre-

cisely the role which has been assigned to the German Jews.

On them the Nazis have piled the blame for all of Ger-

many's misfortunes, after which they have driven them into

the economic wilderness.

Leaving aside the cruelty and misery involved in the Jew-
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ish persecutions, one can not but marvel at the incredible

stupidity of the Nazi leaders. They seem deliberately to

have set out to alienate world opinion at the very moment

when they most desperately needed it. Most thoughtful for-

eigners were becoming increasingly sympathetic to Ger-

many's legitimate political aspirations. It was coming to be

generally agreed that she had been harshly treated at Ver-

sailles and Geneva and that the treaties which bore so heav-

ily upon her must be revised. She was winning friends so

rapidly that her enemies, France, Poland and the Little

Entente, were becoming seriously alarmed. At the begin-

ning of 1933, public sentiment in England was frankly pro-

German. Russia, too, was friendly. So was the United

States. It looked as though a new deal for the Germans was

just around the corner. And, mark you, it was the Nazis'

treatment of the Jews, far more than their vociferous nation-

alism, which did the damage. I said to Chancellor Hitler,

and I repeat here, that the persecution of the Jews was as

unintelligent as it was cruel and unnecessary. If the new

government was honestly convinced that Jewish influence

was a serious menace to Germany, there were numerous

ways by which it could have been checked and minimized

without recourse to brutality, without causing widespread

misery, and without losing Germany the respect and good
will of the world. The Jewish persecutions form one of the

sorriest chapters in German history and make her Jewish

citizens the victims of a tragedy which has few parallels in

modern times*
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The Nazis frequently assert that in the war the German

Jews were less patriotic than the Gentiles. This statement is

certainly not justified by the facts. Official statistics show

that of the total Jewish population, 17.3 per cent saw service

with the armed forces, which compares very favorably with

the 18.73 per cent of non-Jewish Germans who wore the

Kaiser's uniform. The slight difference in percentage is

probably accounted for by the fact that the Jewish birth-rate

had been falling rapidly prior to the war. Moreover, of

96,000 Jews in the armed services, 78 per cent saw service at

the front and 12,000 of these laid down their lives for the

Fatherland.*

"In theory, of course," says that keen observer, Mr. Stan-

ley High, "the Nazis propose only to put the Jews in their

proper place. That is, since r per cent of the total popula-

tion of Germany is Jewish, i per cent of the nation's op-

portunities will be left to the Jews. That is the theory.

The practise is something different. In practise, the Na-

tional Socialists are out to eliminate the Jews from the

nation entirely and as fast as it is economically safe to

do so."

Save only in the Russia of the tsars, the last hundred years

have witnessed no such wholesale persecution of this people

as is being carried out in Germany under the Third Reich.

In one respect, however, the situation is worse than it was

in old Russia, for the Nazis have decreed that any person

with one Jewish grandparent is a "non-Aryan," even though

*Tht Utcrary Digest, November n, 1933.
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that grandparent may have been a baptized Christian. Thus

the process of degrading a minority of Germany's popula-

tion to the status of pariahs affects not only the 600,000

orthodox Jews in the country, as is commonly assumed, but

a further quota of at least four millions, and more probably

five, who have only a half- or a quarter-strain of Jewish

blood.

But who, it may be asked, is the final arbiter in deciding

whether a German is an "Aryan" or a "non-Aryan" a ques-

tion which threatens to affect the daily lives, the happiness,

the economic existence of one-twelfth of all the inhabitants

of the Reich ? That has been provided for with characteris-

tic Teutonic thoroughness. When the National Socialists

came into power they established, as a branch of the Minis-

try of the Interior, a Bureau of Genealogy, similar in some

respects to the British Heralds' College, whose business it

is to pass on the pedigrees of those suspected of having

Jewish blood in their veins. The name of any German citi-

zen may be sent to this bureau, accompanied by a postal-

order for eight marks, and in due course the inquirer will

receive a report as to whether the person in question is

Aryan or non-Aryan* It might be remarked, in passing, that

it is a mooted question among scientists whether "Aryan"
should be employed to designate a racial-group or a lan-

guage-group. The famous Anglo-German philologist, Max

Miiller, was careful to give to the term no ethnological sig-

nification* "To me," he wrote, "an ethnologist who speaks

of Aryan race^ Aryan blood, Aryan eyes and hair, is as great
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a sinner as a linguist who speaks of a dolichocephalic dic-

tionary or a brachycephalic grammar."

Ignoring foreign public opinion, the National Socialist

Government appears to be proceeding relentlessly with the

process of weeding out the Jews from the professional and

industrial life of Germany. It is not true, however, as fre-

quently stated in the foreign press, that Jews have been

completely barred from every profession and occupation.

There are certain exceptions. Those public officials who
have held office since prior to August i, 1914, or who fought

in the war for Germany or her allies, or whose fathers or

sons died in the war, are permitted to retain their positions.

The same rule applies to those who fought in the Baltic

campaign, in the affrays preceding the plebiscite in Upper

Silesia, and against the Communists. Public officials, judges,

university professors and school teachers who do not come

within these categories, and who have been retired because

they are Jews, receive the pensions to which they are legally

entitled, provided they have held office for at least ten years.

Particularly thorough has been the weeding-out process

in the schools and universities, from which large numbers

of Jewish teachers and professors have been dismissed, for

the Nazis are taking no chances on having the youth of the

land influenced by non-Aryans. While there has been no

attempt to eliminate Jews from the student bodies, their lot

is not a happy one, for they are frequently ostracized by

their fellow-students and in some cases, at least, have been

segregated in a separate section of the class-room.
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As I have stated elsewhere, a very large proportion of

Germany's physicians are Jews: about one-fifth of those in

the larger cities and more than one-half of those in Berlin.

They have not been forbidden to practise. But Germany has

a compulsory insurance system, the most extensive and best

organized in the world, which gives employment to thou-

sands of physicians, who are drawn from the so-called panels

of the government insurance offices,, which are a source of

about 85 per cent of German medical income. From these

panels Jewish doctors have been largely dropped. Further-

more, Aryan doctors may not form partnerships with non-

Aryans, may not call non-Aryan doctors into consultation,

or send patients to them.

Equally stringent regulations have been applied to the

legal profession, which, it must be admitted, was top-heavy

with Jews. The Jewish lawyers, like the Jewish doctors, are

forbidden to form partnerships with non-Jewish ones and in

a few instances have even been denied admission to court-

rooms. There is another and more serious aspect to the mat-

ter, however, for few Germans, no matter how free from

racial prejudice, would dare employ Jewish attorneys under

existing conditions because they fear, and with good reason,

that they would prejudice their cases by doing so.

It is only fair to state, however, that the numbers of Jew-

ish professional men have been by no means reduced to a

figure commensurate with the Jewish percentage of the

population. This is due to the exemptions already men-

tioned. Thus, in Berlin, Q\rt Qt about 2,000 Jewish attorneys,
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some 1,200 are still practising. In Prussia, where there were

formerly 3,500 Jewish lawyers, 2,150, or 61 per cent, still

carry on their profession.

Jews are also barred from German journalism by a decree

issued by Dr. Goebbels, Minister of Public Enlightenment

and Propaganda, and in future will be connected with the

German press only in the commercial and advertising de-

partments of newspapers, though to this rule, again, there

are the usual exceptions. All persons, "Aryan" or not, who

were connected with the Socialist or the Communist party

prior to January 30, 1933, are also forbidden to engage in

newspaper work.

As in the civil service, the universities, the professions and

other walks of life, so the unfortunate Jews engaged in

economic pursuits face what may well prove to be insuper-

able handicaps. Even where business concerns have not been

directly interfered with, a great number have yielded to un-

official pressure by replacing Jewish directors, managers and

other officials with Gentiles, This movement was accelerated

by a decree of the Ministry of Finance directing tax and

customs officials to refuse to deal with non-Aryan representa-

tives of business houses. One large department store in

Berlin, formerly entirely in the hands of Hebrews, now

advertises that it is "60 per cent Aryan."

It may be remarked, in this connection, that the Nazis

are determined eventually to eliminate the great department

and chain stores, whether owned by Jews or Gentiles, it

being claimed, and not without justification, that thousands
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of small tradesmen, unable to compete with these huge

^blishments,
are being forced out of business.

Numbers of Jews prominent in business life have found

it expedient to resign from the boards of companies in

which they are financially interested- In some cases, how-

ever, they have circumvented Nazi pressure in an ingenious

manner. For instance, a well-known Jewish banker resigned

his directorship in one of the great German shipping com-

panies, but his fellow-directors insisted that he should name

his successor, whereupon he designated his chief clerk, an

elderly German who had been in his employ for forty

years and was devoted to his interests. Now, on board days,

the clerk sits in the seats of the mighty, but, whenever an

important matter comes up for decision, he telephones his

employer, who is seated comfortably in his office a few

blocks away, and votes as he instructs him. A similar situa-

tion exists in most of the large department stores, where

dummy directors of lily-white "Aryan" stock go through the

motions while their Jewish employers remain unobtrusively

in the background and pull the strings.

From all I could learn the Nazis have studiously refrained

from meddling with the banks, which are largely under

Jewish control, for the last thing the Government desires is

to add to Germany's countless troubles by precipitating a

financial crisis. Hitler and his advisers are shrewd enough
to realize that those who provide the nation's sinews,

whether of war or peace, must be left unmolested.

The situation confronting Jewish business men in Ger-



many is summed up in a statement issued in September,

1933, by the Retailers' Press Service:

"The National Socialist movement regards the Jews as

strangers (GastvoH^), who are permitted to do business in Ger-

many. From this attitude it follows logically that Jews and for-

eigners may not be leaders of German business organizations,

and also not business managers."

In the absence of any special legislation which, however,

may be enacted at any time there can be found no justifi-

cation in law for discriminating against the Jews. But anti-

Semitism has been so violently propagated and so ruthlessly

put into effect that few Jews would deem it wise, or, indeed,

of any use, to seek redress in the courts.

Mr. Stanley High maintains that Germany holds no

future for the Jews. He believes that their liquidation will

probably be carried through to its tragic conclusion, until

they are driven from the country entirely or reduced to

serfdom. That a very considerable number of Jews have

already shaken the dust of Germany from their feet as a

result of the anti-Semitic agitation is beyond question. A

correspondent of the New Yorf^ Times places the number at

65,000, exclusive of 6,500 who have emigrated to Palestine.

This, in my opinion, is an exaggeration. I doubt if there

has been any such wholesale exodus. For most of Germany's

Jews are loath to leave the country, if for no other reason

than that they have no place to go. And the German

Government has made it almost impossible for them to take

with them sufficient funds to start life anew elsewhere.
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Many of them, moreover, cling to the hope that their un-

happy lot may be ameliorated by the pressure of foreign

opinion, or that Hitler, now that his revolutionary fervor

has somewhat abated, may experience a change of heart.

Hitler has always distrusted and detested the Jews and he

probably always will. But there are numerous indications

that the responsibility of high office is having a sobering

effect upon htm
3
that his views, or, to put it more accurately,

his policies, are steadily becoming more moderate. It is

rumored that he is paying less heed to the reactionary coun-

sels of Goring and Goebbels and more to the advice of those

liberals, Germans and foreigners alike, who, despite their

disapproval of Nazi policies, are friendly to Germany. The

Chancellor has already come to realize, I imagine, that Jew-

baiting is not good politics.

It has frequently been stated that Germany can not get

along without the Jews, just as it was said that Turkey could

not get along without the Greeks. It is claimed that, de-

prived of Jewish culture, Jewish contributions to science and

industry, Jewish financial genius, Germany would soon

sink to the level of a second-rate power. That view, flatter-

ing as it is to Jewish self-esteem, is hardly tenable. Other

nations, far less intelligent and industrious than the German,
and with far smaller Jewish populations in Italy, for ex-

ample, only i/iooo of the inhabitants are Jews have man-

aged to struggle along without Semitic aid,

Nazi persecution, however, has driven into exile men
eminent in many walks of lifewhom Germany can ill afford
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to lose. Professor Albert Einstein, regarded by the Nazis

as Public Enemy No. i because he is alleged to have spread

atrocity stories abroad; Professor James Franck, winner of

the Nobel Prize for physics; Fritz Haber, winner of the

Nobel Prize for chemistry; Dr. Walter Schiicking, member

of the International Tribunal for Arbitration at The Hague;

Dr. Ferdinand Blumenthal, director of the Berlin University

Cancer Research Institute; Gerhart Hauptmann, Emil Lud-

wig, Erich Maria Remarque, Theodore Wolff, Max Rein-

hardt, to name but a few, have all been dismissed from

their positions or have resigned, and many of them have fled

the country. Most of them, I imagine, will eventually return

to Germany, though some years will probably elapse before

there will be a welcome for Professor Einstein, who has

made himself particularly obnoxious to the Nazis. A photo-

graph, widely reproduced in the English newspapers,

showed the eminent physicist, in the company of his host.

Commander Locker-Lampson, seated before a hut on the

Norfolk Broads, surrounded by armed gamekeepers as a

protection against the Nazi emissaries who, it was asserted,

had been sent to England to assassinate him!

After the National Socialists came into power large num-

bers of Jews and Communists were rounded up and shipped

to concentration camps. When I was in Germany I de-

clined invitations to visit these camps because I knew that

I should be permitted to see only what the Nazis wished me
to see. The reports made by foreign consular officers and

other investigators agree, however, that the conditions were
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not too bad. True, the prisoners were required to perform

manual labor and to drill-7-occasionally, in the case of men

who were unaccustomed to physical exercise, to the point

of exhaustion but they appear to have been adequately

housed, clothed and fed, and I have heard of few cases of

physical maltreatment* One American newspaper pub-

lished a picture, 'purporting to have been taken in a Nazi

concentration camp, which showed a gang of
irgn ^tripped

to the waist and harnessed to a heavy road-rollerf Presum-

ably the editors were unaware that, as a friend of mine

pointed out, the sweating toilers were neither Jews nor Com-

munists, but a gang of Chinese coolies building a road in

Shanghai. It is entirely possible, however, that there were

abuses in the Nazi concentration camps and that the pris-

oners who wrote to their friends that they had nothing to

complain of did so under duress. Many readers will doubt-

less recall Abe Kabibble, that amusing character made

famous during the war in the comic-strips, and the letter

which he wrote from a German prison-camp. "We are

getting wonderful treatment here/
3

he wrote. "The food is

swell. We are living in luxury and having nothing but kind-

ness on every hand. P.S., Meyer was shot yesterday for

complaining."

My own opinion is that the future of the German Jews,

though far from rosy, is not as dark as it has been painted.

For years perhaps for many years they will labor under

disheartening disabilities and restrictions. But the Jew has

a singular talent for making the best of circumstances, for
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adapting himself to conditions. Otherwise the race would

long since have perished. Moreover, he has been through

anti-Semitic struggles before and has always emerged from

them triumphantly. He is too able, too industrious, too

shrewd, too resilient, and too valuable to the world to be

kept down for long. Henceforward, it is to be assumed, Ger-

many's political complexion will be entirely "Aryan," but I

believe that in a future by no means as remote as many
assume the Jew will again be playing a prominent role in

Germany's cultural and economic life, though not a domi-

nant one. For the vast majority of the German people, at

least three-quarters of them, have little sympathy with anti-

Semitism. And, in conclusion, I would call the attention of

Hitler, Goring, Goebbels & Co. to the fact that their idol,

Frederick the Great, held the maxim, "To oppress the Jews

never brought prosperity to any government."



CHAPTER VIII

GERMANY'S LIVING IMMORTAL

I WENT to Neudeck, which is beyond the Polish Corridor,

in East Prussia, to see a living dead man. For the aged

soldier-statesman who spends the summers on his estates in

the German East and the winters in the presidential palace

in Berlin, though in excellent health considering his ad-

vanced years, is dead, politically speaking. He is already

become a legend, a tradition.

Field-Marshal-General Paul Ludwig Hans von Benecken-

dorflf und von Hindenburg, President of the Reich, is a link

with Germany's glorious and stirring past. Born on Octo-

ber 2, 1847, at Posen, in what is now Poland, he saw unroll

the whole colorful panorama of imperial Germany. When
he came into the world King Frederick William IV sat on

the Prussian throne and James K. Polk was President of the

United States. When the Crimean War began he was a

boy of seven. He was a military cadet when Lincoln was

assassinated. He still carries in his knee the bullet he received

in the Austro-Prussian War which made Venice an Italian

city. In 1871, in the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, he heard

Bismarck, a towering figure in cuirassier uniform, proclaim

126
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the establishment of the German Empire, He commanded

the mightiest army that any nation has ever put into the

field. He witnessed the rise and fall of the Hohenzollern

Empire, the rise and fall of the Republic, and the birth of

the Third Reich, and he has been twice elected president.

He is a human history of modern Germany.

Born to the profession of arms, for his father was a Prus-

sian officer, young von Hindenburg's training as a soldier

began at a tender age, for he was only eleven when he en-

tered the cadet school at Wahlstatt in Silesia, whence he

went to the military academy in Berlin. At eighteen he was

gazetted a second lieutenant in the 3rd Regiment of Foot

Guards and donned the picturesque mitre cap which had

come down from Frederick the Great's time. During that

Seven Weeks' War which remade the map of Central Eu-

rope, he had his baptism of blood on the battlefield of Konig-

gratz, where he was wounded while leading his men in a

bayonet attack on an Austrian artillery position. He again

distinguished himself in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870,

on the heights of St. Privat, when the Prussian Guard lost a

third of its strength during the famous frontal attack which

brought about the collapse o French resistance.

The next forty years of von Hindenburg's life were un-

eventful ones, spent either on staff duty in the capital or on

garrison duty in the provinces. For a time he was on the

Great General Staff, being the assistant and pupil of that

genius of strategy, Count von Schlieffen, whose teachings

were to be of enormous value in the mighty conflict which
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was still in the womb of time. Several years in the Prussian

War Office developed his talent for organization. A major-

general at forty-nine, he commanded an infantry division

and an army corps in turn, being placed on the retired list

in 1911. Then a man of sixty-five, his military usefulness

was presumably at an end; he little dreamed of ever com-

manding troops in action again.

The outbreak of the Great War found von Hindenburg

leading the quiet life of a retired officer in Hanover books,

chess, aimless walks, occasional visits to the local officers'

club to chat with other retired brothers-in-arms. The lead-

ing generals on the active list being engaged in the invasion

of France, he was called from retirement toward the end of

August, 1914, and given command of the VIII Army, with

orders to check the mighty offensive which the Russians

were launching in the East* To him was assigned as chief

of staff another brilliant soldier, Major-General Erich von

Ludendorff.

Though their processes of thought ran upon separate

lines, the two made a singularly happy combination, for

each recognized the other's great ability and neither hesi-

tated to seek advice of the other, most of the decisions being

joint ones. If von Ludendorff was the harder of the two,

von Hindenburg was the greater. Whereas von Hinden-

burg's genius lay mainly in the sphere of pure thought

history will probably count him one of the greatest strate-

gists of all time he entrusted von Ludendorff with the

execution of their joint decisions, a task which he per-
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formed with superhuman energy and indomitable reso-

lution.*

Geographically, East Prussia points forward into the heart

of Slavdom and its defence constituted for Germany a diffi-

cult problem. For the German high command, adhering to

its policy of concentrating overwhelming force at the de-

cisive point, had hurled into France seven great armies,

having a combined strength of nearly a million and a half

men, leaving only the VIII Army to oppose the Russian

avalanche which was advancing from the east.

In order to ease the pressure on his French allies, the

Russian commander-in-chief, the Grand Duke Nicholas,

immediately upon the outbreak of war had ordered the

invasion of East Prussia. Two armies, the northern under

General Rennenkampf, the southern under General Sam-

sonov, crossed the German frontier, advancing on parallel

lines. The Russian commanders had between them sixteen

and a half divisions of infantry and eight and a half of

cavalry, whereas von Hindenburg was able to gather only

six or seven divisions to oppose them, thus being outnum-

bered at least three to one. The Russians had every chance

of crushing this comparatively small force between the jaws

of the pincers formed by their two huge armies, a possibility

which von Hindenburg and von Ludendorff were quick to

recognize. The German commander had the advantage,

however, of a lifelong familiarity with this lonely, heavily

* See article in Encyclopedia "Britannica by Lieut.-CoL Wolfgang Foerster of
the Historical Section of the German General Staff.
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wooded region, for his family owned estates in East Prussia

and since boyhood he had shot elk and stag in its forests,

had fished its maze of lakes and streams.

The German team of military geniuses conceived the

scheme, therefore, of withdrawing all their troops from

Rennenkampfs front and hurling them against Samsonov's

right flank in a sudden, paralyzing blow. In doing this

they were, of course, putting everything they had on a single

card, but, in view of the inferiority of their forces, their only

chance of winning lay in taking this appalling risk. The

outcome of this military masterpiece, afterwards christened

the battle of Tannenberg, was the destruction of almost the

whole of Samsonov's army, the Germans taking 125,000

prisoners and 500 guns. Crushed by his overwhelming

defeat, the Russian commander walked into the forest, put
a pistol to his head and blew out his brains.

Von Hindenburg, having received two fresh army corps

from the Western Front, now turned upon Rennenkampf,
who was slowly advancing through the wilderness of Mazo-

via, and, at the battle of the Masurian Lakes, completely

routed him, annihilating two army corps and capturing

125,000 more prisoners and 150 more guns.

The Tannenberg-Masurian Lakes battles constituted the

greatest victory achieved by any of the combatants during
the early stages of the war, and have been regarded by many
as the only clear-cut, large-scale victory of the entire conflict.

They provide a classic example of how a relatively small

force, by using its mobility to strike at a vital point, can para-
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lyze the advance of an enemy several times its strength.

During their twenty-eight days' invasion the Russians had

lost 310,000 men from the flower of their army and 650 guns;

their offensive had been completely defeated and they had

been forced back across the frontier; and von Hindenburg,

the retired general who had been deemed too old to fight,

a field marshal now, had become the greatest hero in

Germany.

But the marshal did not rest upon his laurels. Determined

to put an end to the threat to East Prussia for good and all,

he decided to advance across the frontier and attack the

Russians on their own soil. Accordingly, a third great battle

was fought in January, 1915, amid the snows of Russian

Poland, the Russian X Army under General Siewers being

defeated with a loss of 110,000 prisoners and 300 guns.

His scheme for the invasion of East Prussia thus disas-

trously brought to naught, the Grand Duke Nicholas deter-

mined to invade Silesia with a huge phalanx of seven armies,

three in the van and two on either flank. Von Hindenburg
and von Ludendorff met this new Muscovite threat on Rus-

sian soil, on the Vistula, by driving a wedge between the

two armies forming the Russian left flank, forcing one back

on Warsaw and almost effecting a second Tannenberg

against the second, which was nearly surrounded at Lodz.

The Russian steam-roller, on which the Allies in the West

had placed such reliance, was smashed beyond repair, and

never again did it threaten German soil.

When, in August, 1916, Rumania joined the Entente,
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Marshal von Hindenburg was appointed chief of the Great

General Staff, in charge of operations on all fronts, von

Ludendorff remaining with him as his quartermaster-gen-

eraL The new German high command found itself con-

fronted with countless formidable tasks. But the end of 1917

saw the Central Powers, despite the tremendous demands

made upon their strength, despite the fact that they were

nearly exhausted, considerably nearer their objective. At

Caporetto, in October, 1917, the Italians had met an appal-

ling disaster. In the East the German hammer-blows had

broken the spirit of the new Russian ruler, Kerensky, and

brought into power the Bolsheviks, who signed a humiliat-

ing peace at Brest-Litovsk. Sweeping down from the Car-

pathians, Marshal von Mackensen had overwhelmed the

Rumanian army and had dictated terms of peace from

Bucharest.

In the spring of 1918 von Hindenburg determined to

round out his extraordinary series of military achievements

by a great offensive which was to break through the line of

the French and British and drive them toward the coast.

But he was too late, for there now appeared upon the bat-

tlefield great numbers of fresh and confident young men
with "U.S." on the collars of their coats. To these young-

sters from another continent the war was a great adventure

and they entered it with zest, cheering as they charged.

Thus reenforced, the Allied generalissimo, Marshal Foch,

seized the initiative and attacked the German positions on

the Marne, breaking through the Hindenburg Line, which,
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the Germans had boasted, could be held by two washer-

women with a machine-gun. From the military point of

view the war was lost to Germany with that reverse. Yet

von Hindenburg still hoped to cripple the fighting spirit

of the enemy by a strategic defensive, making a further

advance so costly that the Allies would grant his country an

honorable peace. But, with the defection of Bulgaria, Tur-

key and Austria, Germany found herself without allies,

flung entirely on her own resources, confronted by a world

in arms.

Those two indomitable old warriors, von Hindenburg

and von Ludendorff, still dreamed of rousing the German

people to a final heroic effort, and it is entirely conceivable

that they might have done so had they not been threatened

from the rear by civil war. Then they were forced to realize

that the end had come. Von Hindenburg, who treated the

Emperor with scant respect, urged him to abdicate, where-

upon William II, assured that the army could no longer be

depended on, reluctantly complied, crossing the Dutch fron-

tier on the day the revolution broke out in Berlin.

For the great field marshal, victor in countless battles, his

homecoming was not, as he had had reason to expect, "roses,

roses all the way." He returned a beaten soldier. Yet even

in misfortune and profound humiliation his spirit remained

unbroken, his head unbowed. For his defeat he offered

neither excuses nor explanations. Hanging up his sword, he

went into the retirement from which he had emerged fifty-

one months before, holding studiously aloof from the inter-
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nal dissensions which were threatening to wreck the Father-

land

Upon the death in February, 1925, of President Ebert,

than whom few men have served their country better, the

marshal was offered the presidential nomination, which he

accepted with great reluctance and only from a sense of duty

to his country, for he felt that in doing so he was breaking

faith with the Hohenzollerns, whose uniform he had worn

for more than half a century. On August 26, 1926, he was

elected President of the German Reich.

Von Hindenburg's election was regarded in many quar-

ters as a blow at the Republic. Foreign newspapers, particu-

larly in France and the United States, indulged in furious

outbursts and freely prophesied that he would recall the

Kaiser, restore militarism and plunge the world into another

war. Some alarmists even urged that the president-elect be

forcibly prevented from taking office.* The old field mar-

shal, however, took the oath to support the Weimar consti-

tution without reservation or qualification, and his policy of

moderation and conciliation soon wdn the confidence not

only of Germany but of the world. He preserved his dignity

and his common sense as perfectly after his election to the

presidency as he had throughout the war and the revolu-

tion. He probably would have preferred to see a monarchi-

cal restoration, for, though it may be doubted whether he

had much admiration for William II or his sons, he had

been brought up in the monarchical tradition and believed

* The World Since 19x4, by Walter C. Langsam.
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that a monarchy was the best form of government for Ger-

many. But he had sworn to support the Republic and he

had no intention of violating his oath, for he is a deeply

religious and an honorable man. The world quickly forgot

the evil it had said about him; Germany's former enemies

forgot that they had wanted to hang him; the tone of the

foreign press changed from vindictiveness and distrust to

confidence and admiration; and his eighty-fifth birthday,

on October 2, 1932, was made the occasion for world-wide

demonstrations of honor and respect*

By adopting a German rather than a partisan policy,

President von Hindenburg succeeded in reconciling many
factions in the Reich and in bringing together a host of

former opponents. But when he became president he was

already an old, old man. Even his greatest admirers were

forced to admit that the years had taken toll of his brain and

character, that he had lost something of his self-reliance and

resolution.

Things moved along smoothly enough, however, until

1930, when Chancellor Briining dissolved the Reichstag and

began to govern Germany by decree. But Briining had in-

curred the enmity of the National Socialists, already a power
to be reckoned with, by his dissolution of the Brown Shirt

storm-troops, and of the Junker landowners by his plans for

the partition of their huge estates. The landowners had

the ear of the President, who is himself of the Junker aris-

tocracy, and, alarmed by their stories that Briining was an

"agrarian Bolshevik/* he dismissed him*
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Briining was succeeded in the chancellorship by Franz

von Papen, an aristocrat, a member of the exclusive Herren-

klub, an officer and a gentleman, suave, quick-witted,

charming. For his slim, trim, debonair, bemonocled Chan-

cellor the aged President took a great liking. He was a wel-

come guest at the big gray palace in the Friedrichstrasse

and at the presidential estate at Neudeck, becoming par-

ticularly chummy with Colonel Oskar von Hindenburg, the

Marshal's only son. But von Papen likewise had to go. He
was too unpopular with the country.

His successor was the Minister of Defence, General Kurt

von Schleicher, an extremely able and astute person who
had been running the country from behind the scenes.

Though von Schleicher remained in office only two months,

he gave promise of being one of the best chancellors Ger-

many ever had. Believing in a strong, moderate Germany,
he adopted a policy characterized by strength and modera-

tion* But he antagonized the Junker landowners by taking

up Briining's scheme for the division of their estates; he

made enemies of corrupt government officials by permitting

the exposure of grave scandals in the administration; he

alarmed the industrialists by flirting with the trades unions.

He was turned out, however, not for any of these reasons,

but for the same fundamental reason that had brought about

the downfall of Briining and von Papen: failure to make
terms with the Nazis,, who were now in a position to de-

mand that their leader be given the chancellorship. For

it was no longer possible to ignore the Nazis. Unless
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something was done for them they would wreck the

Reich.

Alarmed by the turn events were taking, von Schleicher

called a secret meeting at the War Office to discuss the wis-

dom of declaring a military dictatorship and arresting the

leaders of the opposition. Then he called on the President.

He told him that the situation was extremely serious, that

the Nazis were planning to seize control of the Govern-

ment, and that it might be necessary to call out the Reichs-

wehr (the national army) and put the Brown Shirts down

with an iron hand.

Word of this interview reached the ears of von Papen, who

promptly sent for Hitler, with whom he had already effected

some sort of understanding during a secret meeting at

Cologne. Though he had been elbowed out of office by von

Schleicher, the dapper and bemonocled von Papen was a

figure to be reckoned with, for he had behind him the

Hugenberg Nationalists, including the powerful organiza-

tion of war veterans known as the Stahlhdm (Steel Hel-

mets), the Junker landowners, the Rhenish industrialists,

and certain influential members of the President's personal

entourage, including Colonel Oskar von Hindenburg.

Said von Papen to the Nazi chieftain:
<{We must form a

coalition government. You may have three of the eleven

cabinet portfolios." With the other eight portfolios in the

hands of hard-headed reactionaries, and with the Reichswehr

still at the personal disposition of the President, von Papen

figured that he was offering Hitler what amounted to no
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more than a puppet chancellorship. But Hitler was not the

fool that von Papen and his supporters complacently as-

sumed; he knew how strong was the Nazi movement. And

he realized that his great opportunity had come.

Hitler went to the palace,, taking with him one o his

most trusted friends, Alfred Hugenberg, who, only a short

time before, had effaced himself politically by assuring

Hitler that the Nationalists would offer no opposition to the

Nazi campaign.

He is a remarkable person, this Hugenberg, an idealist

and a realist, a reactionary and a radical in one. He is

Hitler's Man Friday and Saturday, his yes-man and his no-

man. Without his assistance, Hitler would have had far

greater difficulty in his climb to the pinnacle of power. At

twenty-one he was writing sonnets about love and nightin-

gales. Then, following the example of Goethe, he became a

government official. Then he went to East Prussia and took

up scientific cattle-breeding. After a brief return to the

bureaucracy, as a councillor in the Prussian Ministry of

Finance, he was appointed general manager of Krupp's

great munitions factory at Essen. Here he remained during

the greater part of the war, supplying the German armies

with arms and ammunition. He was now the leader of an

illustrious group of industrialists, spoken of as "the Titan

of the Ruhr." In the spring of 1918, seeking other fields to

conquer, he left Krupp's to become a newspaper magnate.
Since then he has obtained control or decisive influence over

nearly two-thirds of Germany's almost three thousand news-
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papers. Through his control of the Tdegraphen Union news

agency he is the virtual master of the German press. He is

also the dictator of the German film industry. His control

of the press, of the cinema, and, to a considerable extent, of

the radio, has made him the overlord of propaganda in the

Reich. And he is an intimate of the real rulers of Germany,
the handful of men who, by their control of industry and

banking, run the show from behind the scenes. He became

the leader of the powerful Nationalist Party and the "angel"

of the Stahlhelm. Then, presumably falling under the spell

of Hitler, he turned the reins over to him.*

The old President was in bed when Hitler and Hugen-

berg reached the palace. But they insisted on seeing him,

In August, 1932, von Hindenburg had contemptuously re-

fused supreme power to Hitler, dismissing him, according to

Mr. John Gunther, "with words that cannot be reproduced
here/

9

1 This may be true, and then again it may be fiction.

In any event, the President's curt rejection of Hitler's plea

to make himself a German Mussolini made the Nazi leader

a subject of ridicule throughout the world. But things had
moved rapidly since then. It was no longer safe to ridicule

or scorn the earnest little man with the toothbrush mous-

tache and the steely eyes. The President listened attentively

to Hitler, who told him that von Schleicher must be sum-

marily dismissed because he was planning to establish a mill-

tary dictatorship and seize the reins of power. The old

gentleman remembered that, only a few days before, his

*
Hitler, by EmU LengyeL fin The Nation, May 10, 1933.
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chancellor had said something about calling out the Reichs-

wehr. By way of a final thrust, Hitler mentioned that von

Schleicher was contemplating the arrest of Colonel Oskar

von Hindenburg, the President's only son* That was all

that was needed to convince the Marshal of the disloyalty

of von Schleicher, who, to his utter amazement, was dis-

missed the next day. Thus, by conspiracy rather than on any

tide of popular acclaim, Adolf Hitler became Chancellor

of the Reich.

The politicians and the foreign press blithely assumed

that Hitler was a simpleton who would now proceed to

hang himself. They quickly discovered, however, that he

had no intention of committing suicide. Indeed, it soon

began to look as though, if any hanging was to be done,

it would be his opponents who would find the noose about

their necks. With an assurance and a technical skill which

aroused the admiration of politicians everywhere he pro-

ceeded to launch a Nazi campaign which swept everything

before it* The burning of the Reichstag building on Febru-

ary 27, 1933, the blame for which was immediately laid on

the shoulders of the Communists through every medium of

publicity, convinced millions of credulous Germans that the

Nazis had foiled a Bolshevik coup d'etat. At the elections

held a few days later the tidal wave of Nazi votes virtually

washed the other political parties off the map. Now firmly

entrenched in power, the Nazis proceeded to form a cabinet

from men of their own choosing, to take over Hugenberg's

newspaper and cinema chains and to absorb his Stahlhdm
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organization, to suppress the Communist and Socialist oppo-

sition and muzzle their vociferous press, and to rid them-

selves of the possibility of President von Hindenburg inter-

fering with their schemes by consigning him to the limbo

of Neudeck, where he leads the dignified but innocuous

existence of a national hero who is politically defunct.

The story goes that von Hindenburg, who started out by

detesting Hitler, has become very fond of him. One who is

close to the President said to me: "The Old Man treats

Hitler like a son." This is not particularly surprising. The

President is old, remember; he is convinced that the Nazi

leader is in politics not in order to gratify his personal am-

bition but because he is animated by the loftiest patriotism;

and no one can deny that Hitler has extraordinary charm.

In any event, the great field marshal and the ex-corporal

appear to get along famously together. The President takes

little part in public life, remaining on his East Prussian

estates from June until late autumn. Hitler runs the Reich

from Berlin or the Munich Brown House or his villa at

Ober-Salzburg or from an airplane. Hitler is the living force;

von Hindenburg has already become a legend. The old

warrior looms majestically above the hurly-burly of German

politics as a snow-capped mountain looms above a sordid

town. . His countrymen venerate him as Americans venerate

the memory of Washington and pay about as much atten-

tion to his infrequent political utterances as we pay to the

admonitions of Washington.

With the Reichstag seldom in session, and Hitler running
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the Reich by decrees, tie highest constitutional power in

Germany is vested in the octogenarian President. But,

though he is in remarkably good health, everything consid-

ered, there is no use ignoring the fact that he is very, very

old. In the natural course of events, not many years remain

to him. And, when he dies, what will happen to Germany?
Who will succeed him? Hitler could, of course, have the

presidency for the asking. But who would succeed him?

Hess? Goebbels? Goring? Or would he prefer to retain

the chancellorship, which would mean remaining in the

driver's seat, and place in the tonneau a puppet president

whom he could control perhaps one of the younger Hohen-

zollerns? It is conceivable that the death of von Hinden-

burg may be the signal for the Nazis to stage a monarchical

restoration* In my opinion, however, this is highly improb-

able, if for no other reason than that there is no royalist

candidate capable of capturing the imagination of the Ger-

man people on the political horizon. It is doubtful if Wil-

liam II will ever return from exile, for he is thoroughly dis-

credited in the eyes of most Germans. The Crown Prince

has apparently abandoned all hope of succeeding to the

throne of his father, for, the last time I saw him, he was

gallivanting about southern Germany in a scarlet racing-car,

clad in sports costume and accompanied by a pretty Ameri-

can divorcee. Among the younger Hohenzollerns, the most

promising candidate for the imperial throne is Prince Louis

Ferdinand, a son of the former Crown Prince, who has

spent several years in the United States, learning the auto-
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mobile business from the ground up in the Ford plant in

Detroit. But he has had no political experience, no training

in statesmanship, and is known only by name to the Ger-

man people. The only other possibility is Crown Prince

Rupprecht of Bavaria,, a strong and able man but a

Bavarian. Come what may,, the state of the old field mar-

shal's health is of tremendous consequence not only to Ger-

many but to Europe. For, when he dies, anything may

happen.

It seemed to me, therefore, to be extremely important that

I should have an opportunity to judge for myself of the

President's physical condition. But this was more easily said

than done, for there is no ruler in Europe, with the sole

exception of Stalin, with whom it is so difficult to obtain an

audience. Moreover, when I was in Germany he was at his

country estate at Neudeck, where he receives few visitors

and virtually no foreign ones. To further complicate mat-

ters, a question of protocol was involved, for, the newly

appointed American Ambassador, Mr. Dodd, not yet having

presented his credentials, it was impossible to arrange an

interview for me through the usual diplomatic channels.

Thanks to the friendly interest shown by the Foreign Office,

however, the matter was finally arranged unofficially, and,

while motoring in East Prussia, I received a telephone mes-

sage that the President would receive me at Neudeck the

following morning.

Far from the turmoil of the outer world lies Neudeck, the

road leading past pleasant farmsteads and reed-encircled
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ponds, through forests of fir and pine where red deer graze

in the clearings. The property, consisting of several thou-

sand acres, has been in the possession of the von Hinden-

burgs for nearly two hundred years. Upon the death of the

Marshal's parents it passed to his elder brother, and then

to the latter's widow, from whom it was purchased by the

people of East Prussia and presented to the President as a

token of their gratitude and affection.

The present manor house, built on the site of the old

family home, is simple and dignified. The walls are of that

delicate shell pink so favored in this district, and from the

tiled roof project a long row of dormer-windows. Flanking

the entrance are two Russian cannon, captured at the battle

of the Masurian Lakes. The interior is very homelike, with

some richly carved pieces of oak furniture and comfortable,

leather-covered sofas and chairs. The walls of the entrance

hall are covered with the heads of the stags, moose which

the Germans call "elk" and Russian bison which have

fallen to the Marshal's rifle, for he is one of the best shots

in Germany.

The door was opened by a footman in a blue-and-buflE

livery and I was greeted by the genial major of artillery who
is one of the Marshal's aides. There was no hint of for-

mality. I was shown almost immediately into a lofty, sun-

drenched library, filled with pictures, bronzes, books and

flowers. Before a huge, flat-topped desk stood a tall, mas-

sively-built, snowy-haired, ruddy-cheeked figure in shoot-

ing-jacket and knickerbockers of heather-colored tweed. The
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next moment I was shaking hands with the great Field

Marshal, the victor of Tannenberg, the President of the

Reich, the hero of Germany. Yet he looked more like a

country squire than a world-famous soldier.

He was utterly different from the mental picture I had

formed of him. Here was not the grim, ruthless, taciturn

warrior whose strongly hewn features have been made

familiar to the world on postage stamps and coins, in news-

papers and magazines, but a kind old gentleman. Likewise

a very gallant old gentleman, combining immense dignity

with an old-fashioned courtesy*

The Marshal is a large man six feet two, I should guess

with the chest and shoulders of a wrestler* His short, stiff

hair, worn en brosse, and his sweeping moustaches, curved

like the handlebars of a bicycle, were as white as bleached

linen. His ruddy complexion bespoke a life spent in the

open. His gaze was level and penetrating, but there was a

genial twinkle in his bright blue eyes. The sort of man who
would be adored by small children and who, I imagine,

adores them. Were you to ask me his outstanding character-

istics I should say without hesitation: "Rugged determina-

tion, conscientiousness, transparent honesty.'*

In his eagerness to ensure my comfort he attempted

to push forward a huge armchair, but his foot slipped

on the polished floor. I caught his arm to prevent his

falling.

"If you mention this when you leave here," he said, chuck-

ling, "they will tell you that the Old Man is growing feeble.
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But that is not feebleness. It is a bullet that I got in the knee

at the battle of Koniggratz in 1866."

Koniggratz! 1866! Why, that was before there was a

German Empire. Before Garibaldi had broken the papal

power in Italy. When Napoleon III sat on the throne of

France. It was like turning back the pages of history. But,

come to think of it, this man before me was himself one

of the makers of European history.

"Do you notice any changes in Germany since you were

here last?" he asked me.

"Yes, sir."

"What change impresses you the most?"

"The change in the faces of the German people/' I told

him. "Two years ago they looked beaten, discouraged, hope-

less, like persons lost in a dark forest. Now their faces show

courage and hope, as if they had found the road out at last

and could see the sun shining through the trees/*

"I pray God," said the old man fervently, "that the sun

may always shine for them."

The President and I discussed pretty much everything

save politics, a topic which courtesy demanded that I avoid.

He displayed a keen interest in economic conditions in the

United States, in what was happening in Russia, in the prog-

ress of aviation, in architecture, forestry, agriculture. He
asked about President Roosevelt and Al Capone. He
chuckled when I told him of some amusing experiences I

had had with two of his war-time opponents, Marshal Foch

and Lord Kitchener.
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Considering his great age, he struck me as being remark-

ably vigorous mentally and physically. Probably his faculties

are by no means as keen as at the close of the war, but to

assert that he is senile is ridiculous. He is an enthusiast about

shooting and insisted on showing me his trophies, which

cover the entire wall space of the front hall. Among them

was the head of a magnificent buffalo which he had shot

before the war in Russia, and of a moose which had fallen

to his rifle on the Kurische Nehrung, where a few herds of

these animals still survive. He told me that he was looking

forward eagerly to the opening of the shooting season. He

hoped to celebrate his eighty-seventh birthday by bagging

another elk. That didn't suggest that he was tottering.

When I left he accompanied me to the door and out upon

the terrace*

"May the blessing of God and the best wishes of an old

man go with you on your journey/' he said, placing his

hand upon my shoulder.

He stood upon the terrace waving to me until the trees of

the park hid him from sight.

It has been my good fortune to have known most of the

rulers of my time. The one with the noblest character of

them all, I think and the one whom Americans wanted to

hang! is Field-Marshal-General Paul von Hindenburg,

President of the German Reich.



CHAPTER IX

HITLER'S GERMANY

IT is unwise, generally speaking, to write about peoples

and parties and governments while they are in a state of

political flux, for a statement that is true at the moment of

writing may be misleading the next. But, with the National

Socialists firmly in the saddle, and with certain of their

domestic aims well on the way to being realized, one may
predict with a reasonable degree of confidence the course

of events within the Third Reich.

A party can not be built up on ideas, however great their

popular appeal; it has to have a program, just as a builder

requires the architect's drawings and specifications before

undertaking the construction of a house. For this reason,

from the moment when he set out to organize the National

Socialist Party, Hitler realized the necessity of defining the

plans and exactly formulating the aims of his movement.

This he did by drawing up a program of twenty-five points.

In this program he promised something to every one. He
left no one out of his calculations. The planks in his cam-

paign platform were shaped to conform with the aspirations

and vital needs of every German man, woman and child.

He has promised to reunite all persons of the German race
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within the borders of a Greater Germany. To the national-

ists he has promised a revision of the peace treaties and the

rearmament of Germany to the level of other first-class

powers. To the industrialists he has promised the prohibi-

tion of strikes and the control of their respective industries.

To the workers he has promised work, the prohibition of

lockouts and a share in the profits of Big Business. To the

tenant farmers he has promised land through the expropria-

tion and division of the great estates. To the small mer-

chant he has promised to curtail the competition of the huge

department and chain stores* To the war veterans he has

promised an army raised by national conscription instead of

an army of mercenaries. To the radicals he has promised

the abolition of unearned income and the nationalization of

the trusts. To the young he has promised higher education

at the expense of the State and government support of all

organizations devoted to the physical training of youth. To
the old he has promised more generous old-age pensions.

To the sick he has promised free medical attendance and

hospitalization. To the artisan he has promised an end to

over-mechanization and mass production. To the religious

he has promised a restoration of the influence of the Church

without reference to creed. To every one he has promised
the extirpation of Communism and the repression of the

Jews. And to those offering opposition to the National

Socialist program he has promised a concentration camp or

a firing-party.

The Nazi program has undergone numerous modifica-
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tions since it was first made public at Munich in February,

I933 certain of its points having been emphasized while

others it has been found politic to ignore. From the stand-

point of domestic politics, the most significant of the twenty-

five points is the last, which demands "the creation of a

powerful central authority for the Reich. Unconditioned

authority of the political central parliament over the entire

Reich and its organizations in general," Which means, when

stripped of its ponderous verbiage, the political unification

of Germany. Such unification is now achieved. And it is

an extraordinary achievement. It may be said, indeed, that

Adolf Hitler's place in history would be secure were his

political career to end tomorrow without his having accom-

plished anything else.

Until 1871 there was, of course, no such country, politi-

cally speaking, as Germany. In that year the German Em-

pire was formed by virtue of treaties between the North

German Confederation and the South German states, thus

bringing under a central government four kingdoms (Prus-

sia, Bavaria, Saxony and Wiirttemberg), six grand duchies

(Baden, Hesse, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Mecklenburg-Stre-

Htz, Oldenburg and Saxe-Weimar), five duchies (Anhalt,

Brunswick, Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha and Saxe-

Meiningen), seven principalities (Lippe-Detmold, Reuss-

Greiz, Reuss-Schleiz, Schaumburg-Lippe, Schwarzburg-

Rudolstadt, Schwarzburg-Sondershausen and Waldeck-Pyr-

mont), three free cities (Bremen, Hamburg and Liibeck),

and the imperial territory of Alsace-Lorraine. Of the twenty-
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six states composing the old Reich, seventeen now remain

and are called territories.

Save in those matters which were expressly transferred to

the Imperial Government, the confederated states retained

their autonomy; the horde of kings, grand dukes, dukes and

princes retained their sovereignties; the King of Prussia,

though accorded the title of German Emperor (not Emperor
of Germany), was only primus inter pares, for, while presi-

dent of the confederation, he had no suzerainty over the

other princes. The states kingdoms, duchies, principalities

and free cities continued to exercise their sovereign rights

in a twofold manner: first, in internal politics, by maintain-

ing their own diets or councils, and secondly through the

Bundesrat, or federal council, which had a greater influence

on the policy of the Reich than the Reichstag. Prussian

hegemony was not laid down as a principle of the constitu-

tion but was a natural consequence of the disparity in size

of the states. None the less, from this time on the acts of the

state governments and parliaments ceased to have more than

a local importance, for the interests of the nation were cen-

tered in Berlin, in the Prussian government and the em-

peror. The harmonious working of the constitution de-

pended, of course, on harmony between the empire and

Prussia, for it was the power of Prussia which gave strength

to the empire* This was practically assured, however, by the

fact that the emperor, who was also King of Prussia, ap-

pointed the chancellor, and the chancellor was generally

premier of Prussia as well as minister of foreign affairs for
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the Reich, so that in his person the government of the king-

dom and that of the empire were identified*

Under the chancellorship of Bismarck the German people

began to think nationally for the first time. Yet the unity

he achieved was far from perfect. For each of the six-and-

twenty states composing the Reich had its own history, its

own culture, its peculiar traditions; most of the states had

been permitted to retain their diplomatic corps, though only

Saxony, Bavaria and Wiirttemberg availed themselves of

this clause in the constitution; and Bavaria was further

allowed to maintain an army, railways and a postal service

of her own. Indeed, until Hitler came into power in 1933,

a German passport identified the bearer as a Bavarian, a

Saxon, a Wiirttemberger, and so on, instead of as a German.

Now, the weak point in this form of government was the

dominance of Prussia, which comprises 62 per cent of the

total area of the empire and whose inhabitants form 61 per

cent of the empire's total population. You will get a more

graphic idea of the situation, perhaps, by picturing the

American Union as consisting of one super-state, stretching

from the Atlantic seaboard to the Rockies, the rest of

the country being divided into sixteen minor states of vari-

ous sizes.

This dominant position of Prussia, which is the home of

the Junkers, was one of the factors which prevented genuine

unity in pre-Hitler Germany. For, just as Prussia repre-

sented approximately two-thirds of the nation's area and

population, so Berlin, the Prussian capital, represented two-
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thirds and sometimes considerably more of national

authority. This ill-balanced arrangement was brought to an

end on January 30, 1934, the first anniversary of Hitler's

accession to power, when the
1

Reichstag adopted his Reich

Reform Bill, thereby wiping out the identities and frontiers

of the seventeen federated states and reorganizing the coun-

try into thirteen provinces. These are: (i) Bavaria, with an

area considerably smaller than that of the former kingdom;

(2) Brandenburg, carved from the heart of old Prussia;

(3) Hesse; (4) Lower Saxony, which includes Hanover and

the former free cities of Hamburg, Bremen and Liibeck;

(5) Mainfranken, which roughly corresponds to the eastern

portion of ancient Franconia; (6) Pomerania, which com-

prises Mecklenburg-Schwerin and that portion of the

former Prussia bordering on the Baltic; (7) Prussia, a name

now applied only to that part of the Reich lying beyond the

Polish Corridor; (8) Rhinefranken, which comprises west-

ern Franconia, the Palatinate and if the plebiscite restores

it to Germany the Saar; (9) Rhineland; (10) Silesia, the

German salient which separates Poland and Czechoslovakia;

(u) Swabia, roughly corresponding to the former king-

dom of Wiirttemberg; (12) Upper Saxony, including

Thuringia and the cities of Leipzig and Dresden; (13)

Westphalia.

The Reich Reform Bill permanently abolishes the diets of

the former federal states and also automatically disposes of

the Reichsrat, or Federal Council, which gave those states

parliamentary representation. Now that they have definitely
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lost their identity as political units the Reichsrat becomes

superfluous, the National Socialist Government having be-

come the complete master of the Reich. The bill further

provides for the early promulgation of a new constitution;

consequently, the Weimar Constitution, on which the gov-

ernment of republican Germany was founded, will soon

pass into the limbo of discarded things.

It has not been generally recognized outside of Germany
that this reorganization, from which has emerged a highly

centralized government with its seat at Berlin, is a blow at

the very roots of Prussianism, which has always been the

curse of the Reich* In breaking up Prussia, Hitler has done

what the victorious Allies were eager to do but did not dare

attempt and he has enormously curtailed the power of the

Junker aristocracy at the same time. A subsidiary result of

this, it may be remarked in passing and a result which

Hider certainly has not overlooked is to weaken the posi-

tion of General Goring, who, until the passage of the Re-

form Bill, was the Minister-President of Prussia and the

actual ruler of that huge, sprawling, Junker-ridden Statthd-

terschaft. For, with the elimination of Prussia, Goring was

shorn of much of his power.

This unification of Germany into a totalitarian state is, to

date, Hitler's chief contribution to the Third Reich. (Some
would say that it is his only contribution, but that would

be to ignore the treaty of amity he has negotiated with

Poland.) But it is a great contribution. Regardless of how

long he may survive or what party may succeed to power,
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this achievement will endure. He has written his name

indelibly on the pages of German history, for Germany will

never return to the old hodgepodge of pre-Nazi days. The

unity that Hitler has thus achieved is of vastly greater sig-

nificance than that achieved by Bismarck,, for, whereas the

Iron Chancellor united only the princes and the states, Hitler

has united the people. One thing is certain, wherever the

Germans may be headed, henceforward they are going there

together. In shaping the future of Europe that fact is

destined to prove of tremendous importance, whether for

good or ill.

Nine European countries their number depending upon
exactness of definition are today being governed by regimes

which fall readily within the classification of dictatorships.

A common denominator for these dictatorships is found in

their employment of force and coercion, in their suppression

of freedom of speech and of the press, and their forcible dis-

solution of organizations opposed to their own ideology.

Yet it has been shown that a highly efficient dictatorship may
make for immediate and even startling progress, as witness

the case of Italy, though observers of democratic tendencies

believe that dictatorships achieve their immediate ends at

the cost of future national development
The Nazi Government has been violently assailed in the

United States because it brooks no political opposition. But

why work ourselves into a frenzy of indignation over the

repressive methods adopted by the Nazis while complacently
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admitting that precisely the same policy seems to have been

tolerably successful in other European countries, notably

Italy, where, in 1926, all opposition parties were abolished

by law, the Fascist Party remaining the only legal political

organization?

The German elections of November, 1933, the result of

which amounted to an overwhelming vote of confidence in

National Socialist policies in general and particularly in

Hitler's action in tendering Germany's resignation to the

League of Nations, were violendy criticized abroad, partic-

ularly in the United States, as a parody, a burlesque, a club-

bing of the German national will into submission. At the

German elections approximately 98 per cent of the votes

cast were in support of Hider's policy and of the National

Socialist candidates for the Reichstag. American editorial

writers failed to remind their readers that at the last general

elections held in Italy, 98.3 per cent of the voters cast their

ballots for the candidates selected by the Great Fascist Coun-

cil. It is to this singling out of Germany for condemnation

that I object. It may be remarked, parenthetically, that

most of Hider's public utterances have been mild compared
to some of those made by Mussolini, who has said: "I want

to see a panorama of ruins about me the ruins of other

political forces so that Fascism may stand alone, gigantic

and dominant."

American and English newspapers have been especially

vehement in their denunciations of the Nazi Government

for muzzling the German press. Their indignation is per-
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fectly understandable. But here again, why single out the

Nazi Government? Do they seek to maintain that in no

other countries is the press muzzled? As a matter of fact,

freedom of the press has been for years completely extin-

guished in Soviet Russia, where newspapers are only pub-

lished under the auspices of the authorities and are thus

practically all government organs. Or why ignore the fact

that in 1924 a Fascist decree was issued which made Italian

newspapers liable to suppression and their editors to punish-

ment if they published "tendencious news" which might
embarrass the Government in foreign or domestic affairs?

"An elastic interpretation of these powers/' says a writer in

the Encyclopedia Britannica, "has enabled the Government

to suppress all newspapers which ventured any independent

criticism to such an extent that by the early part of 1926 the

freedom of the Press no longer existed."

As most Americans seem to be convinced that the various

reactionary measures to which I have referred are being

forced down the throat of a protesting but helpless German

Michael by a brutal government, let me quote from a recent

interview with that eminent German historian, Mr. Emil

Ludwig, who certainly can not be charged with approval of

Nazi policies.

"Believers in democracy and peace/
5

says Mr. Ludwig,
"should not blind themselves to the measure of prevalence

of the new way of thinking in Germany. What is going on

there now is not the forcible rule of but a single party. It is

rather the overwhelming majority of the nation which
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jubilantly accepts these principles and is eager to furthei

and uphold them."

Despite the enormous development of industry and com-

merce, agriculture and cattle-raising still represent a con-

siderable portion of Germany's economic wealth. Almost

two-thirds of the total area of the Reich consists of arable

land, pastures and meadows, and of this area more than

nine-tenths is classed as productive. The great estates of the

aristocracy are mainly in the northeast, in Junker-land,

while small farms are the rule in the south and west.

Though, in his program, Hitler promised the tenant

farmers that he would expropriate and divide the great

estates, most of which are bankrupt in their present hands,

little progress has as yet been made in this direction^ because,

perhaps, of a reluctance on the part of the Government to

incur the open enmity of the great Junker land-owners, who
are a power to be reckoned with in Prussia at least. Meas-

ures have been taken, however, to lower the rate of interest

on farmers* debts and to prevent foreclosure on agricultural

property. It is further intended to prevent farmers from

being burdened in the future by excessive debts by limiting,

if not forbidding altogether, loans secured by mortgages
on agricultural property. The old law of entail has been

revived and applied to small farms, which, upon the owner's

death, must now pass to the eldest son intact instead of

being divided among the heirs in a number of small hold-

ings which can not be operated profitably. Steps have also
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been taken to insure that the German market for foodstuffs

shall be reserved exclusively for German farmers and the

Government plans to increase food production to a point

where the nation will be self-sustaining. This for military

as well as economic reasons, for no German who lived

through the war has forgotten the terrible distress caused

by the Allied food blockade.

It has always been a cardinal point of National Socialist

doctrine that., in order to prevent the clash of personal and

class interests, all power must be under the control of the

State. In pursuance of this policy, a complete reorganization

of all economic, social, political and even religious bodies

was undertaken. This general housecleaning, which the

Nazis call Gleichschaltung best translated as "coordina-

tion" has been extended throughout the Reich, including

all industrial organizations, a Nazi commissar being in-

stalled even in the powerful Federation of German Indus-

tries. This was a crushing blow to the industrialists, who

had deceived themselves into believing that they could run

things pretty much as they chose under the Third Reich,

as they had under the Republic. But Big Business had a

rude awakening.

Now, having put industry in its place, Hitler turned his

attention to the Nazi trade unions, which were rapidly get-

ting out of hand, for the leaders of the trade union "cells"

were dismissing factory managers right and left and install-

ing themselves as commissars without asking authority from
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any one. These high-handed actions caused so much con-

fusion and such serious interruption to industry that Nazi

headquarters finally issued orders forbidding the installa-

tion of commissars without permission from the competent

bureau of the Party. The practice nevertheless continued

until, immediately after the great labor celebration on May
Day of 1933, the Nazis "cracked down" by taking over the

labor unions and placing the principal union leaders under

arrest.

In order to put an end to the socialistic tendencies of the

trade unions, and to take them out of politics, they were dis-

solved by government decree. For them was substituted a

system of guilds, which were united, under the supervision

of a Nazi commissar, into a huge and all-embracing organi-

zation known as the "German Labor Front." I particularly

call your attention to the use of the term "Front" in this

connection, for in its distinctly military connotation is found

the key to all subsequent Nazi labor legislation.

The workers, like their employers, were now directly

under the control of the State, the aim of the Government

being to end for good and all the interminable squabbles

between labor and capital which had had such a demoraliz-

ing effect on German industry. For the National Socialists

insist that both capital and labor owe their first allegiance

to the State and that their desires and ambitions, however

laudable, must be subordinated to the good of the nation

as a whole.

In January, 1934, the Government, in order to strengthen
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its grip on the country's industrial apparatus, promulgated

a labor law which startled the outside world. This extraor-

dinary law, said by its champions to be the most advanced

labor legislation ever enacted and by its critics to be the

most reactionary, curtails the liberty of the workers as it is

curtailed in no other country in the world save Russia, for

the Italian labor laws are mild in comparison. Under its

provisions, labor's cherished rights of collective bargaining

and striking are abolished, as are lockouts by employers. A
general idea of the provisions and intent of the law may be

had from the following paragraph:

"Within the shop an employer, as leader of the shop, the

office employees and laborers as his following, must work

jointly for the advancement of the shop's purposes and for

the common advantage of the people and the State. The

leader of the shop decides on all shop matters. He must

look after the welfare of his followers. These must be faith-

ful to him."

Under this law,, labor's sole means of expressing its needs,

its grievances and its wishes is through the medium of a

so-called "confidential council" of workers, who will advise

their employer on matters affecting his shop. The members

of this confidential council are to be chosen by the workers

by secret ballot from a list submitted by the employer, who

will call a meeting of the council when he sees fit or when it

is demanded by one-half of the councilors. Above the em-

ployer, the employees and the confidential council is a gov-

ernment official, known as a labor trustee, who is empow-
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ered to fix wages, hours o labor and working conditions, to

appoint and remove confidential councilors, in short to exer-

cise general supervision over the industrial life of his district.

The labor trustees, in turn, are responsible to the Minister of

Labor in Berlin.

A novel feature of the law is a provision for the institu-

tion of "social courts of honor," each consisting of a judge

from the regular bench, a factory leader (the employer),

and a worker belonging to the confidential council. The

courts' jurisdiction will embrace cases of employers who use

harsh, tyrannical or unfair methods, workers who incite

dissatisfaction or disobedience, and confidential councilors

who adopt obstructive tactics. These courts of honor would

appear to provide for collective bargaining in posse, for on

them, and enjoying equal powers, are representatives of

labor, capital and the State.

The foreign press, eager to find something discreditable

or sinister in every action of the Nazi Government, has

loudly proclaimed that the new labor law has reduced the

German worker to the status of serfdom. With that conclu-

sion I disagree. The law is, as a matter of fact, nothing more

nor less than the final step in the regimentation of German

industry, all elements of which will henceforward devote

themselves, first, last and all the time, to the service of the

State. In other words, industry has been placed on a mili-

tary basis. The workers correspond to the rank and file of

an army, their employers to the officers, while over all is the

High Command the Government itself.
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The term "German Labor Front" was not chosen haphaz-

ardly. The National Socialist Government has recognized

that Germany, like nearly all other countries, is engaged in

an economic war a war against unemployment, poverty,

misery. And it is determined to win that war. Now, it must

be obvious to every thoughtful person that no nation could

wage a war successfully if there were constant quarrels be-

tween the officers and the men in the ranks. Complete
demoralization would ensue and defeat would be inevitable.

And the same would be true if either officers or men were

permitted to engage in politics. Confidence, morale, esprit

de corps would vanish. Or, to state it in even simpler terms,

imagine what would happen if, on the eve of a battle, the

men of a regiment were to say to their colonel: "Unless we
receive higher pay we will refuse to fight." That sort of

thing the National Socialist Government will not tolerate.

Under the new order of things, industry is regarded as an

army to be employed in the war against depression, just as

the Reichswehr would be employed against a foreign foe,

and that army is going to be disciplined and made efficient

whether the employers who are its officers or the employees
who are its rank and file like it or not.



CHAPTER X

DANGER AHEAD

EVER since Adolf Hitler seized the reins of power in Ger-

many the foreign press, particularly the American, has

loudly proclaimed that he and his government constituted a

standing threat to the peace of Europe. A devastating denial

was made to that charge on January 26, 1934, when Ger-

many and Poland signed a non-aggression pact whereby

they pledged themselves to settle by direct negotiation all

disputes that might arise between them during the ensuing

ten years that is, until 1944. The negotiation of that pact

was due to the initiative, courage and statesmanship of the

German Chancellor, who, with a single stroke of the pen,

did more to ensure European peace for the next decade than

all the pious politicians who have been assembling at Geneva

for the past fifteen years put together. One wonders how
the cocksure editorial prophets and foreign correspondents

can reconcile their lugubrious and alarming prognostications

with the explicit assurance given by this treaty of at least a

decade of peace in Eastern Europe.
In framing the treaty, both governments proceed from

the premise that the maintenance of permanent peace be-

tween their countries is an essential prerequisite for Euro-

164
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pean peace. Each declares that the international obligations

previously assumed toward other parties are not in conflict

with the pact and are not affected thereby. This means that

Poland would still go to the aid of France in case o German

aggression against the latter country; but it also means that

Poland would not join France in a "preventive" war against

Germany, or launch one on her own account. Both govern-

ments declare that it will be their constant aim to adjust all

'problems affecting their mutual relations through direct

understandings. Should controversies arise that can not be

settled by direct means, they will have recourse to other

peaceful methods of adjudication. Under no conditions, the

treaty declares, will the signatories resort to force for settling

their differences.

This treaty, if it has any meaning whatsoever, must mean

a ten-year truce between Germany and Poland; a cessation

for that period of the revision propaganda and frontier inci-

dents which have so embittered the relations between the

two countries and so imperilled the peace of Europe; and

the inauguration of at least a decade of good-will between

Warsaw and Berlin. It means, in short, that, whatever a

more distant future may hold in store, the danger of a

German-Polish conflict has been postponed until 1944.

The Polish-German agreement should not be interpreted,

however, as an abandonment by Hitler of Germany's claims

to Danzig, Upper Silesia, and at least a portion of the Polish

Corridor. That he intends eventually to regain those terri-

tories I have not the slightest doubt. But not, if it can
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possibly be avoided, by forcible means. The treaty has given

him a ten-year breathing space in which to build up Ger-

many economically, industrially and militarily, so that, when

she finally demands a revision of her eastern frontiers,

Poland will recognize the wisdom of coming to terms with

her. It also means ten years in which the passions of both

peoples can cool down. In the interim many things may

happen. There may be a complete political realignment in

Europe before 1944 co^es round. To deny Hitler credit for

this remarkable achievement is to admit that one's sense of

justice has been subordinated to unreasoning passion.

"Chancellor Hitler," remarks the London Times, which

certainly has never displayed any partiality for the Nazi

leader, "has shown that he understands the difference

between an agitator and a statesman."

It is not generally recognized, at least in the United States,

how enormously Germany was mulcted for the benefit of

Poland, which, it should be emphasized, was not one of the

Allies because there was no such state as Poland during the

war. Of the European territory taken from Germany, more

than one-half was handed over to Poland, which received

nearly 18,000 square miles with not far from four million

inhabitants. Germany submitted to this mutilation because

a pistol was held at her head, but she does not consider, and

never "has pretended to consider, her eastern frontiers as

irrevocably fixed. Her refusal to include them in the Locarno

Pact almost broke up the conference and all mention of
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them is likewise excluded from the non-aggression pact of

1934.

The question of Germany's eastern frontiers resolves itself

into three parts: Danzig, the Corridor and Upper Silesia*

The Danzig phase of the question is so clear-cut as to

require little elucidation. Here is a large and ancient city,

with a magnificent harbor, occupying a commercial, polit-

ical and strategic position of enormous importance, for it

lies squarely athwart the mouth of the Vistula, which is to

Poland what the Mississippi is to the United States, At least

98 per cent of the inhabitants of Danzig are Germans. The

city's history^ traditions, interests, culture, architecture, are

likewise wholly German. For the treaty-makers it consti-

tuted a most delicate and perplexing problem.

At the Peace Conference President Wilson voted with

Clemenceau that Danzig be given to Poland. He did not

dare to let the Danzigers determine their own fate by plebi-

scite in accordance with his theory of self-determination, for

he knew that they would have voted almost solidly to remain

within the Fatherland. To this scheme, however, Lloyd

George, more far-seeing than his colleagues, refused his

assent. The dispute was finally settled by the British premier

agreeing to a compromise. Danzig was not to be retained

by Germany nor was it to be handed over to Poland. The

city itself, together with a small adjacent area, was to be

created a free state under the protection and control of the

League of Nations.

The state is "free" only in name, however, for the Polish
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Government is entrusted with, the administration of its for-

eign relations, railways and customs; its harbor is under the

control of a board half of whose members are Poles; it can

not float a foreign loan without the consent of Poland; and

officials of the Danzig Government can communicate with

Berlin only through the Polish Foreign Office. Needless to

say, this compromise has satisfied no one. The tangled sys-

tem of administration produces constant friction. The

Danzigers detest the Poles and insistently demand reunion

with the German Fatherland. The Poles, infuriated that

Danzig does not belong to them, leave nothing undone to

humiliate and harass the Danzigers. Danzig is, therefore,

an open sore which German and Polish claims, ambitions

and propaganda keep constantly inflamed.

The Polish case for the Corridor, which cuts across Ger-

many, separating East Prussia from the rest of the Reich, is

based on far more substantial grounds than the claim to

Danzig. It has never been better put than by the former

Polish foreign minister, M, Paderewski:

"A masterpiece of propaganda has been achieved by giving to

absolutely Palish territory the name 'Corridor.' The word im-

plies the idea of a narrow passage through a solid and more or

less homogeneous structure. Applied as it is in this particular

case, it serves its purpose admirably: it misrepresents and perverts
the facts to such perfection as to convey the impression that, in

order to satisfy the pretentious Polish demands for an access to

the sea, the Peace Conference mercilessly split the national terri-

torial structure of a great state and separated a valuable province
from the rest of the Empire. The separation has been performed

it is true. But it was by no means a new idea, a new operation,
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an act of violence. It was simply a piece of historical justice, the

restoration of property to its former and legitimate owner."

But amongst neutral authorities there is no unanimity

regarding either the historical or the ethnographical grounds

advanced by Poland for this repartition. Reasons given in

some cases, as the late Sir Robert Donald reminds us, are

not in harmony with the reasons given in others, and in no

instance can a combination of reasons, data and arguments

be found on which all authorities agree* Some of the lands

allotted to Poland were never at any time inhabited by an

indisputably Polish population. And a large slice of the

territory claimed by Poland on historical grounds is also

claimed by Lithuania on account of historical and dynastic

considerations.

In justifying the frontier as fixed at Versailles, the Poles

put their historical argument in the foreground. Counted

by years of occupation of the Corridor as between Poles

and Germans there is little difference. The Poles claim that

they ruled the territory now comprised in the Corridor for

318 years, whereas the German rule endured for only 294

years. But this sort of reasoning is fallacious, for the crucial

period was during the last one hundred years the age of

invention, transportation, science, commerce, industry and

the spread of education when the inhabitants of East and

West Prussia, whatever their origin or language may have

been, were moulded very largely into one nationality. Dur-
Jr

ing the period in question the territory in dispute was trans-

formed by German enterprise, energy and wealth from a
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region of swamps and marshes into fertile and prosperous

farms, cities arose and centers of trade and industry were

established.*

Until the close of the war the population of the Corridor

territory would appear to have been about evenly divided

between Germans and Poles. If one were to add the 100,000

Cashubes (the remains of a very ancient tribe of uncertain

origin living in the northwestern part of the Corridor) to

the Poles and the Poles claim them there would have

been a majority for Poland. On the other hand, by adding

the population of the Free State of Danzig part of which

is carved out of the Corridor and the whole of which is

inseparably associated with that territory the situation

would have been reversed. Since the region came into

Poland's possession there has been a complete change in its

ethnographical complexion, however, for great numbers of

German farmers have been forced to leave the country as a

result of Polish pressure and great numbers of southern

Poles have poured in, so that, were a plebiscite to be held

today, Poland would unquestionably win.

Says Mr. Sisley Huddleston: f

"The difficulty which the peace makers faced was real; there

was no 'natural' geographical boundary; there was an inextri-

cable mixture of races. The result was that all kinds of strange
and apparently capricious decisions were made by those whose
mission it was to trace the frontier & Polish village inhabited by
Germans here, a German village inhabited by Poles there, fields

* The Polish Corridor and Its Consequences, by Sir Robert Donald,

t War Unless ... by Sisley Huddlestoru
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in one country and houses to which they belonged in another,

school in Poland and railway station in Germany, cemetery
somewhere across an imaginary line and the living cut off from

their dead. . . . Think of the formalities, the passports, the

Customs officers, the perpetual annoyances! In one place there is

a triangular stone and on one face is 'Germany,' on another is

'Poland/ and on the third Tree City of Danzig.* Different

moneys are the current coin on the three sides of the stone. Nor
can it be said that the Poles tried to reduce these complications.

They barred the roads; they gave 'permission' to bring back an

errant cow, or to take water from the river. Pinpricks, if you
like, but life becomes unbearable if there is constant irritation."

One can not realize how fantastic and intolerable is the

existing situation unless he has traveled along the edges of

the Corridor and talked with the inhabitants. At one place

in the Marienwerder district I stopped at a comfortable

looking German farmhouse to get some water for the car.

Behind the house was a small flower garden, riotous with

color, and just beyond was an orchard, the trees heavy with

fruit. Separating the garden from the orchard was a narrow

stream, not much, more than a ditch, spanned by a single

plank. I started across the plank with the intention of help-

ing myself to an apple.

"Stop! Stop, mein Herri" the farmer and his family

shouted in chorus, "Come back at once!"

"Why all the excitement?" I inquired, retracing my steps.

"I only wanted an apple."

"That brook is the frontier," they explained. "The

orchard is in Poland. We never go into our orchard unless

we have our passports with us. You certainly would have
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been arrested had you been seen by a Polish frontier guard

and he might have shot you."

Most people assume that the Vistula forms the boundary

between the Corridor and East Prussia. But such is not the

case, for, presumably in order to make the lot of the German

farmers still more intolerable, the Poles were awarded a

narrow strip of territory along the east bank. Nowhere else

in the world, so far as I am aware, can be found a frontier

which artificially cuts off a riverain people from the river.

Yet it was evidently not the intention of the treaty-makers

entirely to bar a population of two and a half million from

this great waterway, for a paragraph of the Treaty of Ver-

sailles explicitly states:

"The Principal Allied and Associated Powers will at the

same time draw up regulations for assuring to the popula-

tion of East Prussia to the fullest extent and under equitable

conditions access to the Vistula and the use of it for them-

selves, their commerce, and their boats."

That sounds fair enough on the face of it, doesn't it? But

let us see how the phrase "to the fullest extent and under

equitable conditions" has been interpreted by the Poles* The
East Prussians are permitted access to the Vistula, but only

at a single point, near the village of Kurzebrack, which

though on the east side of the river, is Polish. The approach
thus generously granted to the Germans is four meters

157 inches wide! Even so, the German fanner may go to

the river for water, or to bathe, or drive his cattle down to

drink, only upon production of a special Polish passport, to
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obtain which he must make a twelve-mile journey to Dir-

schau or, if you prefer the Polish form, Tczew.

On a hot summer's afternoon a German farmer lad living

near Kurzebrack went swimming in the Vistula. A Polish

frontier guard spied him, covered him with his rifle, and

ordered him to come out.

6Where is your passport?" demanded the guardian of

Polish sovereignty.

"It is in the pocket of my coat, over there on the bank,"

the swimmer replied.

Whereupon the lad was arrested, taken before a Polish

court, and sentenced to ten days in jail for swimming in

the Vistula without a passport. He was required, it would

seem, to carry it in his teeth!

Admitting-, for the sake of argument, the justice of all

Poland's claims to the Corridor, there must remain in the

minds of most thoughtful persons a residuum of doubt.

Was the creation of the Corridor necessary? Was it wise?

Is it calculated to ensure the future peace of Europe? If not,

is it worth another war?

Though the cession to Poland of the territory comprising

the Corridor can be defended on both historical and ethno-

graphical grounds, the same may not be said of Upper

Silesia, which was acquired by open terrorism and a species

of political chicanery closely akin to fraud.

Upper Silesia is a small, egg-shaped territory, slightly
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smaller than the State of Connecticut but with nearly double

Connecticut's population, situated on the northern slopes o

the Carpathians at the junction of the German, Polish and

Czechoslovak frontiers. Its importance is in its enormous

underground wealth, this mineralogical basin, with its vast

deposits of coal, iron ore and other minerals, being the chief

industrial center of the German East. Here are collieries

and ore fields, zinc and lead mines, coke ovens, iron foun-

dries, steel plants, chemical factories and metallurgical estab-

lishments of all kinds. It is, perhaps, the most highly con-

centrated industrial area on the Continent, not excepting the

Saar or the Ruhr.

France, intent on wrecking Germany's industrial system,

insisted that Upper Silesia be given to her ally, Poland. To
this President Wilson agreed; but Lloyd George refused to

give his assent to such an arrangement on the ground that

the inhabitants of the region were entitled to decide whether

they wished to remain German or to be transferred to Polish

sovereignty. So stoutly did the British premier cling to this

thesis that President Wilson was reluctantly compelled to

agree to the application of his own formula. Accordingly,

orders were given for the holding of a plebiscite on March

20, 1921, under the supervision of an Inter-Allied commis-

sion consisting of three members, an Englishman, a French-

man and an Italian.

Thereupon the Poles, under the leadership of an adven-

turer named Korfanty, invaded Upper Silesia and inaugu-

rated a reign of terror, which reached its climax in the days
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immediately preceding the plebiscite. Many Germans were

refused admission to the polls; in some cases they were mal-

treated,, even murdered, and their houses burned* Despite

this wholesale terrorization, the plebiscite showed 717,122

votes for Germany and 483,514 for Poland, nearly two-thirds

of the total population voting to remain in the Reich.

Notwithstanding this clear-cut decision, the French mem-

ber of the commission, General Le Rond, who from the

outset had tacitly supported the Poles and given encourage-

ment to Korfanty, insisted that the whole of southern and

eastern Silesia be awarded to Poland. This led to protracted

diplomatic negotiations between London, Paris and Rome.

In consequence of a rumor that only two districts were to be

given to Poland, the first days of May witnessed a new and

more serious Polish insurrection, the whole southeastern

part of the country now being occupied by Korfanty, who
had secretly raised a well-organized force which had received

arms and reinforcements from Poland, He made himself

dictator of the districts under Polish occupation, took over

the administration, plundered the villages, ill-treated the

German inhabitants and murdered many of them. He
treated even the Allied officials with such scant considera-

tion that they were obliged to withdraw to regions not

occupied by the filibusters.

After prolonged debates and acrimonious differences be-

tween the principal Allied powers it was decided that the

solution of this thorny problem should be entrusted to a

commission of the Council of the League of Nations. The
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unneutral character of this commission is shown by the fact

that it was composed of representatives of Japan, China,

Belgium, Brazil and Spain, all of these countries save the

last having been at war with Germany. On October 20,

1921, the League announced its award, assigning to Poland

an area containing at least 75 per cent of the aggregate

mineral wealth of the region. To the Poles were allotted 77

per cent of the total coal production; 824 per cent of the

lead production; all of the zinc and lead works; five out of

eight iron works, with 21 out of 37 blast furnaces and 67 per

cent of the production; nine out of fourteen rolling-mills

with 72 per cent of the production of semi-manufactured

goods and 84 per cent of manufactured goods; 15 out of 25

iron and steel foundries; and the entire chemical industry of

me disputed territory.

:kside from its glaring defiance of justice, its contempt for

the solemn pledges of fair play made by the Allies, the fixa-

tion of the frontier, by arbitrarily dividing a district which

had always been an economic unit, has worked innumerable

inconveniences and hardships on the population. In many
cases the line was run directly through the properties of

individual establishments, so that today one frequently finds

the shaft of a coal mine in one country and the workings

in another; smelters on one side of the border and refineries

on the other; steel plants cut off from their sources of elec-

tric power and from their administrative offices. The net-

work of narrow-gauge railways which served the district

has been severed in seventeen places. In one case a town
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was deprived of its waterworks and had to find a new

water supply elsewhere. In another the frontier was bent

outward for the sole purpose of giving to Poland a partic-

ularly well equipped German hospital. Small Polish salients

have been driven between towns which are still German,
and the street-cars affording communication between these

towns are permitted to cross the few intervening yards of

Polish territory only with locked doors and without stop-

ping. Though the tortuous boundary is only 222 miles in

length, along it are fifty-two customhouses, to say nothing

of other customs barriers beneath the ground where the

frontier crosses the coal workings. These vexations are sys-

tematically intensified, moreover, by the pettiness, vindio

tiveness and arrogance of the Polish authorities, who every

now and then tighten the screws on one pretext or another,

reducing the hours for crossing the line, arbitrarily closing

highways, and not infrequently searching the persons of

street-car passengers. The whole policy of the Polish offi-

cials, indeed, is to bedevil and humiliate the Germans.*

Certain of the regulations enforced by the Poles are pica-

yune beyond belief. Theaverage American schoolchild would

not be guilty of carrying spitefulness to such lengths. For

example, there is the case of a well-to-do German farmer

who owns a dairy herd of perhaps half-a-hundred cows. The

frontier was drawn between the plot of land on which stand

his home and barns and the pastures where he turns his cattle

out to graze. And, in order to cross the frontier, every cow
* Thunder Over Europe, by E Alexander Powell.
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has to have a passport. This document surely unique in

the annals of diplomacy! contains a description of the ani-

mal, and its number must correspond with the number

burned in the cow's hoof. When the cattle are driven out

to pasture in the morning the bovine passports must be

shown to the Polish frontier guards, who examine them

scrupulously, and the same asinine performance is repeated

when the cows come home at night. When a German cow

gives birth to a calf in a Polish field it almost provokes an

international incident. The same farmer also showed me
another passport on which every item of his portable agri-

cultural machinery plows, harrows, reapers, wagons and

the like was enumerated and described. He does not even

dare plow a furrow in such of his own fields as are on the

Polish side of the line unless he has this passport in his

pocket.

At another point on the Silesian frontier I was shown two

modest farmhouses, separated by a field perhaps a hundred

yards wide. But that field was traversed by the German-

Polish boundary line. In the house on the German side

lived a young farmer and his family. In the house on the

Polish side dwelt the young farmer's aged parents. Shortly

before my visit the mother had been taken critically ill dur-

ing the night. Her husband hurried out and shouted to his

son that his mother wished to see him before she died.

Could the son hasten across the few yards of intervening

field to his mother's bedside? He could not* The Polish

Government does not approve of such displays of filial affec-
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tion at least where Germans are concerned. The Polish

frontier guards would have arrested and thrown him into

prison if they had not found an excuse for shooting him. So

he was compelled to harness a horse, drive thirty kilometers

down the German side of the boundary to the nearest Polish

control station, explain the circumstances to the official in

charge, obtain a special visa permitting him to cross the

frontier, and then drive thirty kilometers up the Polish side

of the line in order to reach the home of his parents.

Such individual incidents may not be in themselves of

great importance, but their cumulative effect becomes ex-

tremely serious when they are spread along several hundred

miles of frontier and multiplied many times. It is easy

enough for the smug politicians in Warsaw and Paris and

Geneva to laugh them off as trivial, but they are far from

trivial to those directly concerned.

All thoughtful and far-seeing Poles must have heaved a

sigh of heartfelt relief when the non-aggression pact with

Germany was signed, for Poland, despite her enormous out-

lays on armaments, is in no condition internally to go to

war.

"If war broke out," says that shrewd observer, Mr. Sisley

Huddleston, "it is extremely doubtful whether Poland could

survive the internal upheaval as well as the outside pressure.

There is no country in Europe which should have a greater

interest in peace* ... It is obvious that if it is to avoid a

new partition it would be ill-advised to rely on military

force, for sooner or later leaving Russia out of considera-
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tion -Germany will unquestionably be stronger than Po-

land. Besides, the mere fact of war, whatever its probable

results from a military standpoint, might determine the

breaking-up of the country precariously restored. It follows

that if Poland is sensible it will endeavor to come to a

mutually advantageous understanding with Germany."

Though the question of revising Germany's eastern fron-

tiers has been postponed until 1944, nothing is more certain

than that it will again arise to plague Europe on the expira-

tion of the non-aggression pact unless, by great good fortune,

the Berlin and Warsaw governments succeed in effecting a

settlement before then. Have I any solution to offer for this

perplexing and dangerous problem? Only the solution to

be found in compromise. The irreducible minimum of Ger-

many^ demands, I should guess for they have never been

officially set forth would be (i) the restoration of Danzig,

98 per cent of whose inhabitants are admittedly Germans

and which does not belong to Poland anyway; (2) the retro-

cession of the greater part of Upper Silesia, which Poland

obtained by extremely dubious methods and to which she

is not entitled according to the plebiscite; and (3) the retro-

cession of enough of the Corridor territory to form a

"bridge" connecting the former East Prussia (now the

Province of Prussia) with the rest of the Reich. By ensuring

Poland full transit rights across this "bridge" there would

be no interference with her access to the sea.

I, for one, can see nothing unreasonable in these demands.

The return of Danzig to Germany would be, to employ
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M. Paderewski's own words, "simply a piece of historical

justice, the restoration of property to its former and legit-

imate owner." The return of at least a portion of Upper

Silesia would make amends for the crimes committed by

Korfanty and his filibusters and correct the unjust award

made by the League of Nations as the result of pressure.

The cession of a "bridge" across the Corridor would, of

course, necessitate a comparatively small sacrifice of terri-

tory on the part of Poland, which, however, would still have

profited enormously at Germany's expense. And most peo-

ple will agree, I imagine, that the sacrifice of a few square

miles of territory, galling as it might be to Polish pride,

would be vastly more sensible and statesmanlike than the

sacrifice of tens of thousands of lives in a war whose end no

one could foresee. In return for such territorial sacrifices by

Poland, Germany, on her part, would categorically renounce

all claims to the rest of her alienated territory, thus end-

ing for good and all the threat to Polish security which for

more than a decade and a half has kept Europe chilled with

apprehension. War between Germany and Poland is not

inevitable, as most writers on the subject assert. The non-

aggression pact is a long, long step toward that lasting peace

and friendship which both countries want and desperately

need, but which can be achieved only if both are prepared

to pay its hard price in reduced sovereignty and limited

national aspirations.



CHAPTER XI

GERMANY REARMS

Do the leaders of Nazi Germany want war ? No.

Is Germany rearming in defiance of the Treaty of Ver-

sailles ? To some extent, yes.

But this is neither as paradoxical nor as ominous as it

sounds, as you will discover if you will have the patience to

bear with me while I sketch the military situation in the

Reich.

When Chancellor Hitler declared to me at Ober-Salzburg

that he did not want another war, that no territory which

Germany could hope to regain by another war would be

worth a fraction of its cost in human lives and human mis-

ery, and that, so long as he was chancellor of the Reich or

leader of the National Socialist Party, Germany would

never take up arms save to resist invasion, he convinced me
that he was speaking with the utmost sincerity.

Admitted, however, for the sake of argument, that he is

insincere, that he is secretly preparing to precipitate another

great European conflict, just what are his chances of suc-

cess ? Viewed from any standpoint you choose^ they are at

present, and will be for some time to come, almost nil. And
182
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no one realizes that fact more clearly than Chancellor Hider

and his political and military advisers.

But, if we assume the Nazis are bent on committing sui-

cide, whom are they planning to fight? France? That is the

stereotyped answer, for the French profess to be in deadly

fear of a German invasion. But why? On what grounds?

In order to regain Alsace-Lorraine? All German claims to

Alsace-Lorraine have been formally and solemnly renounced

by the Hider Government. In fact, one rarely hears the

"lost provinces" mentioned in German conversations. By
the vast majority of Germans their permanent loss is accepted

more or less philosophically.

In order to recover the Saar, which, as Hider has said,

is the only remaining bone of contention between Germany
and France? Ninety-nine per cent of the German people

believe that the Saar will automatically be restored to Ger-

many by plebiscite in 1935, and the same opinion is held by

most competent foreign observers. True, should there be a

split vote; or should France resort to the terroristic methods

employed with such success by Poland during the plebiscite

in Upper Silesia; or should the League of Nations arouse

Germany to fury by rendering a decision that was mani-

festly unfair, as it did in the case of Upper Silesia, there

would arise a very dangerous situation. But those are all

very remote contingencies, and it is idle to speculate about

them.

"But," assert the alarmists and the scare-mongers, "Ger-

many does not require a casus belli. She is planning a war
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of revenge." Nonsense! We are not living in the Middle

Ages. A modern war is far too costly an enterprise, and its

outcome too problematical, for even a rich and powerful

nation to undertake unless there is something to be gained

which would justify the appalling cost. Wars inspired solely

by a passion for retaliation are out of date.

It is my carefully considered opinion that, so far as her

territorial integrity is concernedf France has absolutely noth-

ing to fear from Germany.

For, whatever else may be said of them, the Nazi leaders

are no fools. They realize, none better, that an attack on

France would be an act of stupendous folly. France is today

the richest nation in Europe and the mightiest military

power on earth. Her standing army outnumbers the Ger-

man by more than five to one. Even with both armies on a

war footing, France, by calling up her African levies, would

still be superior to Germany in trained men.

Germany is permitted no trained reserves; most of her

war veterans are already too old for service in the front line;

the Nazi storm battalions, though disciplined, drilled and to

some extent armed, are not really trained in the military

meaning of the term; whereas France has a huge conscript

army, highly trained, superbly equipped, and ready to take

the field at any time. France is amply supplied with heavy

artillery, tanks, military aircraft, all absolutely indispensable

to the conduct of a modern war, whereas Germany has

none. France's powerful fleet could easily destroy Ger-

many's small squadron of "pocket battleships," establish an
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effective blockade of the German coast, and lay Germany's

maritime cities in ruins.

Further, France's whole eastern frontier has been ren-

dered virtually impregnable by an extraordinary system of

defence whose permanent trenches, subterranean shelters,

concealed battery positions and forts form an almost un-

broken wall of steel and concrete from the North Sea to

Switzerland. Behind this elaborate defence system, more-

over, are the former German strongholds of Strasbourg,

Metz and Thionville; the first-class fortresses of Belfort,

Epinal, Toul and Verdun.

Nor would France have to face a German onslaught

alone. By virtue of her military alliances she could summon

to her aid Poland, Belgium and the three countries of the

Little Entente. Furthermore, by the terms of the Treaty of

Locarno, England and Italy are bound to come to France's

assistance in the event of German aggression. The truth is

that France is no more entitled to "security" than any other

nation; she is amply able to take care of herself. The un-

reasoning fear of an impoverished and comparatively ill-

armed Germany by a nation possessing a supreme army, a

formidable navy, an impregnable system of defence, ample

financial resources, and seven other European nations for

allies seems to most disinterested observers hysterical and

morbid.

The French and their partisans are fond of excusing what

amounts to an inferiority complex by asserting that Germany
has invaded France three times within a century and that
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she is eager to do so again. That frequently heard assertion

is deserving of a moment's examination. The first of these

invasions occurred in 1815, when a Prussian army under

Marshal Bliicher helped the Allies to overthrow Napoleon

at Waterloo and to restore the Bourbons to the French

throne. The second was during the Franco-Prussian War

of 1870-71 though perhaps most Americans are not aware

that in that struggle the French armies invaded Germany
before the Prussians drove them back and invaded France.

The third invasion was, of course, in 1914.

Now let us glance at the other side of the picture. Under

Napoleon the French not merely invaded Germany but broke

it up, annexing large portions of it outright and organizing

others into what amounted to French protectorates, a brother

of Napoleon being placed on the throne of one of them. The

German occupation of Eastern France in 1914-18 did not

compare, in point of extent or duration, with the conquest

of Germany by Napoleon, who occupied the whole country,

from the Rhine to Russia, turning it into a recruiting- and

battle-ground. (This era in Franco-German relations is

touched on very lightly, however, by French historians.)

There was, as I have said, a technical invasion of German

territory in 1870 by the armies of Napoleon III. The third

French invasion of Germany was in 1918, when the Allies

occupied the Rhineland. The fourth, in 1922, when France,

despite the protest of England, occupied the Ruhr. Judged
from the historical point of view, therefore, the score is

about even.
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In spite of the fact that at the moment of writing (March,

1934) there is no serious controversy between France and

Germany, despite the fact that the conclusion of the non-

aggression pact has postponed for at least a decade the

danger of war between Germany and Poland, there con-

tinues to be an enormous amount of loose and irresponsible

talk about the secret rearmament of Germany. In the minds

of the well-informed there is little doubt that Germany is

secretly rearming but to nowhere near the extent that the

world has been led to believe.

By the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, Germany was

permitted a standing army the Reichswehr of 100,000

men, this figure including 3,718 officers. In order to prevent

the training of large reserves by means of the rotary system

whereby Yorck, Scharnhorst and Gneisenau expanded the

little force of 42,000 men allowed the vanquished Prussia by

Napoleon to an army of more than 300,000 the term of

enlistment was set at twelve years for the rank and file

while the officers were required to serve for twenty-five

years. But the Reichswehr is a volunteer force, and volun-

teers, unlike conscripts, must be paid a living wage. Conse-

quently, this little establishment of 100,000 men costs Ger-

many almost as much as did the pre-war conscript army of

seven times its size. The Allied military experts who framed

these provisions of the treaty, and who congratulated them-

selves on having permanently shackled Germany, failed to

realize, until it was too late, that all their scheming and

ingenious restrictions had only resulted in giving Germany
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the sort of army she most needed. "Whether our ex-enemies

like it or not/' remarked the late Grand Admiral von Tirpitz

of submarine fame, shortly before his death, "we now have

an army of 100,000 sergeants and officers."

The most advanced school of military thought believes

that the day is over when huge masses of infantry will be

hurled against the enemy in frontal attacks. Against modern

artillery, machine-guns and machine-rifles that method of

warfare becomes butchery. Though infantry will remain

indispensable, the wars of the future will largely be fought

by highly trained technicians, for only highly trained spe-

cialists know how to handle the extremely complicated

apparatuses which have been developed since 1918. And an

army of trained specialists is exactly what the German

Reichswehr has become.

France, Italy and other continental countries which fill

the ranks of their armies by conscription must depend on

human material which is good, indifferent and bad in

other words, on "the run of the mill." Not so Germany.
She is in a position to pick and choose. And you may be sure

that in building up the Reichswehr she has picked and

chosen with meticulous care. Small though it is in man-

power, the German army is beyond all question the most

highly disciplined, the most carefully trained, and the most

efficient army in existence. Physically and mentally, its per-

sonnel comprises the very cream of young German man-
hood. The physical tests to which applicants are subjected
are probably the most searching and rigid in the world.
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Nor does the Reichswehr have to fill its ranks with the aid

of recruiting stations and brass bands and lithographs de-

picting the joys of military life. In 1931, with only 10,000

vacancies to be filled, there were 200,000 applications.

Only applicants between 18 and 21 are accepted, for their

value as officer material is just beginning when the twelve-

year enlistment period is over. Upon enlistment the recruit

is assigned to a training unit, where he is given intensive

training in drill, the use of small-arms, and in nearly every

form of sport, including running, jumping, pole-vaulting,

rowing, swimming, skiing, riding and football. (Picture

the disgust of the old-school drill-sergeants at such a waste

of time!) Then he is transferred to a field unit for battalion,

regimental and brigade training. In addition to his military

and physical exercises, the Reichswehr recruit is required to

spend several hours a day in the classroom, where he receives

instruction in such diverse subjects as chemistry, ballistics,

mechanics, languages, agriculture, and even horse-breeding.

At the end of six years of this intensive instruction a Reichs-

wehr man is as well equipped as a West Point graduate for

the military profession.

The Treaty of Versailles provides that the German army

may have no tactical units larger than divisions. But, in

order to give the officers training in the handling of corps

and armies, that prohibition has been ingeniously evaded by

means of skeletonized units. All that is needed to inflate a

battalion into a division for tactical purposes is to provide

individual soldiers with placards reading: "I am a platoon,"
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"I am a company/' and so on. Tanks being forbidden, sub-

stitutes have been provided in the form of motor-trucks on

which are mounted turrets of canvas or tin. Guns of large

caliber being likewise prohibited, training is carried on with

wooden ones which are exact imitations of the real thing.

In fact, it is now generally admitted that the humiliating

and galling military restrictions imposed on Germany at

Versailles, far from discouraging the Germans, have served

to develop their ingenuity and resourcefulness. Many mili-

tary experts are now of the opinion that it would have been

far wiser to permit Germany a conscript army of say, 300,000

men from the beginning the size advocated in the Lou-

cheur Report of February, 1919 than to enforce restrictions

whose only result has been to give her what is, in effect,

the largest military academy on earth.

It must be obvious, however, that an army of 100,000,

even though it is composed, in the words of Admiral von

Tirpitz, of "sergeants and officers," is not enough. There

must be a huge reserve of fighting men. For their reserves,

other continental countries depend on conscription. Con-

scription being forbidden to Germany, she must depend for

her reserves on volunteers animated solely by patriotism.

Until quite recently the German reserves though they are

not admitted to be such consisted of the Stwrmabteilung,

to give the Nazi storm troops their proper name, and the

Stahlhdm, or Steel Helmet, organization, composed of

World War veterans. In January, 1934, however, the Nazi

Government startled Germany by announcing the dissolu-
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tion of the Stahlhelm and the absorption of its active mem-

bers into the ranks of the Sturmabteilung. This, it may be

remarked in passing, was a knockout blow to the monarch-

ist movement in so far as it aimed to bring back the Hohen-

zollerns, for the monarchists had pinned their hopes of an

eventual restoration to the old imperial soldiers composing

the Stahlhelm.

This amalgamation gives the Nazis a reserve force of

formidable size, though its actual strength is a matter of

speculation. The Brown Shirt storm battalions are generally

supposed to number approximately a million men. Before

the merger the Stahlhelm claimed a membership of 1,300,000

but only the younger and active members have been absorbed

by the Sturmabteilung. There is also an armed and highly

efficient police force of at least 100,000 men. It may con-

fidently be asserted, therefore, that the Nazi Government

now has military reserves, actually organized, uniformed,

disciplined, drilled and armed, of from a million and a half

to two million men. Which means that the 100,000 "ser-

geants and officers" of the Reichswehr, in case of war, would

have an army of very impressive proportions to command.

It should be pointed out, however, that these reservists have

had no experience in field maneuvers, and probably very

little musketry or artillery training; so that, judging from

our own experience during the Great War, even with Na-

tional Guard units, it would require at least six months, and

more probably twice that time, to fit them for service in the

line.
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In addition to the "S.A.," or Sturmabteilung, whose mem-

bers wear mustard-colored uniforms, there is a smaller Nazi

military organization, a sort of corps d'6lite, known as the

"S.S.," or Schutzstauffel, which, literally translated, means

"protective staff." These men, who wear brown shirts but

black jackets and breeches, are carefully selected for their

intelligence, reliability, judgment and physique, being used

to guard the persons and residences of Hitler and his chief-

tains, to maintain order at public meetings, and for missions

which can not safely be entrusted to the less disciplined

"S.A." men. They form, in effect, Hitler's Praetorian Guard

and are characterized by high efficiency and unquestioning

loyalty.

The Nazi militia is, on the whole, a well trained force, or,

to put it more accurately, well drilled and disciplined. At

the great review held in August, 1933, on the Tempelhof
Field in Berlin, three times as many men passed before

General Goring as were ever assembled on that huge parade

ground in the days of the Kaiser. So efficient is the organi-

zation of the Sturmabteilung that its units can be mobilized

within a couple of hours. At the great Nuremberg rally in

the summer of 1933, 350,000 storm troops arrived in that

city in the space of three days and left in two, all without

the slightest disorder or confusion, it being estimated that

the contingents took an average time of only six minutes to

detrain.

How well is the Nazi militia armed and equipped? That
is another question. It seems to be quite generally admitted
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that all, or nearly all, of the storm troops have rifles and

know how to use them. Every man has an automatic pistol,

and I imagine that most of the units are provided with

machine-guns. Their field equipment tents, mess kits,

blankets, etc. is of the best. Their mustard-colored uni-

forms and brown riding-boots are not adapted to field serv-

ice, but, in view of German military efficiency, I imagine

that steps have already been taken to provide the Brown

Shirts with feldgrau service uniforms.

The non-military man must not lose sight of the fact,

however, that two million men or, for that matter, five

million men no matter how well officered, disciplined,

uniformed and trained, by no means constitute an army in

the military meaning of the term. A modern fighting force

requires far more than man-power alone. It requires small-

arms, machine-rifles and machine-guns, field, anti-aircraft

and heavy artillery, together with prodigious reserves of

ammunition for all of them. It requires tanks, armored

cars, motor cycles, and a huge motor transport organization.

It requires dirigibles and observation balloons, bombing,

scouting and pursuit planes. It requires pontoon trains, field

telegraph-, telephone and radio outfits, mobile repair shops,

field hospitals, rolling kitchens. It requires enormous quan-
tities of food, clothing, medical supplies, intrenching and

repair tools, horses, fodder, barbed wire, lumber, gasoline,

world without end. Amen.

Just how far Germany has gone toward producing the

vast mass of materiel which would be absolutely essential to
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have on hand before embarking on a war is a matter of

guesswork. There is not the slightest doubt that she has far

exceeded the limitations imposed on her at Versailles. But

that is not saying that she is ready for war, or that she is

likely to be ready for some time to come. In 1917-18 we dis-

covered, and to our cost, that men can be trained far more

rapidly than it is possible to manufacture arms and equip-

ment for them. I think I am correct in saying that, when

the Armistice was declared, we, the richest nation on earth,

after nineteen months of herculean effort, had not been able

to put a single American-made tank or a single American-

made field gun into action.

A vast amount of nonsense has been written by sensation-

alists, and avidly swallowed by the uninformed, about the

extent to which Germany has rearmed behind the scenes.

Thus, one American monthly* gives prominence to an

article reprinted from a Czechoslovak weekly in which the

author asks his readers to believe that "the Krupp works

are again producing cannon. They have made tests on the

Meppen artillery range of a new 42rcentimetre Morser and

have tried out a heavy field howitzer in Jiiterbog." I wonder

if the writer has ever seen a 42-centimeter gun in action, as

I did before Antwerp, or has any conception of its size and

weight, or is aware that to haul a single piece of that caliber,

with its recoil apparatus and mountings, requires eighteen

tractors,t or realizes that it could not possibly be tested in

**'Germany Mobilizes" in The Living Age, October, 1933.
t See Slanting Lines of Steel, by E. Alexander Powell.
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secret, for its blast would shake a whole countryside. I have

no doubt that reposing in the vaults of the great German

factories are the specifications and working-drawings of

these monster pieces, as well as of tanks and other war

machines, but I gravely doubt whether such massive pieces

have actually been manufactured.

It is easy enough to talk glibly of Germany's being pre-

pared to launch a sudden war, but those who make this

assertion with such confidence apparently have little more

than a child's knowledge of the technical difficulties which

would first have to be surmounted. For instance, by the

Treaty of Versailles, Germany was permitted to retain for

her Reichswehr of 100,000 men only 288 field guns. And
that proportion is a very low one according to present-day

standards. Should she, in the event of war, place in the field

an army of two million men, she would, therefore, require

at least 5,760 field guns. Where are they going to come

from? American ordnance experts assure me that, were

Germany to be relieved of all military restrictions, were

she to devote all her energies and resources to the manufac-

ture of field guns, she could not possibly attain such artillery

strength short of a year.

It goes without saying that the German chemists have

been busy in their laboratories ever since the close of the

Great War for the Allies could devise no means of impos-

ing restrictions on the workings of the human mind and

there is good reason to believe that, in case of war, the results

of their secret experiments would appall and horrify the
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world- I have been told by a chemical engineer of inter-

national reputation that the German chemists have suc-

ceeded in producing two new toxic gases and a new explo-

sive far more deadly than anything heretofore known.

One of these gases, which may be termed, for want of

a better name, nitroso-camphor, is said to be a co-product

of the synthetic camphor which is being manufactured in

Germany in enormous quantities from American turpen-

tine. Odorless and colorless, it insidiously penetrates and

dissolves in the mucous membranes, particularly affecting

the lungs, its victims having no warning of its presence until

it is too late. Its inventors claim that by pumping it into a

town through concealed pipes the entire population could

be wiped out in a few minutes. The other gas is an arsenical

compound which chemists will doubtless recognize if called

chloralkyl-arsenide. It has a double-barrelled effect, for it

burns the skin as horribly as the so-called "mustard gas"

used during the latter stages of the Great War and at the

same time enters the system and produces acute arsenical

poisoning. The gas-masks now in use, it is claimed, would

be ineffective against either of these gases. As a result of

their attempts to produce a new and appalling explosive, the

German chemists, it is reliably stated, have succeeded in

stabilizing a liquid substance which we will call nitrogen-

chloride. Like nitroglycerin, it explodes on contact, but is

claimed to be many times more powerful. It is said that

were a few drops to be poured upon the pavement of a

street, and were a body of troops to march down that street,
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they, and the adjoining buildings, and everything else

within a radius of a hundred yards would be blown to King-

dom Come. Mark you, I am not saying that the Germans

are planning to employ these dreadful agents of destruction.

I am merely saying that they are believed to possess the

formulas for them. Though the use of poison gas has been

prohibited by international agreement, such an agreement is

likely to be disregarded when a nation is fighting for its life.

The United States Army still maintains a Chemical Warfare

Service.

Of all the military restrictions imposed by the victors on

the vanquished, none so chafes the Germans as the ban on

military aviation. But there are no restrictions on civil

aviation, and, as a consequence, Germany has developed

the most efficient commercial air service in Europe, if not in

the world. Her appetite for aerial military power whetted

by enforced abstinence, Germany has become mare intensely

air-minded than any other country. And in her enthusias-

tic, almost frantic, development of civil aviation may be per-

ceived her recognition of the comparative ease with which

certain types of "sporting" and "commercial" aircraft may
be transformed into pursuit planes and high-speed, long-

range bombers.

The production of a machine known as the Heinkel 70

has caused much alarm in France. Nominally commercial,

but easily convertible to military use, this machine could

carry a ton of bombs over long distances at an average speed
of about 220 miles an hour. An idea of its military poten-
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tialities may be gained from the fact that it recently flew

from Berlin to Seville, in southern Spain, a distance of

approximately 1,500 miles, in eight hours. At the moment

France has no pursuit planes which could overtake it. The

Japanese have recently adopted for bombing purposes an-

other type of German machine, the Junkers 6-38, a huge

plane which carries thirty-four passengers and a crew of

eight. Some of the "sports models" now being turned out

by German factories for private owners are extremely fast

and would require little more than the installation of ma-

chine-guns to turn them into very formidable fighters. Pre-

Hitler Germany evaded the aviation clauses of the Versailles

Treaty by establishing a training school for German pilots

on Russian soil and factories for manufacturing forbidden

types of machines mainly for sale to foreign governments

in Sweden and Switzerland. But now, with the Nazis

firmly in the saddle, and with the most famous of living

German flyers, General Goring, as Minister of Aviation,

these training and manufacturing activities have been trans-

ferred to Germany, where a vast reserve of volunteer pilots

and mechanics is in process of formation and where the

airplane factories are working day and night.

The inside story of how the Allies finally determined the

size of the German army would make interesting reading.
In February, 1919, the Loucheur Commission, appointed by
the victorious powers, urged the Peace Conference to allow

Germany an army of 300,000 men. In the following month
Marshal Foch reported "that Germany can ensure order and
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police control within her territory*' with an army of 200,000

men and 9,000 officers. A week later, probably because of

political pressure, he whittled down this estimate to 140,000

men and 6,000 officers. The same day, however, the Supreme

Allied Council reduced the Marshal's figures to 100,000

officers and men, and these figures were incorporated in the

peace treaty. At the Disarmament Conference in 1933 Ger-

many demanded either that her former enemies disarm to

her level or that she be permitted to increase her army to

300,000 men. The French grudgingly agreed to compromise

on 200,000 men, but only after a lengthy period of probation,

a proviso bitterly resented by the Germans. England, which

at first staunchly supported France, is now veering toward

Germany, her change of attitude probably being due to the

conviction that, unless Hitler's demands are acceded to,

Germany will rearm anyway and will not stop at the

300,000 figure either*

Though, in my view, Germany is not planning a suicidal

war of aggression, nor even contemplating one, at least

for a long time to come, I am convinced that she is deter-

mined immediately to rearm to a strength which will enable

her to resist aggression, and this either with or without the

consent of her former enemies. For, as things stand at pres-

ent, she would stand small chance against a combined attack

by France, Belgium and the Little Entente,

Many people imagine that France is seeking a plausible

pretext for declaring a "preventive" war. That may be true

of the French General Staff, of the military clique, who con-
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tend that Germany should be smashed before she has be-

come too strong to smash. But that opinion certainly is not

shared by the parties of the Left nor by the masses of

veterans, who have not forgotten the horrors and miseries of

the last war. Nor is it shared, in my opinion, by a very large

section of the nation's younger manhood, as witness the sig-

nificantly large number of young men who have been court-

martialed for refusing military service. The truth is that the

French people would take up arms today only to resist inva-

sion, to defend their own soil, and that an attempt by the

militarists to launch a war of prevention would precipitate

a general mutiny in the army and perhaps a national revolu-

tion. If the French General Staff had any illusions on this

subject they must have been effectually shattered by the

bloody disturbances of February, 1934, when France hovered

on the very brink of civil war.

But what of Germany's marching, singing, brown-shirted

youth under the swastika banners? Do they want war? I

am inclined to think that, were they called upon to do so by
their leaders, they would hurl themselves against France

even though it meant certain annihilation, for they are in a

state of exaltation, intoxicated with patriotism, ready for

any sacrifice. But I do not for one moment believe that they
are eager for war with France. Indeed, they are not giving
much thought to France or any other foreign country. Their

minds are preoccupied with the great events that are taking

place within the Reich, with the astounding revolution

which has brought about a renaissance of the German peo-
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pie and has given them for the first time in history a racial

and national unity. Nor do the Nazi leaders want or con-

template war at least for a long time to come. What they

want, what they must have, is a period of peace in which to

put Germany's house in order.

Here, then, are two great peoples, living side by side,

neither of which has anything to gain by war, neither of

which can afford a war, neither of which wants war. What
a pity that they cannot forget their ancient animosities,

shake hands and live amicably. And they would were it not

for the politicians!



CHAPTER XII

THE SAAR

SPRAWLED athwart the Franco-German frontier, directly

north of Lorraine, is one of the danger-spots of Europe
the Saar Basin. This obscure and outwardly peaceful little

valley is as heavily charged with potential danger to the

peace of Europe as though its rich coal and iron mines were

filled with nitroglycerin. Whether the spark that smoulders

among these wooded hills sets off another European explo-

sion depends upon the result of the plebiscite which is to be

held shortly after January 10, 1935, when the 800,000 inhab-

itants of the territory will decide their future status by refer-

endum. This will be the last of the many plebiscites held

under the peace treaties and it bids fair to be as exciting

as the famous referendum in Upper Silesia in 1921. That

it is fraught with ominous possibilities no one will deny.

For the recovery of the Saar is the first objective of Nazi

diplomacy, Chancellor Hitler having declared that it consti-

tutes the one bone of contention between Germany and

France. And there is bound to be trouble of the gravest

sort if Germany fails to gain possession of that bone.

By the Treaty of Versailles, Germany ceded to France the

full and absolute possession of the coal mines in the Saar

202
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Basin as compensation for the destruction of the coal mines

in the north of France and as part payment towards the

total reparations. The district containing the mines was

organized as the Saar Territory, which is not a state, pos-

sesses no sovereign rights, and has no permanent existence,

being administered by the League of Nations, as trustee, for

the fifteen-year period ending in January, 1935, when the

inhabitants are to be permitted to decide their future at the

polls. During this period all powers of government for-

merly possessed by Germany are ceded to the League of

Nations and exercised by a commission of five members,

who are appointed by and are solely responsible to the

League. One member of the commission must always be

a Frenchman; another, a German who is an inhabitant of

the Saar; the remaining three, of other nationalities.

Though the present commission, under the chairmanship

of a Canadian, has sought to eliminate as far as humanly

possible all causes of friction, it is extremely unpopular

among the inhabitants of the Saar, who, as might be ex-

pected, blame it for everything. In 1923 it was so severely

criticized for increasing the French garrison, changing the

unit of currency from the mark to the franc, and instituting

certain measures of repression that the British Government

demanded an impartial investigation of the Saar adminis-

tration. The investigation was held and the commission

was duly whitewashed, which was a foregone conclusion.

Economically, however, the Saar enjoys certain advan-

tages* It has no army to support, no reparations to pay, no
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foreign nor domestic debt to worry about. It has always

been able to balance its budget out of normal current rev-

enues, taxation has been low, and there is very little unem-

ployment, at least a sixth of the whole population of the

valley being employed in the mines or in the iron, steel,

glass, ceramic and chemical industries. The territory, whose

chej-lieu and seat of government is the pleasantly situated

little city of Saarbriicken, has a population of not far from

800,000, predominantly Roman Catholic, and an area of 726

square miles, being about three-fourths the size of Rhode

Island*

Pre-Hider Germany, like the rest of the world, took the

recovery of the Saar in 1935 for granted, as it was warranted

in doing by the territory's overwhelmingly German popu-

lation, and impatiently awaited the day when it could shove

the French customhouses back to the French frontier;

repurchase the coal mines, with their reserve of nine billion

tons, at a price to be fixed by League appraisers; reincorpo-

rate them in Germany's industrial system and cut them off

from the French iron fields at Briey, whose smelters largely

depend upon Saar coal, to the great economic disadvantage

of France.

But there has been a marked change in political sentiment

in the Saar since Hitler came into power- France is begin-

ning to entertain hopes that the territory will not be re-

turned to Germany, and the Germans are not so supremely
confident of getting it back as they were- The reason for
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this change of sentiment is not hard to find. Since the Saar

is primarily an industrial region, there are among the

workers large groups of Socialists and Communists who

have watched with growing apprehension what has hap-

pened to their fellows in the Reich. Moreover, since the

establishment of the Nazi regime there has been a large

influx of Communist and Jewish refugees into the Saar.

Though these newcomers will not be permitted to vote in

the plebiscite, they are evening up their score with the Nazis

by carrying on an intensive propaganda campaign against

reunion with the Fatherland. Finally, the Roman Catho-

lics, who constitute about three-fourths of the population,

have no affection for Hitler and the Nazis, even if they are

not actively hostile to them.

France, of course, does not delude herself into thinking

that the people of the Saar will vote for French sovereignty.

They are far too German for that. What she does hope

for is that the population may vote for autonomy under the

League of Nations, or, with great good luck, that she may
retain certain districts as the result of a split vote. And

therein lie the makings of a very dangerous situation. For,

upon the completion of the plebiscite, which is to be held

"by communes and district/' instead of the inhabitants vot-

ing as a unit, the Council of the League is empowered to

allot the territory "as a whole or fart!
9 And both France

and Germany remember, the latter with great bitterness,

how a similar arrangement worked out in Upper Silesia,
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The possibility of a split vote has aroused such anxiety

in Nazi circles that early in 1934 the Berlin Government

approached the Quai d'Orsay with a proposal to drop the

plebiscite and settle the status of the Saar between them-

selves, independently of the League of Nations. In making

this proposal Germany had three aims. First, she would

have been relieved of all further anxiety regarding the out-

come of the plebiscite- For Hitler and his advisers are well

aware that should the plebiscite go against Germany, or

should she lose certain districts as the result of a split vote,

it would seriously affect the prestige of the Nazi adminis-

tration. Second, were Hitler to obtain the restoration of the

Saar before 1935, without recourse to a plebiscite, it would

be generally recognized as a diplomatic achievement of the

very first magnitude. Third, had France agreed to Hitler's

proposal, she would thereby have substantiated the German

charge that the League of Nations is merely an instrument

of French policy and takes its orders from Paris, thus end-

ing for good and all such influence as is still enjoyed by

the Geneva tribunal It goes without saying that France

promptly turned down the German proposal.

Because a Saar vote favorable to Germany would be a

serious blow to French prestige and pride, to say nothing

of adding enormously to Germany's economic strength,

malicious tongues have whispered that France would stop

at nothing to prevent the restoration of this coveted territory

to the Reich. Many Frenchmen harbor the belief which
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they are careful not to express openly that, thanks to the

powerful influence exercised by France and her satellites at

Geneva, Germany can be deprived of the Saar by the same

sort of hocus-pocus which deprived her of Upper Silesia in

1921.

But many things have happened since then. The war

hysteria is over. There has been an enormous diminution

in the prestige and authority of the League of Nations. The

weak and timid republican government of Germany could

be browbeaten and bullied, but it would be dangerous in-

deed to try such tactics with the Third Reich. Moreover,

when the plebiscite is held in 1935, ^e eYes ^ the w rlcl

will be fixed watchfully upon the Saar. Should either

France or Germany resort to the terroristic methods em-

ployed by Poland in 1921, or should the League yield to

political pressure and render another decision as unjust as

the Upper Silesian one, those concerned would incur world-

wide condemnation. On the absolute impartiality with

which the Saar plebiscite is conducted depends the very

existence of the League of Nations, and, in no small

measure, the danger of another war.

Provided the plebiscite is conducted fairly, there is very

little likelihood, in my opinion, of Germany losing all or

any part of the Saar, for there is no getting around the fact

that the people of the valley are German by race, tradition,

language and sentiment. There is little doubt that the vote

for Nazi Germany will be much smaller than it would have
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been for republican Germany, but I am willing to risk the
prophecy that by midsummer of 1935 the swastika standard
wall be flying triumphantly over the Saar Basin. For, when
all is said and done, German blood is thicker than French
vin ordinaire.



CHAPTER XIII

WHITHER AUSTRIA?

THE one really threatening cloud on Europe's political

horizon hovers darkly over Austria, where the ruthless

policy of repression adopted by Engelbert Dollfuss, the re-

public's fifty-nine-inch chancellor and dictator, has produced

a situation which justifies the gravest alarm. The Austrian

situation is., in effect,, a highly complicated political jigsaw

puzzle, and only by fitting together the variously shaped

and colored pieces can one obtain a truthful picture of what

is happening in that distracted land.

Now, we must not forget that an overwhelming majority

of the inhabitants of present-day Austria are by race, tradi-

tion and sentiment German and consider themselves as

such. Though many Austxians distrust Hitler and detest

Naziism, it is safe to say that two out of every three are

convinced that Austria's destiny is inextricably bound up
with that of Germany and that the only hope for the bank-

rupt and demoralized little country lies in some form of

union with the Reich. This feeling, moreover, is nothing

new. It goes far back into Austrian history and persisted

even after the AustnxPrussian War of 1866, which ended

Austria's connection with the South German Confederation.

209
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Let me remark at this point that, contrary to popular

belief and to the assertions frequently made in the foreign

press, anschluss is not forbidden by the peace treaties. Article

80 of the Treaty of Versailles and Article 88 of the Treaty of

St. Germain merely stipulate that Germany and Austria shall

not effect a political union until the consent of the League

of Nations has been obtained. It doubtless seemed to those

who framed these articles that they provided ample safe-

guards against anschluss, but it should be pointed out that,

if the two countries are determined to unite, it would be a

comparatively simple matter to circumvent the treaties and

ignore the League by the passage of identical laws and the

establishment of identical forms of government, thereby

achieving anschluss in fact if not in name.

After the war the Pan-German movement received great

stimulus in Austria, where anschluss was regarded as the

mutilated and impoverished little country's only salvation.

When, in 1919, the German Socialists ousted the Hohen-

zollerns and established the Republic, their fellow-Socialists

in Austria believed that the time for anschluss was at hand.

In fact, one of the planks in their party platform demanded

a national plebiscite on the question of union with. Germany,

and, before the Allies or the Government in Vienna were

fully awake to what was happening, several provincial plebi-

scites had actually been held. Whereupon drastic steps

were prompdy taken to suppress these attempts by the Aus-

trians to decide their own future.

By 1930 the movement for anschluss was stronger,, offi-
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cially, in Austria than in Germany, where there was still

some doubt as to the wisdom of bringing so large a bloc of

Roman Catholics into the Reich or of saddling the German

people with the burden of financing an insolvent Austria.

The following year, however, economic necessity drove the

two states into signing a protocol for a projected customs

union, which would have been only one step from a political

union. This was immediately and vigorously opposed by

France and the Little Entente, which, by means of threats

and financial pressure, forced Germany and Austria to aban-

don the idea, at least for the time being.

By 1932 economic conditions in Austria had become so

appalling that the Vienna Government was compelled liter-

ally to beg the League of Nations for a few million dollars

in order that its starving people might be fed. In answer to

this pathetic plea for help the Allies presented Austria with

what amounted to an ultimatum. They would lend her

$42,000,000 for twenty years, they said, but only on condition

that she ratify the Lausanne Protocol, thereby pledging her-

self not to eater into any political or economic union with

Germany before 1952, when the loan would expire. In other

words, Austria was called upon to mortgage her soul to her

former enemies for two decades in order to save her people

from starvation. "Sign on the dotted line," the Allied money-
lenders said in effect, "or starve."

The fight for the acceptance of the protocol was led by
Chancellor Dollfuss. It was bitterly opposed, as inconsistent

with the dignity of a sovereign state, by the Pan-German
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Party, the Agrarian League and various other groups under

the leadership of a former chancellor,, Dr. Schober, a mod-

erate, able and highly patriotic man. Schober died in the

midst of the debates, however, and Dollfuss succeeded in

jamming through the ratification four days later.

Realizing the importance of having at the head of the

Austrian Government one who would work hand-in-glove

with them, the Allies now set out to build Dollfuss up into a

heroic and glamorous figure capable of capturing the public

imagination. This "building up*' was done with great skill.

The French, British and Italian press devoted columns to

fulsome praise of the dapper little man, and the American

press, with a singular lack of discernment, obligingly joined

in. The Chancellor made a round of official visits and was

received with almost royal honors. On him were bestowed

orders usually reserved for reigning sovereigns. He and

Mussolini were photographed standing arm-in-arm. Noth-

ing was left undone to give the outside world a favorable

opinion of him. He was depicted as a modern Andreas

Hofer, fighting against enormous odds to preserve his coun-

try's independence; as an Austrian David defying a German

Goliath. And the credulous public, particularly the Amer-

ican, accepted this fantastic picture without question. Per-

haps there was something appealing in the diminutive

stature of the man, who stands only four feet eleven in his

stockings.

The truth is that Engelbert Dollfuss, despite his winning
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smile and undeniable charm, is a hard-boiled and ruthless

dictator who would balk at nothing to keep himself in

power. Though very pious he is a devout Roman Catholic

very determined, very obstinate, and a very adroit politi-

cian, he is very far from being a great man. He is devoured

by ambition, partly for his country, no doubt, but equally

for himself. He has never hesitated to employ harsh, high-

handed and tyrannical methods to crush those who oppose

him. Refusing to permit the people a voice in the govern-

ment by convening parliament, he has run the country by

decree. Loudly proclaimed a champion of liberty, he has

muzzled the press, prohibited free speech, dissolved the

political parties opposing him, imprisoned great numbers of

his opponents and ordered the execution of some of them,

and, in February, 1934, drenched Vienna in blood, all but

precipitated a civil war, and shocked the world by his ruth-

less attempt to crush Austrian Socialism.

Until the beginning of 1933 the Austrian Socialists had

ardently advocated union with Germany because they re-

garded Germany as a Socialist state. But when Hitler came

over the political horizon their attitude underwent a com-

plete change. For in the ranks of the Austrian Socialists are

to be found all the Austrian Marxists and virtually the whole

of the country's large Jewish population* It is not surprising,

therefore, that Hitler's advent to power should have brought

their enthusiasm for anschluss to an abrupt end. That the

Austrian Socialists have once more turned their eyes toward
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Germany, and are now prepared to exchange Dollfussism

for Hitlerism, is due to the bloody blundering of Chancellor

Dollfuss himself.

Even before the sanguinary events of mid-February, 1934,

whereby Dollfuss earned for himself the hatred of the

Socialists, a considerable section of Austrian opinion was

probably more favorable to union with Nazi Germany than

it had been to union with republican Germany. This is

particularly true of the peasantry and the middle classes, who

dislike and distrust Socialism, which they blame for all, or

nearly all, of their post-war troubles. This feeling of resent-

ment manifested itself in the formation of an Austrian Nazi

Party, modeled on the National Socialist organization in

Germany, with which, of course, it is hand-in-glove.

The Nazi movement has made extraordinary progress in

Austria, as evidenced by the swastika flags which were to be

seen in great numbers in the smaller towns and throughout

the countryside until their display was prohibited by the

Dollfuss Government, and by the Ha^enfyreuze painted or

chalked on houses, barns, walls and fences. Nor is Naziism

confined to the rural districts; its doctrines have permeated
the entire structure of government and have even penetrated

the police, the national army, and the Heimwehr, on whose

continued loyalty the political existence of Chancellor Doll-

fuss depends.

Dollfuss is the leader of a minority party, the Christian

Socialists, or was until the dissolution of all the political

parties in February, 1934. Now, the Clerical Party is as
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unpopular with the middle classes and the peasantry as are

the Socialists. It has run the republic for nearly a decade

and has made none too good a job of it. The fact is that the

people of the provincial towns and the rural districts

tradesmen, farmers and the like are heartily sick of both

factions. They are looking for a New Deal, and National

Socialism seems to offer them the best chance of getting it.

When Dollfuss, a Clerical, became chancellor, he had to

seek support either from the Socialists, who comprised at

least forty per cent of the electorate, or from the Heimwehr,

or Home Guard, a Fascist military organization which is a

cross between the Italian Black Shirt militia and the storm

troops of Nazi Germany. He chose the Heimwehr, partly,

no doubt, because it is well drilled and armed, but mainly

because, by allying himself with a Fascist organization, he

hoped to obtain the support of Italy.

The leader of the Heimwehr is a young Austrian noble-

man, Prince Ernst Riidiger von Starhemberg, handsome,

dashing, arrogant, vain and ambitious, who dreams of be-

coming an Austrian Mussolini. Von Starhemberg has been

flattered and made much of by the government at Rome
because he holds forth the hope of an Austrian Fascist state

in close alliance with the Italian one, and for some time

past has been trying to deliver the goods*

In placing his reliance on the Heimwehr, Dollfuss tacitly

agreed to its demand for a Fascist Austria so completely

under the domination of Rome that it would be, to all in-

tents and purposes, an Italian protectorate. An idea of the
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lengths to which he was prepared to go in this respect was

revealed in an announcement made toward the end of 1933,

and never denied, that he had concluded a secret agreement

with Mussolini, who had promised to supply the Austrian

dictator with Italian troops in the event of a Nazi uprising

which could not be put down by the Heimwehr. Imagine a

ruler permitting his own people to be shot down by troops

borrowed from their historic enemy!

When, in his frantic attempts to smash the Austrian

Nazis, Dollfuss called upon the Heimwehr, he placed him-

self in the anomalous position of employing a weapon which

differs only in a few unimportant respects from the armed

forces of Naziism itself. Indeed, the only differences be-

tween the Hitler and von Starhemberg policies are of degree

and personality; the difference between a well-oiled and

smoothly running Nazi machine and an amateurish, blunder-

ing Heimwehr organization; between a fanatical, idealistic

Hitler and an arrogant, ambitious von Starhemberg; be-

tween fifteen thousand young men in gray-green uniforms

whose eyes are turned toward Rome and perhaps twice

that number of youths- in brown whose eyes are fixed on

Berlin* Many believe that the only reason why von Starhem-

berg has not switched to the support of the Nazis ere this

is that the price offered by Hitler was not high enough.

Nothing is likelier than a deal between Hitler and von

Starhemberg that would leave Chancellor Dollfuss virtually

alone, with enemies all around him. All that seems to stand

in the way of such a volte-joce by the Heimwehr seems to
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be whether Prince von Starhemberg or a German Nazi shall

be the future head of the reorganized state.

It should not for one moment be assumed that the attitude

of the Allies a convenient term for France, England, Italy

and the Little Entente toward Austria is dictated by, or

even tinged with, an altruistic desire to better the fortunes

of the unhappy little state. Their attitude, on the contrary,

has been from the very outset a singularly callous and selfish

one. They are not concerned with the welfare of the

Austrians, save only as it affects their own interests, and

they have no more intention of permitting the Austrians to

decide their own fate, if it can possibly be prevented, than

they have of applying the principle of self-determination to

the European colonies in Africa. The truth is that the treat-

ment accorded to Austria by the victors in the Great War
constitutes one of the most shameful chapters in. recent

European history. Should the Austrian situation end in war,

the Allies, all their pious protestations to the contrary, will

have only themselves to blame*

It would naturally be assumed that, if Austria is really an

independent state, as the Allies contend, it could exercise

its sovereign rights according to the wishes of the majority.

And, now that Dollfuss' ruthlessness and tyranny have

driven the Socialists into the Nazi camp, there is little doubt

that the majority of Austrians desire union with Germany.

This/ however, the Allies refuse to permit Their incon-

sistent attitude toward the right of this only nominally "in-

dependent" people to shape its own destiny was summed
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up in an extraordinary speech made by the late Aristide

Briand before the French Chamber of Deputies:

"You often hear invoked the formula of the rights of minori-

ties. If, in a given state, nine-tenths of the population want to

commit political suicide by wiping their country of! the map,
and if there remained only one-tenth who are so strongly at-

tached to their country as to be opposed to its disappearance, I

say that this minority has the right to have its desire of existing

as a nation complied with. It would be an inadmissible act to

impose upon it brutally, by the will of the majority, the disap-

pearance of its country."

It might be remarked that, had such a formula been ap-

plied to affairs on this continent, Texas, instead of being a

state of the Union, would still be a republic. According to

M. Briand's bizarre theory, the wishes of the Jews, who com-

prise one-tenth of the population of Vienna, should out-

weigh the wishes of the people of German stock who con-

stitute the other nine-tenths.

When, on February 13, 1934, Dollfuss precipitated what

amounted to civil war in Austria by attempting to extermi-

nate the Socialists, he played straight into the hands of the

German Nazis, who are quietly waiting on the side-lines

until the right moment comes to gather in the spoils. For,

thanks to the incredible stupidity of Dollfuss and the Heim-

wehr, the Nazis can count on tens of thousands of recruits

from the workers who formerly opposed them but who are

now animated only by hatred of the Dollfuss Government
and all that it stands for. Though for many months the

Austrian Chancellor has been appealing to the world against
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Nazi terrorism, the terrorism he himself employed against

the Socialists caused more bloodshed in twenty-four hours

in Austria than a whole year of the Nazi Revolution in

Germany. Hitler suppressed the German radicals quickly

and sternly, but at a minimum cost in human lives. He has

borne down heavily on the workers of the Reich, but he

did not turn his howitzers and machine-guns on apartment-

houses filled with women and children. During those tragic

February days in Vienna hundreds of Socialists died in their

embattled homes or behind their barricades, but, like John

Brown, their souls go marching on. Nothing is more cer-

tain than that those who are left will seek revenge on a gov-

ernment that was responsible for this needless slaughter

and that they will obtain it, sooner or later, by joining forces

with the Nazis to rid Austria of Dollfussism.

Although at the time these lines are written (March,

1934) it is impossible to predict the course of events in

Austria, the little state would appear to be confronted by

three alternatives: a Nazi dictatorship leading to some form

of anschluss with Germany; a Fascist dictatorship under the

aegis of Italy; and a Socialist-Communist dictatorship di-

rected from Russia. If the Austrians are permitted to decide

whether they shall be ruled from Berlin, Rome or Moscow,

it will not be difficult to forecast their decision, for blood

tells in the long run. It is generally agreed that Dollfuss is

defending a position which is already lost, and it seems to

me extremely unlikely that he can remain in power for any

length of time save with the aid of foreign bayonets.
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The objections of the Allies to an Austro-German union

have been admirably summed up by Dr. Walter C.

Langsam:*

(i) Alone, the area of Germany is less than that of France;

united with Austria,, Germany's area would exceed that of

France. (2) The combined populations of Germany and Austria

are almost one and three-quarters that of France, (3) Were
Austria annexed to Germany, then Czechoslovakia, herself con-

taining over three million Germans, would be half surrounded

by German territory. (4) Anschluss would make Germany,
rather than weak Austria, the immediate neighbor of Italy and

might thereby complicate the question of South Tyrol. (5) An
Austro-German union, by placing a solid, powerful block across

central Europe, would weaken the Franco-Czech and Franco-

Jugoslav alliances from a military point of view. In addition,

Germany would secure direct contact with the Balkans. (6)

Though Austria has little coal, she has plenty of iron and timber

and a superabundance of hydroelectric power. The combined
economic strength of Germany and Austria would thus be ex-

ceedingly formidable.

Let us consider for a moment the likelihood of interven-

tion in Austria by one or several of the powers and just

what they would stand to gain or lose by such action. The

powers most vitally concerned, taken in the order of the

importance of their interests in Austrian independence, are

Czechoslovakia, Italy, France, England, Jugoslavia and

Germany.
The bitterest and most implacable opponent of Austro-

German union is the Czechoslovak minister of foreign af-

* The World Since 1914, by Walter C. Laagsam.
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fairs. Dr. Eduard Benes, who invariably employs the impera-

tive in voicing his opposition to anschluss. This is a rather

singular attitude for a man who spent the greater part of

his life as a member of a minority, who was one of the most

enthusiastic subscribers to the Wilsonian doctrine of self-

determination, and who is the foreign minister of a country

whose minorities form one-third of the total population. It

has always seemed to me that Dr. Benes's belligerency was

ill-advised, for, though Czechoslovakia maintains an army

wholly disproportionate to its size and financial resources

and to its importance in the world, there is no country in

Europe which could less afford a war. For nothing is more

certain than that, should Czechoslovakia become involved

in war and Benes has repeatedly stated that anschluss

would constitute a casus belli its four and a half million

Germans, Magyars and Ruthenians, discontented, sullen and

resentful, would seize the opportunity to throw off the

Czech yoke. Czechoslovakia was the strongest foreign sup-

porter of Austrian democracy, for it looked on it as a bul-

wark against German expansion, yet the Czechs made no

move when Austrian democracy went down beneath the

fire of Dollfuss' howitzers and machine-guns. The Czecho-

slovak Government has evidently come to a tardy realiza-

tion of the perils involved in war with Nazi Germany, for

it has given strong evidence that it will never intervene.

Italy is friendly to Germany so long as Austria forms a

barrier between them. But the last thing on earth that Italy

wants is Germany for aa immediate neighbor, for she is
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acutely conscious of the 2Oo,ooo-odd Austro-Germans in

South Tyrol who are chafing under Italian sovereignty and

she is well aware that, were Austria to be absorbed by the

Reich, and the frontiers of an enlarged Germany to be ex-

tended to the Brenner, the Nazi Government in Berlin

would regard the South Tyrol as a Germanic terra irredenta.

Moreover, there is no man in Europe today more eager to

avoid war than Benito Mussolini. He is perfectly aware

that, were he to send troops into Austria, the Jugoslav troops

would move in also. And, with Italian and Jugoslav troops

confronting each other on Austrian soil, it is hardly con-

ceivable that an explosion could be averted.

France is generally credited with being inexorably opposed
to the union of Germany and Austria, yet it is conceivable

that a situation might arise which would make it politically

expedient for France to withdraw her opposition to an-

schluss. The key to this situation is Italy, which, ever since

the war, has been on bad terms with France. Were Italy

to forget her grievances, however, and align herself on the

side of France, German aspirations would be checked. But,
were Italy to enter into an alliance with Germany, it would

put an end to French domination of the Continent* It

might, therefore, become highly advantageous to France to

facilitate anschluss for the reason that, were Austria absorbed

by Germany, Italy would be compelled in self-preservation
to adjust her differences with France. Certain it is that

France will take no individual action to preserve Austrian

independence. Her domestic situation is far too perilous to
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permit of undertaking any such adventure- The French

slogan, at least for the time being, is peace at any price.

"It would be a crime of wickedness and folly beyond all

words/' says Sir Philip Gibbs, "if Europe were to be involved

in a new war because France, in a panic of fear, decides to

enforce independence upon a nation which was thrust into

ruin and agony after being cut to pieces by the will and

plan of the French statesmen at Versailles. Is the world as

mad as that? I do not think so."

Joint intervention in Austria could not take place with-

out the active cooperation of England, and nothing is more

unlikely than that* England has hitherto opposed anschluss

because she was convinced that an Austro-German union

would threaten the peace of Europe, but the first concern

of the British Government is to avoid becoming involved in

complications on the Continent, for it is perfectly aware that

the British people would not tolerate intervention in order

to save Dollfuss or his government, for whom they have lost

all sympathy. Moreover, the Labor Party has announced

that it will call a general strike, should it become necessary,

in order to keep Britain out of war.

As a member of the Little Entente, Jugoslavia is in theory

bound to oppose the absorption of Austria by Germany. But

those who are familiar with what is happening behind the

scenes in the European drama are well aware that Jugoslavia

secretly desires anschluss because a powerful Germany on

Italy's northern border would serve to deter Mussolini from

carrying out his alleged designs against Jugoslavia*
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There remains to be considered only Germany. Now, the

Germans, it should be understood, are not planning to in-

vade Austria, or to destroy Austrian sovereignty save by a

skillfully directed propaganda campaign and by giving

moral and probably material aid to the Austrian Nazis.

What they are striving to do is to conquer Austria from

within with the assistance of the Austrian Nazi Party. For

this procedure there are numerous precedents. For example,

we employed a similar method to bring about Panama's

secession from Colombia. It was employed by the Allies

when they engineered the revolution which overthrew King
Constantine and put Venizelos in his place, thereby align-

ing Greece on their side. More recently, Japan used a variant

of it in wresting Manchuria from China and organizing

the territory thus acquired into the so-called independent

state of Manchukuo.

Against this method of internal aggression, so pene-

trating an observer as Mr. Walter Lippmann reminds us,

neither international law nor the machinery of the League
of Nations offers an effective defence. The Austrians, it

must be conceded, have a perfect right to form a Nazi

Party of their own. And, if that party succeeds in over-

throwing the Dollfuss Government and declares for union

with Germany, it is hard to see what the Allies can do about

it short of imposing their will on a sovereign people by
force. How, then, barring force, can they prevent a type of

aggression which is not clearly outlawed, though, if it suc-

ceeds, it will violate the spirit if not the letter of the treaties
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and inaugurate an era of enormous tension in Central

Europe? The fact is that the Allies are fully aware that

they cannot prevent anschluss unless they are prepared to

go to war. And European statesmanship is not so com-

pletely bankrupt that it does not realize that to go to war

in order to prevent the union of the two Germanic peoples

would be not merely folly, but sheer madness. Meanwhile,

Hitler is "sitting pretty/' letting Dollfuss and the Heim-

wehr play straight into his hands. Throughout the bloody

events in February he remained studiously aloof, ordering

both German and Austrian Nazis to abstain from inter-

ference in any form. He has no intention of shaking the

Austrian tree by sending German troops into Austria. Why
should he ? All he has to do is to remain quiet and Austria,

like an over-ripe apple, will fall into his hand.

In their opposition to anschluss the Powers are not pri-

marily actuated by fear of a larger and stronger Germany.

That and the future form of the Austrian state are only

secondary considerations. What they really fear is a revival

of the Drang nach Osten of a second German onset to the

beckoning East. Glance at the map and you will see that

Austria constitutes a frail barrier holding back the rising

tide of Naziism, If the barrier gives way and the fall of

the Dollfuss Government would mean that the barrier had

gone National Socialism would reach and overflow all the

countries lying between the Alps and the ^Egean. It would

roll down the valley of the Danube and spread across the

Balkans because the three million Germans in Czecho
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Slovakia, to say nothing of the large Slovak and Ruthenian

minorities, would welcome Naziism; because the 200,000

Austro-Germans of South Tyrol look to the Nazis to deliver

them from Italian rule; because the population of Hungary
is known to be overwhelmingly Nazi at heart; because the

rebellious Croats of Jugoslavia would welcome Nazi aid in

throwing off the Serbian yoke; because the Iron Guard is

striving to free Rumania from the political tentacles of

France. The opening of these sluiceways by friendly hands

would carry the Nazi tide onward to Bulgaria, Albania,

Greece, Turkey and beyond. No wonder, then, that France,

seeing her European hegemony imperiled; and Italy, fear-

ful of losing her grip on South Tyrol with its Austro-Ger-

man population; and Czechoslovakia, realizing that her very

existence is at stake, are frantically striving to buttress the

weak Austrian dam, which, before the tremendous pressure

of Naziism's pent-up floods, is visibly crumbling and, unless

I am mistaken, will soon give way.



CHAPTER XIV

IS ANOTHER WAR AT HAND?

THE European situation, as I see it, may be summed up

something like this:

National Socialism has come to stay in Germany. Hitler's

Government appears to be as firmly established as that of

Mussolini.

Despite his numerous blunders, particularly his persecu-

tion of the Jews, Hitler is being transformed by the responsi-

bilities of power from a demagogue to a statesman* He im-

mensely strengthened the internal position of Germany by
the passage of the Reich Reform Bill; he made an outstand-

ing contribution to the cause of European peace by con-

cluding an amity pact with Poland.

Germany is rearming, and not very secretly, and will

probably continue to rearm unless some limitation mutu-

ally acceptable to her and the other Powers can be arranged.

Neither Hitler nor the German people want war, but they

intend to be prepared for war should it be forced upon
them. Germany, though not belligerent, is defiant, and

will no longer submit to dictation and humiliation*

The conclusion between Germany and Poland of a treaty

of non-aggression has postponed the danger of war in

227
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Eastern Europe for at least a decade. When this amity pact

expires in 1944 both people, their passions having had time

to cool down, will probably be in a mood for compromise.
In my opinion, the question of Germany's eastern frontiers

will eventually be settled by the restoration to her of Dan-

zig, the retrocession of a portion of Upper Silesia, and the

creation of a German "bridge" across the Corridor.

Germany is almost certain to recover the whole of the

Saar in 1935 as a result of the plebiscite, for the population
of the Basin is almost solidly German. Should there be any

suspicion of trickery in the conduct of this referendum,

however, or should the League of Nations yield to political

pressure and render an unjust decision, there would arise a

very dangerous situation.

France is in no danger of attack by Germany, for there

is no controversy between the two countries which would

justify a resort to arms and Germany is certainly not con-

templating a war of revenge, which, she realizes, would be

suicidal.

It can be only a matter of time before the Austrian Nazis

succeed in overthrowing the Dollfuss Government, for they
now have the Socialists with them and it seems probable
that the Heimwehr will soon come over to their side. With a

Nazi Government in Vienna, and with a large majority of

the Austrian people in favor of union with Germany, it is

hard to see how anschluss, in one form or another, can be

prevented, for the Allies arc not prepared to risk a general

European conflict by military intervention*
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In my opinion, Italy is more likely to form an alliance

with Germany than with France, perhaps in return for an

assurance that Germany will respect Italian sovereignty in

South Tyrol. Such an alliance would end France's domina-

tion of the Continent, but that is doomed anyway.

With the Austrian barrier gone, the world must be pre-

pared for a resumption of the Drang nach Osten. Deprived

of her colonies, with a rapidly increasing population strain-

ing against her frontiers, Germany must seek new outlets

for her commerce and industry. France, with the aid of her

Danubian allies, may succeed in holding Germany's com-

mercial penetration of southeastern Europe in check for a

time, but not for long*

From whatever standpoint one views the European situa-

tion, it will be seen that, in the final analysis, the determin-

ing factor is France. And there is reason to believe that

France is slowly and painfully coming to the conclusion

that she must abandon for good and all her dreams of keep-

ing Germany permanently crippled and helpless. The idea

was fallacious from the start. She might succeed in doing so

with the active aid of England, Italy, Poland and the Little

Entente, but England has no intention of becoming involved

in another continental conflict, Italy is certainly not going

to adopt a policy calculated to strengthen her chief rival,

Poland is out of the picture for at least a decade, and the

countries of the Little Entente are all three preoccupied

by internal troubles.

In the near future France must make a momentous deci-
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sion* She must decide which she values most: the hegemony
of Europe or an enduring European peace. For she cannot

have both. She can continue to dominate the Continent only

by force. If she is sincere in saying that she only seeks secur-

ity within her own borders, then she can have it by abandon-

ing her present perilous policies and entangling alliances,

for I do not for one moment believe that Germany contem-

plates a war of revenge. If, however, France persists in

denying Germany full equality or adequate means of de-

fence; if she continues to oppose the union of the two Ger-

manic peoples; if she clings to the outworn theory of the

balance of power, then I can see only dark days ahead for

her and for Europe.

France, remember, is no helpless child in a den of wolves.

She is the richest nation on the continent of Europe. She is

the greatest military power on earth. Her frontiers are

guarded by all but impregnable defences. She is amply able

to take care of herself. If she is wise, then, she will forget

her vindictiveness, modify her ambitions, swallow her pride

and effect a reconciliation with Germany. It would be a

gamble, no doubt, but France can afford to gamble and it

strikes me that the magnitude of the stake amply justifies

the risk. I, for one, have enough faith in the vision and

statesmanship of Adolf Hitler and in the basic good sense

and desire for peace of the German people to believe that

they would respond to such a gesture with eagerness and

sincerity. Were France to let bygones be bygones and ac-

cept at their face value Germany's assurances of a desire for
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enduring friendship between the two nations, the world

would heave a vast sigh of relief and sleep more soundly o'

nights, for a Franco-German reconciliation would insure

peace in Europe for a long time to come. But perhaps such

a gesture is too much to expect of French statesmen.

Meanwhile, beyond the Rhine, steadily grows louder the

throb of Nazi drums.










